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PREFACE.

As in the south-eastern section, so also in the northern, the collections of originals, squeezes and

copies made by Lepsius and preserved at Berlin or published in the Denkmaler are the principal

foundation for the memoir ; but in these more accessible regions travellers have been numerous,

and the sources are therefore more varied. Prof. Breasted's brilliant photographs have again

been drawn upon for two important inscriptions at Gebel Barkal and Kalabsha. The photographs

of his expedition represent the greater part of the pre-Ptolemaic hieroglyphic texts in the Sudan

and Lower Nubia, and it is much to be hoped that means will soon be forthcoming for their

publication. Of the utmost value for our purpose is a magnificent series of photographs of Meroitic

inscriptions by Koch, taken in two expeditions of the Berlin Academy to Lower Nubia in 1908-9

led by Prof. Schafer and Prof. Junker. These, which are practically complete for Philae,

we have been permitted to publish, the application to the Academy having been presented and

supported by Prof. Erman. They are supplemented by a number of squeezes, also at Berlin,

taken some years ago by Dr. Borchardt during the clearance of Philae, and by squeezes

and photographs of the great Kalabsha inscriptions most kindly sent to me by Dr. Roeder.

Mr. F. W. Green, of Cambridge, gave me a copy of a funerary stela which he saw at Amara

in 1909. 1

For the brief visit which I paid to Lower Nubia with my wife in 1909-10, Mr. Poole, the

Director of the Sudan Government steamers on the Nile, made special arrangements by which

we could move rapidly from place to place between the First and Second Cataracts ; Dr. Randall-

MacIver, Director of the Eckley B. Coxe Expedition, was our host and guide to many Nubian

sites from Haifa as far north as Tomas, while the Aswan dam itself appeared to relax its severity

on our behalf, in that it left most of the Island of Philae dry down to the exceptionally late date

of January 15. Prof. Schafer had given me sundry hints as to the position of Christian Nubian

and Meroitic inscriptions in Lower Nubia, and at Philae especially I was able to make use of

his directions.
2

1 This has since been secured by Mr. Drummond for the Sudan Government, and I am now able to publish it from

squeezes, the drawings of this, as of practically all the inscriptions and scenes in the two volumes, having been made by

Mrs. Griffith.

2 In the winter of 1910-11 my wife and I again visited Lower Nubia in connection with the Oxford Excavations.

We made a halt at Dakka, and on Mr. C. M. Firth's hospitable dahabia saw a number of interesting monuments and

inscriptions from Dakka to Medik ; it is to Mr. Firth's generosity that we owe most of the photographs of inscriptions

from this district, including several that were discovered in the course of the explorations of the "Archaeological Survey

of Nubia," which were carried out under his charge for the Egyptian Government. The supplements to the original

collections have been inserted in their proper places in the text with little disturbance to the original numbering.
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As to the miscellaneous inscriptions, nearly all of which are now published for the first time,

Dr. Budge gave me permission to re-publish the two stelae in the British Museum ; Sir G.

Maspero, with his accustomed liberality, gave leave to publish the altar in Cairo ; Prof.

Golenischeff most kindly contributed photographs of three out of four stelae in his collectioD

(now acquired for the Government Museum at Moscow), with permission to publish hand-copies

;

M. Benedite gave me a cast of a unique inscribed statuette, the only Meroitic monument in the

Louvre collection ; Dr. Rubensohn sent to the Berlin Museum for my examination a fragment

in the Hildesheim Museum. Prof, von Bissing, Dr. Borchardt, M. Daressy, Dr. W. F. Hume,

Prof. Junker, Prof. Spiegelberg, Prof. Steindorff, Mr. Weigall, and Prof. Wiedemann have

all given me valuable information, chiefly indeed of a negative character, regarding the Meroitic

contents of collections in Europe and similar matters. To all these our thanks are due. To the

staff of the Berlin Museum (and more particularly Prof. Schafer, whose friendly generosity

throughout has been unsurpassable,) the debt is so varied that it is difficult to express adequately

my sense of obligation and admiration of their attitude to research. The collections acquired by

lavish expenditure of their own labour and time and of public money, so far as they cannot make

immediate use of them in their own publications, are at the disposal of any scholar of whatever

nationality ; in smoothing his path to them and removing every difficulty, these men, at once

scholars and servants of the entire scholarly public, consider that they are but doing their duty.

While my enquiries have everywhere been met with most friendly courtesy, I may be pardoned

for emphasizing the warmth of the response at the greatest repository of Meroitic material, on

which really depended the failure or success of the whole undertaking.

The manuscript and plates of the two parts of this work were handed in complete to the

printers early in November, 1910, at the same time as those of my memoir for Philadelphia,

Inscriptions of Shablill and Karanog, and immediately after the printing of the chapter on

inscriptions in Garstang's Meroe had been finished. Proofs, however, did not begin to come in

till the spring of 1911. The results and paging of Part I., finished in September, 1911, were fully

available for quotation in the Introduction to the Philadelphia volume, where the grounds of the

decipherment and other observations connected with the Meroitic writing and language are

collected. The Philadelphia memoir was finished in the following month, with many improve-

ments on the original MS., and its paging and results are in turn fully utilized here. Since then

the revision of the proofs of the present volume has again brought new results, which, if they had

appeared earlier, might have been added with advantage to the summary in the Philadelphia

memoir.
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INTEODUCTION.

The present volume contains the Meroitic in-

scriptions of the north-western region along the

Nile Valley from the Fourth Cataract to Philae,

and completes the "Corpus" by the addition of

those preserved in Museums of which the pro-

venance is more or less uncertain.

The first Meroitic inscription ever published

is a portion of no. 93, copied by Gait from the

pylon of the temple of Dakka in 1819. The

next in this region was the short graffito at

Stilib, no. 79, copied by Waddington and

Hanbury in 1820-1 ; in the same years Cail-

liaud copied two cursive inscriptions at Gebel

Barkal, nos. 77, 78. In 1829 Felix copied

cartouches and a few other inscriptions in hiero-

glyphic throughout the region ; and finally, in

1843-4, Lepsius's expedition made almost a clean

sweep of the visible inscriptions from Philae to

Gebel Barkal. After this no more was done

until two inscriptions from Lower Nubia, no. 89

from Medik and one from Amara or Shablul

(Shab. 20), were obscurely figured by Mr.

Weigall in 1907, and in the same year Dr.

Budge published photographs of two stelae in

the British Museum, nos. 129, 130. In 1909

Dr. Bandall-MacIver and Mr. Woolley pub-

lished a number of inscriptions from their ex-

cavations at Shablul, in 1910 Mr. O. Bates

three graffiti (no. 91 ) from a rock at Dakka, and

during the past year Mr. Woolley, Dr. Bandall-

MacIver and myself many from the excava-

tions at Karanog or Aniba. The revival of

interest in Nubia has been very marked in

recent years. The early explorers hoped to find

in the Ethiopian monuments the origin of

Egyptian art and civilization. This hope was

finally destroyed by Lepsius. But after long

abandonment the fall of Mahdiism has re-

opened the whole region to research of a wider

kind, undertaken by the present generation

with vastly fuller knowledge both of ancient

history and of anthropology.



ABBREVIATIONS

A. Z. Zeitschrift fiir Aegyptische Sprache.

Eg. Egyptian (in "Eg. hieroglyphic," "Eg. demotic," etc.).

Kar. Griffith, Karanog, The Meroitic Inscriptions of Shablul and Karanbg : individual inscrip-

tions are quoted by numbers, as Kar. 1, Sh. 1, etc., according as they come from

Karanog or Shablul.

Mer'oe G-arstang, Sayce, and Griffith, Meroe, the City of the Ethiojnans.

Sh. I.e., Shablul, see Kar.
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THE MEROITIC ALPHABETS

initial aleph or a

70

h

V

in

n

h

_&£> *7 I

<=> cT h (kh)

V > h (kh)

n Jll s

w 3 s (sh)

¥ i k

A, A o 9

2) > t

ra 1^- te

^ ^ ts

V

stop to separate words.

The values attributed to the consonants appear now to be well established by equations, 1 but the vowel values

represented by the first four signs are very difficult to fix : on the latter depend also the corresponding vowels in the

syllables fl] , c=^

.

The varieties of the demotic alphabet are described as Archaic (before 25 B.C. 1), Transitional (between 25 B.C.

and 250 a.d.
1

?), or Late (250 to 400 a.d. ?). The dates suggested rest on slender, but not negligible, evidence (see

Meroitic Inscriptions from Shablul and Karanog, Introduction, Chapter II.). Mr. Crowfoot's essay was written two

years ago, before Lhe recent discoveries; but it may be that the conclusions reached by him (Parti., pp. 37-41),

confining the Meroitic monuments to the brief period from the second to the middle of the fourth century a.d.,

will prove to be nearer the truth.

For a probable equation of Jj with Egyptian ft , see p. 32, note 2.





MEROITIC INSCRIPTIONS.
PART II.

FEOM THE FIFTH TO THE FOURTH CATAEACT.

No Meroitic inscriptions and few traces of

antiquity have been recorded either along the

routes which lead through the Bayiida desert

its neighbours to Merawifrom Meroe and

and other places

or alonw the Nile from the Fifth Cataracto

to the end of the Fourth Cataract.
1 Between

in the Dongola province,

1
Cf. Breasted, Monuments of Sudanese Nubia, p. 23.

these Cataracts the rocky and sandy banks,

stretching for two hundred miles, are too

barren to sustain any considerable population.

The few inhabitants now are riverain Arabs

and Bisharin. The other desert route which

cut off the great bend of the Nile from Abu

Hamed to Korosko (now replaced by the rail-

way to Wadi Haifa) is equally devoid of

antiquities.

FROM THE FOURTH TO THE THIRD CATARACT.

Napata.

Immediately beyond the Fourth Cataract lies

the great assemblage of antiquities about the

site of Napata, the metropolis of the older

Ethiopian kingdom. These include the early

pyramids of Nuri on the left or south bank of

the Nile ; the temples and pyramids of Gebel

Barkal lying about two kilometres from the river i

on the right bank ; the probable site of Napata

itself, comprising Old Merawi on the right bank

and New Merawi or Abu Dom opposite to it on

the left, both sites about five miles below Barkal

;

and lastly the pyramids or tumuli of Kurru and

Tangassi on the right and left banks, as far

below Merawi as Barkal is above it.

It is very curious and suggestive to find the

name Merawi <^?)y, evidently the equivalent of

the Greek Meporj and the Eg. demotic Mrwe (i.e.,

Merawe), in the centre of the ruins of Napata.

B



MEEOITIC INSCRIPTIONS.

In the Greek and Roman geographers Meroe is

certainly applied to the Kabushia site in the

Isle of Meroe, while Napata corresponds to the

Merawi-Barkal site. In late Egyptian-demotic

texts "Amnion, god of Merawe" is the type-god

of Nubia, and Merawe is the capital of Ethiopia ;

1

and in their Egyptian-demotic graffiti at Philae

Ethiopian envoys pray for a safe return to

Merawe. 2 Ammon is as much the god of Napata

as of Meroe, and "Ammon of Napata" is named

not only in Egyptian temple-inscriptions in

Lower Nubia and at Barkal, but also occurs thrice

in Meroitic (once indeed at Meroe itself).
3 The

name of Napata is not uncommon in Meroitic

texts, but Meroe is hardly to be found in any

Meroitic inscription—either at Meroe or else-

where. 4 The explanation of this may be that in

the language of the Meroites it was not precisely

a place-name, and its survival at Napata may

show that the natives applied it to both of their

capitals.

75. Statue of black granite, representing Isis

seated on a square throne, nursing Horus. The

low back of the seat is continued behind the

figure as a kind of pilaster, on which is engraved

an inscription of seventeen lines. Height of

inscription 39 cm., breadth of pilaster 18*5 cm.

Original in Berlin (Lepsius), Inv., no. 2258.

Published L., D., VI., Bl. 7, no. 28. The

squeeze is marked Barkal, while in L., D., the

locality is given as Merawi. The reference to it

in Lepsius's Briefe, p. 240, is indecisive.

The statue, well designed and not obese, is

roughly worked with a pointed instrument and

imperfectly smoothed or ground in some parts.

The head of the goddess and the left forearm

1 See the second story in my Stories of the High Priests

of Memphis.
2 Below, p. 47, cf. p. 25 (Dakka).
3 " Amanapate at Napata," Meroe, no. 7, p. 67. Dr.

Boeder pointed out to me this interpretation of Amanapate

as "Ammon of Napata," which is obviously correct, and

I was able to insert it in the Glossary, ib., p. 81. The

other occurrences are in 94/3 Kar. 41.

4 See Part I., p. 64, for a possible occurrence at Naga.

with the head and body of Horus resting upon

it are missing; the right arm with hand holding

the left breast has lost only the elbow.

The pilaster has been ground to receive the

inscription,
5 but many rough hollows remain in

which characters are cut. On the original the

lines of the cutting in these cases are fairly

distinct from natural cracks. The topmost three

lines of inscription are between engraved rules,

and it was evidently intended to complete the

ruling of the inscription, as the beginning of a

rule is seen between the last two lines. The

top rule is visible in Lepsius's squeeze and in

L., D. ; and, to my eyes, there are in the

squeeze distinct traces of characters above it.

This is now obscured on the original by the

restoration and perhaps wear of edges.

The pilaster was certainly carried above the

base of the neck ; as at present restored, to the

top of the head, it gives room for six more lines

of inscription of full width, with another short

one above in the rounded top, but it seems

probable that it has been carried up too high.

This important inscription shows the archaic

form of character.

: ^ll/^r* [:]*>*$& <75 1A/^ : 5V ?l 3 sou

Sl5ou/*-5^ 7 |: ^r-SV^ri*- : ?3AK- 6

pi */* 505cu/*-iS : 3^ 8 >/)> Sl/P

lA/^h : /^M-^-///S3 1°
: ^-3/-*-: 3/3: •)/))

5ou?5^ : frfrSV 2 //& : ^j/i/u/ij/i" <??

13/3: y///4-| 14 5^1^: ^ll/^r : ?^ 13 cu3

: J///™ Suj)i~ : //i& ? 909 : V 5 sy//s

^P/l^ s^s^ : V 7
//>3/3l: i?l

1. 1. The top of ^ is clear in Lepsius's

squeeze, but is worn away on the original.

The sign cannot be ^. : v///$/>W^ may

be compared with the first word in Meroe 14,

& Pis. II., III.



NAPATA.

where there is likewise doubt as to its being the

beginning of the inscription. But the coinci-

dence, to say the least, is remarkable, and is an

argument for considering the inscription to be

complete at the top. Aleqes might mean " be-

longing to Aleq," and Aleq might be the older

name of Philae, I-laq in Egyptian. The whole

text may be descriptive of Isis, whose name

appears in it four times.

co 1^-91)9, the O engraved in a hollow; cf.

1. 15. cu following is now lost, but is clear on

Lepsius's squeeze; cf. the reversed 9l}9cul^-

in 1. 8. ool-%- is perhaps the word cul^r-9^.

(11. 2, 7) in composition.

1 3. i91\^^~, \ ^^p^^ra in the varying

group of the Amara column. Can Dunqula

(Dongola) be connected with it? \9c? occurs

in \9c?V<? ; cf. also \<r9^, Meroll, 7/16.

1. 4. *-HI4r also in 1. 13 ; cf. 1. 9.

?>///5^; cf. Meroe, 7/18.

1. 5. "r-S'ri*-; cf. 11. 6, 13. V / 0^ is an

initial element elsewhere.

1. 7. ) /
' ? ) occurs in the next line and in 94.

1. 8. The letters ^ are quite clear.

1. 10. /*/*- ^///5 ?

3, or with 9 ) ,

u
in Weyi or

Meyi ?

"

1. 11.
z
i-*i Jll flJII ; compare the title l^rflJII.

JjJjJ'i^fi^ is probably a proper name. With

Tanekizaz compare the early royal name Akizaz

in 92.

1. 12. 5/Sco2 occurs elsewhere.

1. 14. Jll /\ might be read. i^^ occurs

in 94.

1. 16. "j/iyy/l ; cf. <*//), 76, etc.

1. 17 or <~//2^, which occurs in Kar. 29.

The temple*.

The numerous temples on the south side of

Gcbel Baikal are designated by Lepsius by the

letters A-L in order from west to east.
1 Most

of them showed little more than heaps of stones

and rubbish even when Cailliaud visited them.

1 L., D., I., 125.

The most substantial remains are those of B, E
and L. B, with remarkable Bes pillars, was

dedicated by Taracus to Muth with Ammon
and Hathor on the site of an earlier structure.

A large part of it is cut in the rock. E is with-

out sculpture. L, terribly ruined, is the great

temple of Ammon, built or rebuilt and adorned

by Pankhi and his successors of the early

Ethiopian dynasties. Here in the forecourt, in

front of the left-hand pylon, were found the

stelae of Pankhi, Tenwetamani, Aspert and

Harsiyotf ; and before the entrance Lepsius found

six granite rams with the cartouches of Amen-

hotp III., which were originally sculptured for

the temple of Siilib,
2 and a hawk of the same

king,3 probably in the columnar court within.
4

The rubbish heaps of temple F produced two

altars dedicated to Ammon respectively by

] Snq (?)-Aman-skn 5 and

Behind F, beneath

I A/WW 5*3
illlllltM

fl) :S<=>6l] Atrnrs.°

the cliff, was a temple, H, where Cailliaud saw

one tower of the pylon still standing, and on it

a representation of the king Snqamanskn slay-

ing prisoners before the human-headed Ammon.

These two kings may have been early "Meroites"

rather than " Ethiopians." Their inscriptions

are very correctly engraved, but the standard of

writing was perhaps higher in the Dongola pro-

vince than in the remote Isle of Meroe. The

same may be said of ( "^ ^J> } ^2J Amtr, whose

statue was found at Merawi (L., D., V., 15 o).

But another destroyed temple, C, certainly

belonged to Meroite kings. Here Cailliaud saw

the noble lions of Amenhotp III. from Sulib,

which Lord Prudhoe afterwards took to the

British Museum. An inscription was placed

upon them by (\ ^^ \ p "^J
Amanasrawe

2 Breasted, Records Egypt, ii., p. 362.

3 L., D., III., 89, 90.

4 Cf. Cailliaud, Voyage a Meroe, Texte III., p. 220.

5 The same king has lately been found at Memphis

(Dahessy, Annates du Service, x. 183).

6 L., D., V., 15 a, b.

B 2
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(apparently the king of the Pyramid B 5 at

Meroe), 1 stating that he had brought them to

the spot.
2 Here, too, were found blocks giving

the names of the king Natakamani, |§fo Q uj

j, of his queen Amanitere, 3

3], and the

and %, =
1

10lie U] and |Q
ti II

fragmentary cartouches 0m Uj and i^
J,

4
pro-

bably belonging to fo-f Li]prso^sl)
Arakakhtane, the prince who accompanies this

royal pair in the sculptures of the temple of

Ammon at Naga. 5 One fragment (//) indicates

that Ammon and Hathor were especially wor-

shipped in this temple as in the neighbouring

temple B.

Prof. Breasted considers that the large fore-

court of the great temple (L) is of Meroitic age.

In 1906 he cleared the face of the right-hand

pylon tower at the back of it, hoping to find

historical stelae like those from the other side.

In this he was disappointed ; but facing the

passage-way, on the column immediately in front

of the pylon, he found a short Meroitic inscrip-

tion (76) cut on the sunk and smoothed surface

of a drum.6
Cf. Monuments of Sudanese Nubia,

p. 34 ;
photographs 723, 724. The style is

archaic.

Arekete qeli is like Wesh-qel in 75/16 ; the

former word occurs in Kar,

oj 9 $5 /l^ might be read.

For Syt-Jj see 64, 70.

hJII^-) is perhaps the /^^p of 121.

For n^l, i.e., "12"(?), cf. 101/4.

1 See Part I., p. 87.

2 Breasted, Records Egypt, ii., p. 363.

3 One or more queens of this name were also called

Candace (cf. Part I., pp. 79, 80).

* See L., D., V., 15 c-m.

5 Part L, p. 63. 6 See PI. IV.

The Necropolis.

The pyramids of Barkal are of the same kind

as those of Meroe, with steep sides. They form

three groups to the west of the hill : one a little

to the north and two due west. One pyramid in

the latter was larger than any at Meroe, and may

be older than the others ; but it is completely

ruined, and the rest seldom exceed about thirty

feet in the side. The shrines in the northern

group, the most distant from habitations, were

in fair preservation at the time of Cailliaud's

visit.
7 Like the temples of Gebel Barkal, they

are oriented to the south-east. The sculptures

are all of much the same kind, showing on the

inner wall a false door containing Osiris between

Isis and Nephthys (?) with the bark of the sun

above ; and on the side walls a king enthroned,

crowned and holding a sceptre and other emblems

or instruments, and protected by Isis, while

incense is offered to him by a large figure, and

figures of medium and small size in rows fill the

wall behind.8

Unfortunately only one pyramid is inscribed,

numbered 15 in Lepsius, the sixth from the

west in the northern group. Its side measures

about thirty-five feet. The interior of the

shrine by exception was covered with plaster

and painted. Cailliaud found a block inside

the shrine which had fallen from the inner wall,

sculptured with three small funerary figures

—

no doubt Osiris, Isis, and Nephthys—from the

false door, and we may suppose that above

it had been the usual sun-bark. 9 The scenes

reproduced by him, and in colours by Lepsius

(whose label to the plate is misleading), are thus

clearly from the side walls.

77. On the right-hand or north-east wall

(Lepsius, Nordwand) a queen with pendent

breasts sits on a throne with lion head, holding

in one hand the flail, and in the other a mirror (?),

7 Voyage a Meroe, l, PI. 52.

8 See L., D., V., PH. 20-24 ; Cailliaud, ib., Pis. liii.-lv.

9 Cailliaud, Voyage, Texte III., pp. 205-6.
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staff, and palm-branch. Her cartouche is before

her. On her head she wears a diadem with

uraeus in front, a collar on her neck, bracelets

on her arms, and a white tunic hung from her

shoulders by straps and reaching to the feet.

Her tunic is ornamented only with horizontal

coloured bands ; sandals are on her feet, which

rest on a stool. Behind is a figure of Isis

standing on a lotus-flower and protecting the

queen with her wings. The throne is under a

wooden canopy, the side of which is coloured

blue. Before the queen is a large figure of a man

holding a mirror (?) and palm-branch, and offer-

ing incense from the usual arm-shaped censer.

Above him is a label with four lines of inscrip-

tion, and behind three human figures of medium

size and rows of smaller figures, while above a

row of small figures of deities make offerings.

In colours, L., D.,Y., 19 a; a portion in outline,

Cailliaud, Voyage a Meroe, i., PL lv. 4.

The signs inside the cartouche before the

queen's face are engraved, and are shown in a

squeeze of Lepsius's from which the copy 1
is

made, but completed from L., D. The height

from top to bottom of the signs in the

cartouche is 17 cm. The inscription reads

[5m^H^3
" The^ N[-]zamak."

The Egyptian sign ^=^ is probably for =j^>.

" Lord of the Two Lands." The gap in the

cartouche might be filled by one large sign such

as ^. V l^and y pfi^ both occur, but neither

of these is quite satisfactory. ^[2> Bffl]^ would

be better. The spot • must mark a division • in

the name, and the word %* |^ is common enough.

For 77 b, the inscription over the priest,
2
see the

next.

78. Opposite, on the left-hand or south-west

wall (Lepsius, Westwand), the scene is similar,

but the chief figure is differently dressed in

i See PI. IV. 2 See PL IV.

ceremonial costume. The breasts are covered,

and obesity alone shows that the queen is

intended. She wears the plumes of Ammon
together with the headdress formed of a bundle

between two plumes, and holds in one hand the

crook, in the other a mirror (?) and palm-branch.

A white garment covers her from neck to foot,

leaving only the arms bare, and a red shawl is

thrown over her right shoulder, leaving the

white garment visible on the left shoulder.

There is no cartouche, but the label over the

priest is inscribed.

In colours, L., D., V., 19 b; a portion in out-

line, Cailliaud, Voyage a Meroe, i., PI. lv. 3.

The two demotic texts are also incised, and

Lepsius's squeezes are preserved. They appear

to have been originally identical, but 77 b on the

N.E. wall (Cailliaud, Voyage a Meroe, Texte III.,

PI. 6, no. 1 ; L., D., VI., Bl. 7, no. 27) is much

injured. It measures 23 cm. X 8 cm. 78 3 on

the S.W. wall (Cailliaud, no. 2 ; Lepsius, no. 26)

is nearly complete, and measures 25 cm. x 10 cm.

The two together give the following, in archaic

writing.

: Z'ySy^ : <?cufoully : //)/// /^t- Soup 5

: /W/Z/O/ki^: /W//ioj//) : /W//sy;fZ

" Yetaretey, ivize .of Pakartar, shatamazes,

qerapas, and panqes."

The squeeze of 77 shows traces of the first

line, of which there was more in Cailliaud's

copy ; Lepsius's copy ignores the first line, but

adds some strokes below the last line which seem

to be accidental.

For the first word cf. SojpSW , Meroe, 10/5.

There are remains of the initial ? in both squeezes,

and Cailliaud gives uupS in 77.

In ^oufouXi^ the final letter must be either

*? or 5. This group agrees with the name of

the prince or king, W^zz^ <=^>^&^ Pakartar,

at Meroe, Pyr. A 16 (Part I., p. 78). Of the

3 See PI. IV.
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titles of Yetaretey, wize is not uncommon,

shatamazes is civil and panqes sacerdotal, and

qcrapes occurs again in 88.

In spite of the name Pakartar, the date of

this shrine may be considerably later than the

Pyramid A 16 at Meroe, where the sculptures

are almost pure Egyptian, and there are no

Meroitic inscriptions. Yet the form of the

cursive signs shows that the Barkal pyramid is

by no means of the latest period.

It seems strange that no Meroitic inscriptions

have yet been recorded in the rich country be-

tween Napata and the Third Cataract, although

probable sites exist.

In the Wadi Letti ( = Wadi el Gab ?), parallel

to the river on the west side, is an inscription of

an Ethiopian king Pankhi, and a fragment of

Meroitic age; 1
at Bugdumbush, on the right

bank, the ground-plan is visible of a late Nubian

temple; 2
at New Dongola was found the stele

of the Ethiopian king Nestsen, 3 and two granite

colossi of Meroitic kings lie on the island of

Argo. 4 The present inhabitants of the district

are Barabra Nubians, speaking the Dongulawi

dialect, as far north as Hannek, where the

Mahass dialect begins.

1 Breasted, Monuments of Sudanese Nubia, p. 40.

2 lb., p. 41.

3 Schafer, Aethiopische Konigsinschrift, p. 2.

4 Breasted, ib., p. 41 ; L., D., I., 120 a, b.



( 1 )

FROM THE THIRD TO THE SECOND CATARACT.

It is certain that the Egyptian power, at least in

the brilliant epochs of the XVIIIth and XlXth

Dynasties, stretched beyond the Third Cataract.

The rich fields of Dongola and the slaves and

ivory of the Sudan were worth a costly and

dangerous expedition through the rocky channels

of the Batn el-Hagar to many an adventurous

king. But the few Egyptian monuments that

are known in the South always bear evidence or

suspicion of having been removed thither by

Ethiopian or Meroitic kings for the adornment

of their own works. The temple of Sidib fur-

nished them with lions and rams for the temples

of Ammon at Napata, and Prof. Breasted was

led to believe that the statue of Sebekhotp of

the Xlllth Dynasty, which lies on the island of

Argo, was brought from the north to embellish

a temple of the later age, the ruins of which

are still marked by two Meroitic colossi.
1 The

monuments excavated or erected by the ancient

Egyptians south of the Third Cataract were

probably on a small scale, and were absorbed

and reused to such an extent by their native

successors as to be now unrecognizable.

When once the Third Cataract is reached, this

all changes. Immediately there is an abundance

of Egyptian records of passage and concmest on

the rocks, and at the same time evidence of

continuous occupation by the Egyptians in the

shape of fortresses and temples to secure their

communications with the regions beyond.

The stretch of the river valley from the Third

to the Second Cataract, about 250 miles long,

presents many difficulties to navigation. Perhaps

the very poverty of the country has permitted

monuments to survive longer than elsewhere.

The known Meroitic inscriptions, however, are

few, and confined to the northern half, though

excavation might bring them to light in large

numbers. The inhabitants are Mahass Barabra

as far as the island of Sai, where the Fadiga

Barabra begin.

The columns of Sesebi (left bank) were found

by Prof. Breasted to have been erected by

Akhenaton, and the site is consequently identi-

fied by him with Gme-Aton. This, with its god

Ammon, is mentioned in a temple-inscription of

Taracus at Gebel Barkal and on the stela of the

Ethiopian king Nestsen
;

3 probably its religious

importance continued into the Meroitic age.

Sulib.

The name of this city, ^ B ,

2 with its splendid

temple of Amenhotp III., was probably pro-

nounced something like Ha-khamme. From it

1 Professor Sayce has lately published a monument of

Sesostris I. of the Xllth Dynasty found at Argo.
2 Lepsius, Awwald, xiii. B 5.

the granite lions and rams were taken by the

Ethiopian and Meroitic kings to adorn their

temples at Gebel Barkal. One Meroitic record

remains on the ruins of the temple.

A Meroitic graffito of three lines of straggling

3 Breasted, Monuments of Sudanese Nubia, p. 78.
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characters (79)
]

is in the central aisle of the

third court behind the pylon, scratched on the

western face of the middle column on the east

side. The top line begins far to the right

of the others. Length of top line 58 cm.,

height 22 cm. Squeezes Lepsius : published

Waddington and Hanbury, Journal of a Visit

to Ethiopia, PI. to face p. 286 (cf. p. 289);

L., D., VI., . Bl. 7, no. 25 (Saiile no. 12 in

Kammer C, with plan of the position, Tagebuch

f, II. 32).

• v?s/ i 3

The lettering is very early

;

the forms of

many of the letters are almost unintelligible,

and no words can be definitely recognized as

occurring elsewhere.

Adaye (Sedeinga).

Teie.

in Nubia." 3

The temple and city site on the left bank,

usually known as Sedeinga, ought rather to be

called Aday(e), by the name of the village on the

north side which Lepsius's map marks as the

nearest to the ruins. In the large English Survey

map of 1901 (sheet 35 M) it also appears as

Addai. This is evidently the direct descendant

of the name which was given to it by Amen-

hotp III.

The temple ruins
2 preserve fragments of in-

scription proving that it was dedicated to queen

1^0 Ji/frl^s "
as her resk]ence

The corresponding foundation of

Soleb was known as the " Stronghold of the

Residence of Khamme," or " Stronghold of

Khamme," Khamme being one of the names of

Amenophis III., and Messrs. Breasted and

Davies found a block naming the place " Fortress

of Teie."
4 The Meroitic name given below for

the locality is Atiye, evidently ^-, (| [j(j
w ^J,

Ha-Teie, " Residence of Teie," with the initial h

dropped in Nubian fashion. The modern Aday

agrees excellently with this, and possibly Atteva

in Pliny 5
is to be identified with it. An inscrip-

tion from Meroe 6 makes Isis and Horus the

deities of Atiye, Isis having probably succeeded

to the ancient queen Teie.

1 See PI. V. 2 Shown in L., D., I., 114.

3 L., D., III., 82 h.

4 Monuments of Sudanese Nubia, pp. 97, 98.

6 N. H., vi. 35. 6 Meroe, 7.

Fragments of altars were picked up by

Lepsius's expedition in a necropolis west of the

temple. They are the following :

—

80. Fragment, about one-third, of an altar of

fine-grained whitish sandstone. In the field,

which is not sunk but only outlined, is a figure

of Anubis from the usual libation scene,
7 with

portions of two lines of inscription below : in-

scription round border. 8 Height 23"5 cm., width

9 cm.

Original in Berlin (Lepsius), Inv. no. 2267
;

two squeezes of Lepsius. Published L., D., VI.,

Bl. 7, no. 22.

The inscription is of late style.

[/^£^]ou/4- : uj^fjpfi^ : ^-&//)S///f . . .

"
. . . bye, begotten of Natazakhar."

In the field are portions probably of the word

"born of," and of a terminal formula.

81. Rectangular fragment with five horizontal

lines of inscription,
9 imperfect at each end.

Height 9 "5 cm., width 21 '5 cm. Lepsius squeeze.

Published L., D., VI., Bl. 7, no. 23. Late transi-

tion style.

\y/^-^y//^~pSZ^ ;\5criuj<? :
**-

. . -

1

. . . \VS tj? t3\l<rS)<*jSi^. .
.*

. . . Sfi? : PSW :V5 . . .

3

"[Kin of?] the hharphheh in Atiye, [kin of]

great . . perametes, kin of s."

7 See Part I., PI. XXXL, and cf. Ear., p. 30.

8 See Pis. II., V. 9 See PI. V.



SAI, AMARA.

The fragment is probably from the lower end

of a funerary stele containing the description of

a person : the inscription apparently ended with

/// in 1. 5.

1. 1. Cf. Kar. 30, 47. This is the southern-

most instance of the title kharpkheu, which is

common in the inscriptions of Karanog and

Philae.

1. 3. It seems as if /^STj) : p5'// were little

more than a variant of /^SJj ?p5W ; cf.

Kar. 125.

One other fragment is in the Berlin Museum, 1

and squeezes of five more, including two from a

rough table of offerings with field sculptured but

not sunk. But no complete group of characters

can be recognized on any of them.

Sal

At the north end of the island of Sai are the

confused remains of a temple of Tethmosis III.

Upon one of several loose blocks from the door-

way are Meroitic graffiti. The blocks have been

taken for the Museum, and lie in the storehouse

of the Museum in North Khartum.

The block is of sandstone, apparently from the

right jamb of a doorway, and is inscribed on one

face with Egyptian monumental hieroglyphs of

the New Kingdom ; on the adjoining face to the

left are large Meroite demotic characters at the

top, and, after a clear space of 12 cm., four lines

of smaller characters reaching to the bottom

and occupying a height of 18 cm. Total height

48 cm., width 36 cm. Hand-copied from the

original.
2

82. The upper inscription: writing of early (?)

type, two lines and part of another carried over

from the block above. The symbol used in 64

is seen here.

83. Writing of archaic type. Four lines, each

presumably complete.

I..UJ? II / t7)? c7\'> c
J

A 5/) 5*72 is a civil title in the Karanog texts.

cu /
'cu •) \*t~c? "tjj

p

, Tazakhintarer, must be the

name of a prince.

Lepsius publishes another inscription 3 from

this island, which appears to consist of Meroitic

characters with many numerals or meaningless

strokes, possibly from accounts, or a graffito.

Sai is named Shaye in the Meroitic inscrip-

tions of Faras and Karanog.

Amara.

On the east bank is a town site with ruins of

a small temple, consisting chiefly of the shafts

of six columns covered with sculpture and in-

scriptions. They have belonged to a small

columnar hall like that of the temple of Amnion

at Naga, but with eight columns in two rows,

and in front of them at a short distance were

1 Inv. no. 1071
;
published L., D., VI., 7, no. 24.

2 See PI. V.

two others flanking the passage-way.
4 The

river here flows almost due east, and the temple

faced southward away from the river. Mr. F. W.

3 L., D., VI., Bl. 11, no. 51.

4 See L., D., I., 115, and cf. Cailliaud, Voyage a Meroe,

ii., PI. xvi., and Texte III., p. 252 ; Frith, Bonomi, and

Sharpe, Egypt, Nubia, and Ethiopia, Pis. xliv., xlv. ; also

Burckhardt (1813), Travels, p. 54; Waddington and

Hanbury (1820), Journal, p. 17; Ruppell, Beiscn, p. 79;

Hoskins, Ethiopia, p. 261.

C
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Green informs me that this year no trace of the

columns could be found, but only fragments of

the brickwork foundations. 1

84. The inscriptions on the shafts are the

northernmost yet found in Meroitic hieroglyphic

;

the scheme of the decoration is precisely like

that on the column in the temple at Naga

(no. 34) 2
: four vertical bands of inscription

divide the surface into four equal portions from

top to bottom, and each of these spaces is sculp-

tured with four scenes, one above another, a row

of stars at the top dividing them from each

other.
3

Of the columns f e o h [a-d being the front

row, farthest from the river), Weiden-0000 T^T 1bachs drawing, b a c d L., U., 1., 114, shows

a-d, f, h standing and g prostrate. Frith's

small photograph xciv. (taken in 1859-60) shows

a-d and a drum fallen from c(?) lying between

c and d, together with h, but the remains of g
had gone. xcv. shows d, h, and the fallen drum.

From these photographs the following identifica-

tion of Lepsius's copies, which reach to five out

of the six, are almost certain.

Front row, left of passage, a, L., JD., V., 69 h (?),

cf. Frith xciv. ; b, L., D., V., 70 a, in Frith xciv.

;

right of passage, d, L., D., V., 70 b, in Frith xcv.

Back row, left of passage, /, L., D., V., 70 c (?)

;

right of passage, h, L., D.,V., 69 a, in Frith xcv.

At Naga the vertical section of the column most

conspicuous to the visitor entering the temple

was devoted to scenes of the king offering to

the chief god.
4 Here also a corresponding place

was assigned to the offering scenes of the king,

varying according as the column stood on the

right or left of the entrance. The rule at Amara

1 From the account in Budge, Egyptian Sudan, i., p. 467,

it might seem that the temple was still standing in 1905,

but Mr. Crowfoot tells me that it had disappeared before

that date.

2 Part I., PI. XXIII.
3 PI. VI. shows the decoration of the best-preserved

column, copied from Lepsius's plate.

4 Part I., p. 65.

seems to be that on those which stood on the

right the king is on the left and the god to

whom he offers on the right, and vice versa.

The prince and queen and the inferior gods are

figured from column to column in much the

same way as at Naga. 5

Frith's photograph xcv. enables us to settle

the orientation of the inscriptions on h = L., D.,

V., 69 a, the most important of all those copied

by Lepsius. The side with _£a
p %* £) pq ?

() faces

away from the river and so to the south ; but

according to the Egyptian convention, by which

south is always up-stream, it must be considered

to correspond to the west, and this agrees with

the orientation on the Naga column. The

orientation of the sculptures on the other

columns can also be seen from the photographs

or inferred.

The standard text on the columns on all four

sides is :

—

^kl[l^k¥^) i 1-^raPk^lllll

ra o> $3 -aa • tt

The amount lost at the top can be pretty

accurately estimated ; in column h, which pre-

serves the
P

5
^;, these letters reach to the middle

of the tall plumes of the deities. On comparing

the Naga column, no. 34, we see that

the inscription continued to the top of

the shaft, and a band of stars was

above the scene. The missing portion

is precisely that occupied at Naga by

the letters shown in fig. 1.

I ^js^raPkP^li8 evidently the end of the

title of the principal god of the temple, corre-

sponding to the name and title of the ram-

headed Amnion at Naga. 6 At Amara we have

&

Fig. 1.

5 See Table on p. 11. 6 Part I., p. 65.
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no other means of identifying him than the

scenes and inscriptions upon the columns.

It is unfortunate that so little is available of a,

c, e, g, which flanked the passage, but it is pretty

clear that the ram-gods Ammon, Khnum, and
,

Harsaphes(?), with the human-headed Amnion,
\

Muth, and Min are most conspicuous. As the

ram-headed gods seem to be all named Amani
in Meroitic, 1 we may probably conclude that this

name was written at the top of the column. And
this conclusion is to some extent confirmed by

the fact that the name of Ammon follows imme-

diately that of the king, as at Naga ; for, if the

temple had been dedicated to another deity that

other deity's name would probably have appeared

in this place also. That Amnion was the god of

the temple is probable also from the funerary

stela 85 of a priest of Ammon.

If
: 1!^!k^ is fco De restored at the

top of the columns, there remains only

room for one letter (or two side by side)

before the ^ : the missing signs can

be admirably supplied by the place-name

S?$VSi^ in 129/13 and Kar. 125.

Thus the first phrase may be restored

" [Ammon in Pejzeme."

The place-name Pezeme may perhaps be com-

pared to Tama recorded by Nero's explorers

Series op King Series op Royal Trio Series op Queen Series of Prince

' a (unpublished) (unpublished) (unpublished) (unpublished)

h (unpublished) (unpublished) (unpublished) (unpublished)

Top
J
d K. to Ammon K. to Min Qn. to (god) (Pr.) to ram Amnion

scene / (destroyed) K. to Min Qn. to (god) (destroyed)

/r Pr. (?) to ram, O K. to(...) Qn. to ram,
( )

Pr. to Shu (?)

i

Naga K. to Amnion K. to Re Qn. to Apezemak Pr. to Min.

'a K. to ram, ?Qj (destroyed) Qn. to ram(?) Amnion Pr. to Muth
h K. to ram Ammon K. to god 3 Qn. to (god) Pr. to Apezemak

Second d K. to Mandulis (?) Qn. to Muth Qn. to ram, $ Pr. to
( )

scene / (destroyed) Qn. to ram, *Qj Qn. to human Amnion Pr. to A
h K. to ram, O Qn. to (god) Qn. to Muth Pr. to Tefenis

b

Naga K. to ram Ammon K. to Muth Qn. to goddess 5
Pr. to god

( a (unpublished) (unpublished) (unpublished) (unpublished)

b K. to Muth Pr. to Muth Qn. to (goddess) Pr. to goddess 5

Third
J
d K. to Shu (?) Pr. to Khnum (?) Qn. to Muth Pr. to god, O

scene / K. to Osiris Pr. to Atum Qn. to Isis Pr. to Thoth

h K. to (god) Pr. to goddess 4 Qn. to lion, O Pr. to Muth
^Naga Pr. to Ammon Pr. to Khons Qn. to god, O Pr to Khnum (?)

1 E.g., Khnum is so named (Part I., p. 60, no. 10).

2 The decoration of column h is shown on PI. VI.

3 With vase on head.

4 With strange headdress falling to the feet.

5 With C\ on head, like the Negress in the temple of

the lion-god (Part I., PI. XVIII., no. 14).

c 2
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(Pliny, H.N., vi. 35) between Hierasycaminon

and Regio Euonymiton, which last lay beyond

the Great or Second Cataract and the Tria-

contaschoenus according to Ptolemy. It might

perhaps be connected with k^J $Z* 3t\n

A-zemi, at Thebes (Brugsch, Diet. Geog., 988).

However this may be, it is pretty clear from the

inscriptions of Karanog and Faras that Pezeme

or Amara was the most important city in the

region between the Second and Third Cataracts,

and indeed one of the most important in the

Meroitic empire.

The only variation in the various fragmentary

copies of the above phrase is a single instance of

the omission of the final • in L., D., V., 70 c.

After the god come the royalties, their names

marked by cartouches and the ends of their titles

by the group \ J&&t$ P^ k-
The king's phrase at Amara and Naga (34,

cf. 29) is :

" Natakamani, beloved (?)
1
of Amnion."

Here the only variants are ^k once eacn

in 69 b, 70 b, and four times in 70 c, and the

omission of the final • once in 69 b, twice in 70 c,

and three times in JO a. In no instance is •

written after ^SS^^.
The queen's phrase is :

" Amanitere, beloved of Ariten."

Here the only variants are the omission of

both the • three times in 70 a and four times in

70 c. Ariten is the word that follows the name

of the ram-headed Ammon in his ordinary titles

at Naga, " Amani the great, Ariten in Telakte." 2

The prince's phrase is :

" (A)sherakarer, beloved (?) of Make-zeke."

1 Perhaps the meaning (here and elsewhere) is rather
" of the seed (or ' kin ') of Ammon."

2 See Part I., p. 63.

No variants ; at Naga the prince's name is

different.

(A)sherakarer seems clearly to be compounded

with the name of Osiris, who is figured once

amongst the deities on column /. For the

second half of the name see Part I., p. 73,

note 2. Make-zeke, ^Sl/frSl? (with /

instead of
P),

occurs in 94/6 and Meroe 13,

cf. yinshizeke (ib.)
}
Were-zike (Kar.), etc. The

first element mak appears in Mak-lakh, " great

god (?)," in invocations.

The last three words

are without variant on the columns L., D.,

V., 70 b, c, except the insertion of • after

-2se> ra 15 once in 70 c. On the other hand, the

column L., D., 69 a, in agreement with the Naga

column, varies the first of these words on each

face. On the strictly eastward but convention-

ally north side it retains ^&rQZ5 =Naga _2s&
?
rffly

;

on the other sides it substitutes • -aaP^^rn
conventionally west= • -Ss&P^^Fn Naga west,

• _2s> p A pQ "J (](j conventionally south (south

side destroyed at Naga), _&* P^-f\p^]
Si:c?

(] con-

ventionally east= ^s>P^=^)pE]
?N
|l

?

(|() Naga east.

The other groups are as in the standard in-

scription.

The series of words on the four sides—N.

j^ra^S.-^pAPslMiE. ^p^flPEE) ?

^
?

(](),

W. -2a>pi^]]Fn—is important, as they seem to

have a geographical meaning. _&& is evidently

an affix. The spelling of the first word is a

puzzle ; the Naga column gives the outline

of the second letter, but the inner lines are

destroyed, and s looked probable to me.

Lepsius's copy of the Amara columns gives ra in

each place, and presumably some of the many

instances were well preserved, so that the

correctness of the form he gives can hardly be

questioned. As q occurs frequently on the

columns it is hardly likely that a special form of

it, ra, should be reserved for a particular word,

although ra seems to be written once for Q at



amara. 13

Naga in bad writing.
1

If not s, it must pro-

bably be ra, and 2^> is the probable reading of

the initial letters in more than one name at

Karanog. On the other hand, oj> is frequent

in the inscription of Kalabsha (94), and is

associated with the southern word in one passage

(94/31) ; I am therefore inclined to think this

the true spelling. The word also probably

occurs representing the north in the Nile in-

scriptions at Naga (nos. 26, 30).
2

It is only

natural that the north should be so conspicuous

in the northern province at Amara and Kalabsha.

The southern word is in the inscriptions of

the Nile representing the south (nos. 28, 32),

and in the Kalabsha inscription 94. It looks as

if compounded with the Egyptian word eioop,

eiep-, " river."

The word of the west side, -^P^^fo,
occurs very naturally on the Isis statue from

Napata (no. 75), and probably on the stela

Meroe, 6/4.

The beginning of the word of the east side is

not certain. Lepsius's () can hardly be right,

and the suggested ^(](] or [S()(] at Naga is very

indistinct. Possibly )$$, producing 5cu5Z^,

should be read. Otherwise the initial element

of the southern word may be recognized in it,

along with (5%»£t,
3 "the river (?) of Bega(?)."

• 4^^-Sa^i, which is seldom divided from

the preceding word by •
, must be attached to

it closely. -2x>^) may be found in the glossary

in several combinations.

The final word, pn<2>^i-2s>, terminates most

of the legends of the gods at Naga, 6-8, 13-16,

18,19; it has the appearance of a plural,
4 and

may refer to the three royalties.

The occurrence of the geographical names

(which may be names of Niles, or quarters of

the world, or provinces) at the end cannot be

1 Part I., PI. XIX., no. 13.

2 Part I., p. 64.

3 Cf. Meroe, 1/5.

4 See Kar., pp. 25, 2G, for the form. The singular

would then be [~n &£>•

dissociated from the figures of the Niles at the

base of the columns.

Although the inscription is complete and

contains many intelligible groups and points

that can be illustrated from other inscriptions,

its precise meaning escapes me. Possibly it

signifies the provision by the different quarters

of the empire of blessings for the chief god and

the three royalties.

The Necrojjolis.

Lepsius mentions that he observed fragments

of Meroitic writing in the necropolis south of

the temple. 5 Mr. F. W. Green, of Cambridge,

kindly sent me a sketch of a remarkable funerary

stela (85) which he found in the possession of

an old woman at Amara in December, 1909.

This has since been taken to Haifa for the Sudan

Government collection, and is here published

with Mr. Drummond's permission. The present

copy is from squeezes taken by Mr. Blackman

compared with Mr. Green's useful sketch.
6

Thick stela of sandstone 47 cm. high x 22 1 cm.

wide, the rounded top occupied by a winged disk,

the wings drooping and curved to follow the out-

line of the stela : ten lines of inscription between

rules, in late style.

^-l/'yS&p : 9 ////)* //)

The names of Isis and Osiris have the rare

additions, for which see p. 59. The deceased

5 Briefe, p. 257.

6 PI. VII. Another copy is published by Prof. Sayce,

P.S.B.A., xxxii., PI. xl. and p. 263.
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stelae, and there is no other instance of it with

the field beneath it vacant.

is " Azemeqe, born of Qeqaye, begotten of

Amani-tame, sashimete of Amnion. " The terminal

formulae are B, A of ordinary type but very

rarely in this reversed order. At Semna there is a small temple built by
It seems probable that Azeme in the name of Taracus, discovered by Dr. Budge, 1 but, strange

this priest (?) is connected with the name of the to sayj no Meroitic record is known from this

city Pezeme. The mother's name resembles that
s^e

in 133.

The winged disk is rare on Meroitic funerary l Egyptian Sudan, ii., p. 482.
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FROM THE SECOND CATARACT TO MAHARRAQA.

We are now approaching Egypt proper, and

Egyptian records are at least as abundant as

in the last section. Inscriptions are found in

temples and tombs of the New Kingdom, and

graffiti on the rocks of all periods from the Old

Kingdom to the end of the New Kingdom.

When the XXth Dynasty is past, we know

only of a fragment naming king Taracus at

Ibrim, the remarkable records of the army of

Psammetichus at Abusimbel, and the false and

isolated signature of Herodotus at Amada, and

there is nothing written by or for the permanent

inhabitants until Meroitic inscriptions begin to

appear. Of the Christian period there are in-

scriptions in Greek, Coptic, and Nubian. The

greater part of the district, from Wadi Haifa to

Korosko, is the territory of the Feyadija Barabra.

Beyond, to Medik, are Arabs of the tribe of

Aliqat, and at the northern end the Kenusi

Barabra, who continue as far as Elephantine. 3

In the later centuries of paganism, the Blem-

myes held the river-sides as far south as Ibrim.

Who dwelt beyond, it is difficult to say, but

presumably Nubians, Ethiopians, and Blemmyes

divided the country. The Meroite Ethiopians

had so firm a hold on all this region that their

writing alone was current among the people,

and Greek and Egyptian demotic were almost

entirely excluded. But titles derived from

Egyptian, apSte, " envoy," pelames, " strategus,"

etc., are found in many of the late Meroitic

inscriptions.

Wadi Halfa.

On the left bank, below the Cataract, two

Egyptian temples were erected to Horus of Bohon

(Bow in Ptolemy) ; the southern one dates from

the reign of Hatshepsut in the XVIIIth Dynasty,

the foundation of the other probably from the

conquest of Nubia by Sesostris I., whose acquisi-

tions of territory perhaps extended beyond the

Third Cataract to the Island of Argo. 1 In 1905

Mr. Scott-Moncreiff found two fragments of

Meroitic ostraca in a chamber outside the

temenos of the southern temple.
2 In 1909-10

Dr. Randall-MacIver's excavations yielded a

1 Above, p. 7.

2 P.S.B.A., xxviii., 118. The finder informed me that

these obscure fragments were despatched with the other

antiquities to Khartum after the excavation.

few ostraca, and brought to light a small ceme-

tery of the Meroitic type.

On the right jamb of the door of the southern

temple is scratched an inscription (86) of three

lines of very early Meroitic characters ; copy

from the original checked with a small photo-

graph by Mr. Blackman. 4

On the left is a vertical line, and beyond

this a numeral probably reading 3,400, 6,400,

or 9,400. The numeral resembles Egyptian

hieratic, but it is sufficiently distinct from known

3 The latest writer on this subject is G. W. Murray,

Cairo Scientific Journal, August, 1909.

1 PI. VII.
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forms to suggest that it may be Meroitic and

belong to the inscription.

Upon a column of the same temple Prof.

Schafer saw a few years ago some well-

preserved Meroitic inscriptions in ink which had

been laid bare by the excavations. In 1907 they

had unhappily become very faint through ex-

posure. Randall-MacIver therefore removed

the inscribed drum of the column to the Khartum
Museum. Two graffiti are distinguishable, one

in black ink of many lines, the other following it

of several lines in red ink. The inscriptions may
perhaps prove legible, but in 1909 I could hardly

decipher any signs.

Faras.

The fine stela below, no. 129, was brought from North from Faras is the fortress of Gebel

this extensive and important site, apparently the Adda on the east bank, near which there is an

ancient Pakhoras. Randall-MacIver's expedi- important inscription in Christian Nubian in the

tion picked up an ostracon here, and the Oxford rock-cut shrine of Haremheb. At Abusimbel, on

excavations of 1910-11 have produced further
J

the west bank, there is nothing to note of the

inscriptions. Meroitic age.

Karanog.

Kasr Ibrim is a great hill fortress overlooking

the Nile on the east bank, known to the Romans

as Prima or Primis. In one of the grottoes

below the fortress is a rude painting of a king in

the Meroitic style, discovered and photographed

by the expedition of the Berlin Academy. Not

far from it is an inscription in Christian Nubian,

but no Meroitic inscriptions are recorded.

The Meroitic name, however, appears to be

Shimale. 1

A few miles northward on the west bank is

the New Kingdom site of Aniba. In 1907

Dr. Randall-MacIver and Mr. C. S. Woolley

excavated a very extensive cemetery of Meroitic

age between Aniba and the brick ruins known

as Karanog, and obtained from it, along with

pottery, ku'-statucs,
2 &c, about a hundred altars

and stelae inscribed in Meroite demotic, ranging

from early to late. It was the burial-place of

1 See p. 30.

3 I.e., combinations of man and hawk, like the Egyptian

representation of bai, the soul.

three localities, Akin, Nalete, and Shimale,

perhaps representing towns at Karanog and

Ibrim, and the fortress of Kasr Ibrim (see Kar.,

p. 81). One stela
3

is remarkable for having

inscriptions both in Meroitic and in Egyptian

demotic. This is perhaps the only Egyptian

demotic inscription as yet found in the whole

district south of Maharraqa, except a very few

on amphorae which appear to have been imported

from Egypt.

The ruins of a walled city of Meroitic age 4
lie

at the bend of the river about eight miles farther

north, and are known by the name of the tomb

of Shekh Daiid.

3 Kar. 113.

4 In Baedeker's map the name Begrash is given to these

ruins, but Mr. Mileham and others who have visited the

place have failed to discover that this name survives, and

conclude that the map-maker put it there on archaeological

grounds only. More probably the place known to the Arab

mediaeval writers as Begrash is to be identified with the

ruins of Faras. It was capital of Maris, the northernmost

province of Nubia in Christian times.
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Shablul.

Beyond the bend are the New Kingdom
temples of Dirr on the right bank and Amada
on the left bank. Graffiti in Christian Nubian

period discovered and excavated in 1907 by

Dr. Bandall - MacIver and Mr. Woolley.*

Along with characteristic pottery and bai-statues

are found upon the roof of the second. The there was found a number of altars and
district on the left bank is known as Ar-reqa ;

!

stelae. The inscriptions are in Meroitic of

here, about two miles below Amada, near the the late and middle periods,3 and name the

village of Shablul, is a cemetery of the Meroitic place Ten. 4

Wadi Es-Sabu
c

.

Inside the Eamesside temple is a church with

a well-preserved Christian Nubian inscription.

Mr. C. M. Firth, excavating for the Archaeo-

logical Survey of Nubia, discovered near to

it a Meroitic cemetery, to which he gave the

number 150. In the sand in front of the

foundations of a stone mastaba he found an

altar, which he has permitted me to pub-

lish (87).
1

" The honoured lady (?) Mitashalbe, born of

Abesahye, kin of the chief zakaratri, lady (?)

of Malahte." There follow the invocation and

the formulae A G.

The first word occurs similarly in Kar. 61,

and zakaratri is a title in Kar. Malan may

be a place-name, and Malahte may mean " the

(chief) in Malan."

Medik.

At a hamlet named Aqeba, on the west bank

in the district of Medik and south of the station

of that name, there are a number of graffiti of

different ages upon the rocks. Beyond the south

end of the hamlet is a Meroitic inscription on a

smoothed panel, where the rocky edge of the

desert is a few feet high, and in the top of the

same rock is a pit grave which was cleared by

Mr. Firth in January, 1911. The rectangular

mouth of the grave was rebated, apparently to

receive a covering slab, the whole depth being

150 centimetres. Mr. Firth found about six

'

» Pis. VIII., IX.

graves besides of similar type, and from the

filling of one of these he obtained a Meroitic

stela. No bodies were found in any of the

interments, nor any characteristic antiquities,

but only small fragments of resinous mummies

and painted mummy-case.

88. The inscription on the rock was first

2 See their memoir Aretha in the publications of the

Eckley B. Coxe Expedition for the University of Penn-

sylvania.

3 Partly published in Areilca, and all edited in my
Meroitic Inscriptions of Shablul and Karanby, together with

a funerary stela figured as from Amada in Mr. Weigall's

Report on the Antiquities of Lower Nubia.

4 Ear., p. 81.

D
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noticed by Mr. Weigall, who published a photo-

graph of it in his Report on the Antiquities of

Lower Nubia, p. 97. Mr. Weigall kindly gave

me his original negatives. In November, 1910,

I made a hand-copy from the original, and

Mr. Firth took a number of excellent photo-

graphs of the much-worn inscription.
1 The text

of eleven lines (style g) is on a sunk rectangular

panel. Above the panel the rock had a diagonal

line trimmed as if a sloping roof, perhaps of a

rude shrine, had been built against it.

: t-l/O *£ <?///;>

: *-l^sy; : bcrVc? : ^2$///i^

: 1>"7 7j
3 SujS/// j//^~e7^97^ : Z/jbSi^

: ^I/^SJj ?}$/// : y/*?*? : J/liaj / 1)

\^b /*?$ y ) }S'/// :$* / ?<7Si^:S y )

A

:V7J>)

1^. : . ^~y 1^:^-1/ /iH- 1^ : /ou/cu |^

: t-l/bsy ?}$/// \ >/>l^\ A s

/l$z^ : . . 5/1 : /^-^cu51^

(lost)
6

: *-l Z'lSJj)-}?'// : *-*}?$/// : |^
7

: 5Wl}? : /*r*-uj5i^ J/15/1 KSoo/l)

.... 9ou/o : v^ysous///

" Tayeshi, begotten of Shasane : born of

Shene (?) :

2 beloved (?) of Payeshi the khabkhen :

kin of Khalez (?) the strategus of the water 3 and

qerapas of Yerezalab : kin of Maqel-lemaze (?)

the strategus :

4"5 kin of : . . . .

the Agent of Isis . . . . ;

7 kin of of

the harim (?) of the qSren of Isis
8 and Agent,

Matawaye : qerapas of Yerezalab (?)•••
"

This long inscription is very tantalising. The

worn characters are visible almost throughout,

and it may be that a scholar well versed in the

Meroitic language will one day be able to recover

most of it.

The inscription is of a woman, Tayeshi being

the mother's name in 136.

89. Stela with round top : fifteen lines of

writing, late transitional. Copy from Mr. Firth's

photograph. 2

: / iys///*i-\$//ll : //)

: ^9 y ) 9 y ) : ?/// )Jll <?cu

/

/) : <?/// 2 *-? <? i*-2

/*75y??5W : 5/^9i^: S7/v 3

: <?/^-5d 5 <? }j5V : 5/^9^ S ///Dl^rh/ 1)) *

: /bsyjpsw

/'tsy?}$/// :

L)> L
) \ Sou//} 6

: 5?9?t^

: / t?5y?}5'// : ^/^^-uj^i^: 5|J 9V

/'ySyjpSW :

i>uj/ou^/*-/*-t? /I*

pS/// : p^vy?*^ : Z/pii^^ll/^p 9

: /hsyj™

: ^/l}L" /l£J>i^ : *-}Wt* : O^^i^

: /5$l/4-$#

: / l)I^5>/uj'/I :
*+-*y 5 y ™

/

uj / 1) : cu/2

/helper : SlAimx 13
: 4^1^

: *-/// 5cu/2 : t-5/l"

<~&pW : 5WV &pps^
" 1 The honourable Wayekiye, truly beloved (?)

of Shipeshiye 2 and Qeresamaye, 3 kin of Maleme

the strategus, *kin of Maqel-Teqaye the strategus

in Bezewe, 5 kin of Pakheme 6 the great qeren,

7 kin of Beke the Agent, 8 kin of the shana-

patete-cadet, 9 kin of Matewawe the strategus of

the azab . . .
." Three more descriptive phrases

are followed by the invocation to Isis and Osiris

and the formula G.

There is nothing by which the sex of the

deceased can be fixed ; the number of relation-

ships recorded and the absence of titles may,

however, suggest the feminine sex.

1.2. at the beginning has been corrected

1 Pis. VIII., IX. 2 Pis. VIII., IX.
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outside the line to : 5W . Cf. the plural form

of ^5}j)Sy) in Kar. 29. Here the first ?

looks more like ).

11. 4-5. " The great qerefi in Bezewc " occurs

in Shab. 3, 20, and Bezewe, which evidently lay

in this neighbourhood, is also mentioned at

Philae, 103/2.

1. 7. " the Agent," probably of Isis in Philae

;

as in 88.

1. 8. /-W^-l^£ seems to occur in 8, and

may contain the name of Napata.

1. 9. Matewawe is probably the same person

as Manitawawe in 97/5. * For the dropped ni

cf. Kar., p. 14.

1 See p. 37.

1. 10. /i&fto cf. 94/13, 29.

1. 11. The first character maybe a numeral

resembling that in 98/17, 101/8.

1. 13. The only other instance of a numeral

in a funerary inscription is on a stela found in

1910-11 at Faras. It miffht record a rejmal

date or the age of the deceased.

These inscriptions from Medik close to the

border of the Dodecaschoenus show the local

titles that are met with in the graffiti on the

Ptolemaic and Koman temples within it, in-

cluding that of the "Agent of Isis." Strategi,

who may have been either generals (and admirals),

or governors of the province, or both, are men-

tioned in the relationships on a stela as far south

as Shablul (Shab. 19).

D 2
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THE FRONTIER LAND OR DODECASCHOENUS.

If the Third Cataract is the southern boundary

of Ancient Egyptian monuments, an equally

sharp line may be drawn at Maharraqa, about

eighty miles south of the First Cataract, for the

evidence of Ptolemaic and Roman government

of the Nubian valley. From Maharraqa north-

wards the banks of the Nile are dotted with

Egyptian temples, partially or wholly dedicated

in the names of Ptolemies and Caesars, and

inscriptions in Greek and demotic abound. South

of it there is no Egyptian temple or record later

than the XXth Dynasty (unless we include

those which the Ethiopian-Egyptian kings of

the XXVth Dynasty built in Egyptian style)
;

Egyptian-demotic inscriptions are scarcely to be

found, and Greek inscriptions are either earlier

than the Hellenistic age or belong to Christianity.

Meroitic graffiti and inscriptions seem to occur of

all ages as far as Dakka, and in the latest periods

they reach to Kalabsha and Philae. But beyond

Dakka it is certain that this script was not in

common use among the people. Meroitic tomb-

stones reach doubtfully to Dakka 1 within ten

miles of Maharraqa ; the temples of Maharraqa

are very late, and appear to be as much Meroitic

as Egyptian, being in a mixed classical and

Egyptian style.

It has been usual to call this section of the

valley, between Maharraqa and the First Cataract,

the Dodecaschoenus, as representing the twelve

schoeni of land on either bank which were sacred

to Isis of Philae in the later times of Egyptian

history. Although serious doubts have been

raised as to the appropriateness of the term

" The Twelve Schoeni," which may originally

1 See no. 130, p. 56.

have covered a much smaller area, the temple

of Isis was metropolitan for all this frontier

region, and it is certain that the name Dodeca-

schoenus was applied to it all in the Hellenistic

period.
2

The non-Egyptian population of the Nile

valley begins below the First Cataract with the

Nubian-speaking inhabitants of Elephantine. It

seems to have been much the same in ancient

days :
" Man of Yeb (Elephantine) born in

Egypt," is an expression in Ptolemaic papyri like

" Winen (Ionian, Greek) born in Egypt," amongst

the designations of men of foreign origin ; and

Herodotus 3 notes that one half of the island was

inhabited by "Ethiopians," the other half by

Egyptians. In spite, however, of its alien popu-

lation (which in Herodotus' time included a

colony of Jews and a mixed garrison of soldiers),

Elephantine had for ages been counted into

Egypt proper as capital of the First or southern-

most Nome, and it has always remained a

possession of Egypt except at those brief periods

when the hold of the Egyptian Government on

Upper Egypt has been broken.

South of the Cataract in the days of the early

Ptolemies the Meroite Ethiopians had so strong

an interest in the whole region that their king

Ergamenes, contemporary with Philopator, built

temples at Philae and Dakka, and another, named

Azakheramani, of about the same period, built at

Debod. The inscriptions of both of these kings are

in Egyptian hieroglyphic. Possibly they divided

2 Sethe, Dodecaschrinos, 1901 ; Loeet, Sphinx, vii. 1
;

Wilcken, Archiv f. Papyrusforschung, ii. 174, A. Z., xli. 58
;

Sciiubart, A. Z., xlvii. 154.

3
ii. 39.
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the rule of the Dodecaschoenus with Egypt in

friendly alliance ; at any rate, the rest of the

hieroglyphic and Greek dedications of the Hellen-

istic age within its boundaries are in the names

of Ptolemies and Roman emperors. At Philae

itself the cartouches form an almost continuous

series from Philadelphus to Aurelius(c. 165 A.D.),

and the inscriptions at other sites cover the

whole period from Philopator to Severus (c. 230

A.D.). After the latter date the conditions

changed : the Roman power in Egypt sank very

low, and the Blemmyes were the terror of the

frontier. This fierce tribe,
1 which menaced and

overran Upper Egypt in frequent raids from the

middle of the third century down to the sixth

century, are thought to have been the nomad

Begas of the Arab writers, predecessors of the

Ababda, Bisharin, etc., of the Eastern desert.

However that may be, early in the fourth century

Olympiodorus found them established in the

Lower Nubian valley of the Nile, with their

capital at Talmis (Kalabsha), and their other cities

Primis (Ibrim), Phoenicon,2
Chiris, and Thafis

(Tafa).
3 Thus the whole of the Dodecaschoenus

except Philae belonged to them. Diocletian,

in restoring the Roman power in Egypt, had

resigned this unremunerative tract and placed

his frontier at Philae, while by encouragement

of the rival tribe of Nobatae (from the western

oases), and judicious subsidies, he obtained peace

on the frontier which lasted for more than a

century. In much earlier days we hear of the

Blemmyes from Eratosthenes, who wrote in the

third century B.C. As quoted by Strabo, he

made them the southern neighbours of Egypt,

subject to the Ethiopians (i.e., the Meroites),

1 Cf. Sethe's article Blemyes in Pauly-Wissowa, Bcal-

Eneyclopadie ; and now the essay on the Blemyes and

the Roman Frontier, ch. xii. in Woolley and Randall-

MacIver's Karanog, the Romano-Nubian Cemetery, to which

is attached an appendix of classical authorities.

2 Cf. the Aamu " Palm-trees " of the Egyptian inscrip-

tions of the Old Kingdom, as the name of a tribe or place

in this neighbourhood.
3 Fr. Hist. Gr., iv. 66.

and placed them on the east bank of the Nile,

while the Nubae, independent of the Meroites,

were on the west. 4 In the Ptolemaic papyri,

already quoted for the inhabitants of Ele-

phantine, a person is described as " Balhemii 3

(Blcmmy) born in Egypt," but no such phrase

has been found naming Nubian origin. This

and similar facts seem to prove that the

Blemmyes were in closer touch with Egypt than

the Nubians ; and it may be supposed that

already in Ptolemaic times they occupied the Nile

valley from Syene upwards, or perhaps beyond

the Dodecaschoenus, while the Nubae lay farther

off in the Oases of the west, the main body

perhaps being southwards in the Nile valley and

in Ivordofan.

The Blemmyes and the Nobatae, or Nubians,

had been accustomed to resort to the temple of

Philae, and when Theodosius, towards the end

of the fourth century, abolished paganism

throughout the Eastern empire, the worship of

Isis was still permitted to continue upon the

sacred island for their benefit. About the

middle of the following century, in the reign of

Theodosius II., when Christian churches are

already recorded on Philae, the Blemmyes,

together with the Nobatae, resumed their depre-

dations ; soon afterwards they were severely

punished by special expeditions under the

generals Maximums and (on a second occasion)

Florus. This time, in 453 a.d., a peace for a

hundred years was concluded, but the barbarians

were granted permission by their Christian

adversaries to visit the temple of Philae and to

borrow the statue of Isis on occasion. Chris-

tianity, however, was in the ascendant. At

or about the expiration of the treaty period,

Narses, the general of Justinian, closed the

temple of Philae, and by 570 a.d. Timotheus,

bishop of Philae, had without doubt caused the

4 Strabo, xvii. 786.

5 See Sir H. Thompson's decisive reading of the name,

P.S.B.A., xxxi. 291.

6 Wilcken, Arcldv f. Papyrusforschung, i. 399.
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cross to be set up in many temples of Lower

Nubia. 1

In the Dodecaschoenus, as on Philae itself,

demotic-Egyptian and Greek inscriptions abound,

and Coptic is found as well as Greek of the

Christian period. The late tombstones are in

Egyptian, Greek, and Coptic. Some of the Greek

and demotic graffiti of Philae record visits of

Ethiopian officers and envoys from the court of

Meroe, and it seems probable therefore that

the Meroitic inscriptions are all due to aliens.

Owing to the influence of Egypt and the

Egyptianizing influence of the temple of Philae,

the Meroitic script was probably never current

amongst the inhabitants of the Dodecaschoenus.

As yet, too, no clear examples of " Christian

Nubian" writing have come to light, either on

Philae or elsewhere in the Dodecaschoenus,

where the demotic writing of Egyptian paganism

survived to a far later date than in Egypt

proper.

From Maharraqa a few Egyptian demotic

inscriptions of late date are recorded containing

adorations of Isis, Osiris, or Thoth (L., D., VI.

,

Bl. 68, 157-160), and there are Greek adorations

of Isis with Serapis (ib., Bl. 96, 417-428).

Alaqi.

A few years ago Dr. Hume of the Geological

Survey received from the engineer of the

company prospecting for gold in the Wadi Umm
Garaiart specimens of crucibles, etc., found about

the ancient workings. In the collection was the

inscribed amphora which is here figured, having

inscriptions mainly in Meroitic of the later style,

with others in Greek and Egyptian demotic.

Unhappily they are all very obscure. For many

years it was preserved in the Geological Museum

at Cairo, but on my recommendation was trans-

ferred to the Museum of Antiquities.

90. Amphora of red clay, the body tapering

to the base, which is furnished with a hollow rim.

Many inscriptions in black ink are faintly visible

upon one side.
2 Height 66 cm., diameter 16 cm.

(a) Immediately beneath the rim, between it

and the "left" handle.

(b) Near the base of the neck between the

handles.

(c) On spring of shoulder, the Greek letters Xt.

1 Inscriptions at Philae and Dendfir, in Letronne,

(Euvrcs Choisies, i. 77 ; Revillout, Memoirc sur les

Blemmycs, Paris, 1874.

2 PI. X.

(d) Below the "right" handle, near the middle

of the body.

(e) To the left of the last, but upside down,

the Greek letters rpt || , e£ and k jj

.

(/) Inscription of about fourteen lines (not

copied), which seems to have been partly washed

out to make room for e. ///M-/£?2- "the

envoy," in 1. 12(?), is noteworthy.

(//) Below, and to right of " left" handle.

(h) The two demotic lines are written imme-

diately below the Meroitic and appear to belong

to the same inscription, but their meaning is

obscure. They have been turned upward slightly

to avoid the inscription (i), which must therefore

be earlier, if not the original inscription of the

jar.

(i) Inscription of eleven lines, below the

" left " handle.

(j) A further inscription is carried in many

lines down to the base.

There are still other faint inscriptions on the

lower half of the amphora. It is to be hoped

that this richly inscribed object will become less

unintelligible with the progress of decipherment,

but the inscriptions are excessively faint.
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Dakka.

Three miles south-west of the temple of Dakka,

"on an isolated and conspicuous table-shaped

hill south of Gebel Abu Dirwa," Mr. 0. Bates,

of the Survey Department in Egypt, discovered

three Meroitic graffiti (91). Good hand-copies

were published by the finder in Bulletin no. 5

of the Archaeological Survey of Nubia, 1910. In

November, 1910, I made fresh hand-copies from

the originals, and Mr. Firth gave me the ex-

cellent photographs here reproduced. 1 They are

the only rock-graffiti in Meroitic known to me. 2

All three are in archaic style.

91 a. On a fallen block on the south side of

the hill, over a rude figure of a man on a horse,

camel, or other animal,

doubtless a proper name, Yilin, with the common
termination /I).

The height of the A is 10 cm.

91 b. Over a rock shelf on the east side, over

a rude drawing of a man carrying a staff or

flower,

apparently a proper name, " Shaqeshakin."

The height of 2. is 9^ cm.

91 c. On the west face, clearly visible from

below, eight lines, with a peculiar cruciform

symbol on the right,

^ J/lou? i^/ 1) *-*? O^-l 3 5//l?^ //Icrkfr

The first word must be " Amanap," an in-

vocation of the Theban deity Arnenopi, found

elsewhere in Meroitic only in the titles of his

i Pis. XI., XII.

2 Prof. Sayce hunted fruitlessly in the Sudan for Meroitic

graffiti on the rocks.

priests at Karanog

;

3 presumably the rest con-

sists largely of proper names. The last word

occurs in Meroe, 6/1.

The height of the initial ) is 7 cm.

Dakka marks the site of Pselchis, where

Petronius defeated the generals of Candace in

23 a.d. A small temple was built on an

earlier foundation by Ergamenes, the Ethiopian

king, early in the third centurv B.C. His car-

Qtouches are
1 1

1

hi hi

<=>
i a t s III

(I iSJl^]'
" The kins of the

South and the North, ( Living hand of Ammon,

portion of Re
J,

Son of the Sun, Lord of Diadems,

(
Arqamani, Living for ever, beloved of Isis

J."

His inscriptions on the doorway dedicate it to

Osiris of <^^> /] & , the Holy Place, to Isis of

the same, to Arsenuphis of the same, and to

Thoth of Pnubs. The last, however, was the

chief god of the temple, whom the later additions

and graffiti celebrate. The sculptures of the

interior show Ergamenes before Osiris, Isis,

" Thoth of Pnubs in Pselkis," and other gods.

The little temple was greatly enlarged by addi-

tions due to the Ptolemies Philopator and

Euergetes II. , and others of the Roman age.

The only historical notice of Ergamenes occurs

in Diodorus. 4 After relating how in former

times the kings superstitiously obeyed the priests

of Meroe in all things, even to committing suicide

when required (which recalls how the Ethiopian

Sabacon in Herodotus scrupulously retired from

Egypt), he proceeds : Kara Se top Sevrepov TItoXc-

fxalov 6 Ba<TL\ev<; Ttov AIQloitoov ^Epyapivr)^,

fjLtTecrxyK^ 'E\\-qi>LKrj<; aycoyrjs kcu (fuXocrocfyqo-as,

TrpcoTos iddpprjcre KaraffypovrjcraL tov 7rpo(TTdyjxaTO<;,

" in the time of the second Ptolemy, the king

of the Ethiopians, named Ergamenes, having

3 See Kar., p. 55. 4 B. H., iii. 6.
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enjoyed a Greek education and studied philo-

sophy, was the first to dare to disregard this

command." " He took a decision worthy of the

kingdom, and entered the holy place with his

soldiers, when the golden shrine of the Ethiopians

was there, and slew the priests." This, as Lepsius

insisted,
1 must have been a turning-point in the

history of the Meroite kings, and would probably

have had the effect of diffusing culture and a

knowledge of letters among the people ; and it

was probably then that the Meroitic alphabet

was invented and the native language employed

in writing instead of the barbarous Egyptian of

the priests, which, however, continued in use for

religious purposes till long after.

It is of great importance to fix the age of

Ergamenes. Diodorus tells us that this coup

d'etat took place in the reign of Philadelphia,

i.e., between 282 and 247 B.C. Professor

Mahaffy, however, has raised a serious objection

to this date. The second, or personal, cartouche

of Ergamenes contains elements found in most

cartouches of the Ptolemies, but never in that of

Philadelphus or of Soter. The earliest Ptolemy

who used the formula ¥• ^T| ft (or r j 3=1,

" Living for ever, beloved of Ptah (or Isis)," is

the third, Euergetes L, reigning from 247 to

222 B.C. He is not likely to have borrowed the

formula for himself and his successors from the

Ethiopian ; on the other hand, the Ethiopian

would be likely to have imitated the contem-

porary king of Egypt in whose land he had

imbibed the Greek culture. Still it mio-ht be

that the Ethiopian king, growing to manhood

in the reign of Philadelphus, slew the Meroite

priests and secured his liberty from the religious

yoke, but did not take a prenomen in imitation

of the Egyptian kings till he built his temples

in Lower Nubia, perhaps some years later, after

the succession of Euergetes.

Prof. Mahaffy, however, brings Ergamenes

1 Nubische Grammatik, p. cxxiv.

down to the reign of Philopator, 221 to 205 B.C.,

pointing out that Philopator was the first to

call himself " beloved of Isis " in his second

cartouche, while Euergetes had chosen Ptah,

the god of Memphis, for this patronage. This

argument is not decisive ; but in the absence of

other evidence we can adopt it, and suggest that

Ergamenes' coup d'etat took place in the reign of

Philadelphus, about 250 B.C., that he reigned at

Meroe' through the reign of Euergetes, and that

about 220 B.C., when seeking for appropriate

cartouches for his buildings on the border of

Egypt at Dakka and Philae, he adopted the

style of the reigning king Philopator, with

whom he may have been on friendly terms.

Against this view we have to set the good

style of his inscriptions,
2 which would seem more

attainable in the reign of Philadelphus than in

that of any subsequent king, and must have

become less and less possible every year. If

Euergetes chose Ptah to be his patron, the

Ethiopian may well have chosen Isis of Philae,

who, he says, had given to him the Dodeca-

schoenus.

The first cartouche, though it does not help

much in fixing the date of Ergamenes, has a

certain significance. The king calls himself here

" Living hand of Amnion." Though he had

purged the temple of Ammon of its overweening

hierarchy, he did not desire to abandon the

ancient worship of Ammon. But in this car-

touche he proclaims himself the direct agent of

the god himself, inspired by his divine command.

It might be urged, too, that this cartouche also

is of a type later than Philadelphus, since 0,

the name of the sun-god, is not the leading

sign.
3

The pyramid at Meroe (A 14), which may

possibly belong to this or some other Ergamenes,

2 Champollion was much struck by this (Notices, i.,

p. 121).

3 Prof. Heinrich Schaper tells me that he considers

the name Ergamenes to mean " servant of Ammon," con-

necting it with the Nubian root erg.
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has been described above. 1 The style of sculp-

ture and inscription there is not worse than that

which is ordinarily seen in the second century

B.C. in Egypt.

On the temple of Dakka is an inscription in

hieroglyphs of a very late period, containing the

adoration of " Thoth of Pnubs, the great god in

Pselkis, Tcfenis, daughter of Re, and the great

gods of the temple of Pselkis," by " Harcndotes,

son of Wigi and Taesi, the given of Isis and

Agent of Isis in Philae and the Holy Place,

erpoi of the foreigners of Tacompso, chief of the

region (?) of Thirty (?), scribe of the king of Cush,

great wizard in the movements of the five

planets," etc.
2

The " region (?) of Thirty" mentioned in this

text may perhaps represent the TpiaKovra cr^oi^o-i,

or district of thirty schoeni, of which there are

a few records. In it a certain Boethus founded

two cities named after Philometer and his wife

Cleopatra, according to an inscription which

probably came from Philae 3
; and Cornelius

Gallus, after his conquest of the Thebais for

Augustus, having passed the Cataract and met

the ambassadors of the Ethiopians, appointed

a Tvpavvos Trjs TptaKOVTaaxp^vov T07rayo^ta5

/xtas (sic) hf AWlottlcu.
4, Ptolemy appears to

place the district beyond the Second Cataract on

the west of the Nile ; but he may be wrong, and

it would not be surprising to find that it either

included, or lay immediately south of, the

Dodecaschoenus.

There are other graffiti of interest in Egyptian

demotic: (l) Shetelten, or "the Shetelten,"

brother of the above-named Harendotes, prays

for safety with his mother and brethren, and

that Thoth may take him to Meroe* safe, and

1 Part I., pp. 76, 77.

2 Bbugsch, Thesaurus, p. 1023. A partial duplicate at

Philae (below, p. 45) shows that he annually visited the

temple of Philae.

3 DlTTENBEBGEB, O.G.I.S., no. 111.

4 lb., no. 654.

promising to adorn his temple in festival.
5

(2) " The qeren, son of Wigi and Taesi," prays

for safe return to Meroe. 6
(3) is dated in the

reign of an Ethiopian king and his mother ; un-

fortunately their names are ill-preserved. 7
(4) is

dated in the fourth year of Nero, "while Abl . . .

was Agent of Isis."
s

(5) mentions Trna (?) the

strategus, the Agent of the king, the Agent

of Isis, the priest of Isis.
9

(6) mentions Pbek,

son of Paesi, the qeren of Isis, the Agent of Isis.
1

(7) Of Slwa the strategus, the Agent of Isis of

the Sacred Place and of Philae, the Agent of

Thoth of Pnubs, who had caused the shrine to

be made in the name of the kings. 2
(8) Of a

high priest of Thoth, brother of Sanapata the

previous high priest, mentioning Mnwt the qeren

of Isis and Agent of Isis, prince of the foreign

tribes. He prays for a safe return to Skny (?).
3

92. A remarkable inscription of eighteen short

lines of early writing, contained in a cartouche,

is engraved on the pylon high up on the front

of the right-hand tower at the corner close to

the passage-way. The copy in the plates 4
is

from two photographs of the Nubian expedition

of the Berlin Academy. The following copy

was made from the original in November, 1910,

with the help of Dr. Roeder's high ladders.5

: 5 IJj l^: J//
3 /I? ou ? 5cu /

O

2 JIIDl^r *i~uj /^

...J//ouf/5^ 6 .... /^l$ 5
jil ...frfr't-l?^*

9^ . . . 5/i-^sp* s i^ . . jii *i~y i^r- s

y

7

^?P" ^jj i^° . y . . j/icop 9

: /4-i^. 5|3 15 :^~7>^y[9]^ ^-5Jj5uj™5^

5 Brugsch, Then., p. 1026 ; L., D., VI., Bl. 66, no. 154.

c lb., no. 155.

7 Thcs., p. 1032 ; L., D., VI., Bl. 63, no. 143.

8 Thcs., p. 1031; L., D., no. 144.

9 L., D., no. 142.

1 lb., no. 149. 2 lb., no. 153 ; Thcs., p. 1034.

:t L., D., no. 156 ; Thes., p. 1036, see below, p. 57.

1 Pis. XII., XIII.
5 Dr. Roeder is preparing an elaborate memoir on the

temple for the Service des Anticpiites.

E
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This inscription, contained within a con-

temporary cartouche, must be royal. In 1. 2

we have the royal title Soo/ 1), and in 1. 4

Jj' Jj"^£5 2-, Akizaz, closely like the name of

the prince Akinizaz in Meroe, no. 2. The dis-

covery of [//]// *i~fl^~X$ 2^, Akinizaz, in no. 93

now confirms the identity of the two names; 1

and there is no certainty that the early demotic

inscriptions are not contemporary with the

cartouches in Meroitic hieroglyphs, though I

should have fancied them to have been of earlier

date. A cursive inscription of the builders of

the Naga Lion-temple is in later style.
2

It may be that we have here named three

royalties, Naritaqas the king, Tarenas the queen,

and Akizaz the prince. But the next inscription

does not support this view. More probably

Aki(ni)zaz is named as sole ruler. With trens,

" of tren" in 1. 2, compare tren in the contem-

porary 86.

In 1. 14 we seem to have A' A 5 2^., and in

1. 16^/7^52^, "strategus," with an affix ^~///\

seen in 94/4-7.

93. Four lines of Meroitic from Dakka were

drawn by F. Gau, Antiquites de la Nubie,

PL xiv., no. 44. These prove to be the end of

an inscription of seventeen short lines engraved

on the left side of the passage-way of the pylon.

This inscription is reserved for publication in

Dr. Boeder's memoir, and I will only remark

that it begins with [#]p ^/1*~19 2_ 3
It is of

the same style as 92.

The inscriptions of the pylon include four in

Egyptian demotic, 4 with others in Greek and

Latin. Apparently none are before the Roman
age. The date of the construction of the pylon

is unfortunately not known.

The graffiti on the rocks (no. 91) are of the

same age as the inscriptions of the pylon

(nos. 92, 93). One is inclined to connect them

all with the invasion of Candace, but for all we

know they might be earlier or even later.
5

In the temple of Dendiir, dedicated in the

Roman age to Pkri-Pahor and Patesi, sons of

Qwpr (?), and Arsenuphis, is an Eg. demotic in-

scription on the north wall inside the pronaos,

dated in " the third year of Swni the strategus,

the Agent of Isis," relating to the temple. 6

On the west wall, to the right of the door to

the antechamber is a much defaced Meroitic

inscription of three lines, in the later style,

engraved below the arm of the emperor offering

to Patesi.
7

Kalabsha.

Kalabsha marks the site of Talmis, capital of

the Blemmyes in the Nile valley in the fourth

and fifth centuries, since the withdrawal of the

Roman post by Diocletian about 280 a.d. The

temple dates from the Roman age, beginning with

the reign of Augustus, but was built on the site

1 Mcroe, p. 61. The revision of no. 92 with the original

unfortunately leaves no ground for equating words in it

with the names of the prisoners (Mcroe, 1/2, 5), as was

suggested (ib., p. 60).

2 See no. 126, below, p. 53.

of an earlier one. It was dedicated to the god

J**, (L., I)., IV. 72),i -£=<s or
(2 \\

3 Dr. Roeder showed me good reasons for believing that

the left-hand ends of the lines had been cut away to make

room for a figure of Isis. Thus [^j] can be restored here.

4 L., D., VI., Bl. 64, nos. 145-148.

5 For a later inscription said to be from Dakka, see

no. 130.
6 Brugsch, Thes., p. 1030; L., D., VI., Bl. 62, no. 138.

See also Blackman, Dendiir (forthcoming), Bis. L. 1 and cv.

7 See Blackman, Dendiir, PI. li.
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called in Greek inscriptions Mandulis, and in

Egyptian probably pronounced Menruli, who

first appears in inscriptions of the Ptolemaic

period, and must be of non-Egyptian origin.

On the facade of the hall of columns in the

great temple are a number of inscriptions :

—

(1) To the right of the. door on the screen

between the two columns, the decree of Aurelius

Besarion, in Greek, c. 250 a.d.

(2) On the second column the Meroitic in-

scription no. 94, with a Greek inscription above

and below.

(3) On the narrow face of the north wall the

famous Greek inscription of Silco, 2i\koj Baaiki

okos Novfid&cov kou oXojv Toiv AWlottojv, " king of

the Nubians and all the Ethiopians." 1
It has

usually been considered that Silco was a Christian

king, and that he put an end to the power of

the pagan Blemmyes in the middle of the sixth

century ; but the late Prof. Krall and Prof.

Wilcken argue that Silco was probably a pagan

employing perhaps a Christian or Jewish scribe,

and Wilcken thinks that the inscription is as

early as the fifth century, and that Silco's over-

throw of the Blemmyes was not final.
2

(4) On the left of the door are four inscrip-

tions of kings of the Blemmyes in very barbarous

Greek. 3

A very curious Greek inscription containing a

number of Blemmy names, on the outside of the

back wall of the shrine, has been ingeniously

interpreted by Wilcken. 4

94. The Meroitic inscription
5

is the longest

yet known, and is practically complete. It con-

sists of thirty-four lines of very late cursive,

beginning at the top of one drum and ending

on the next. The first eighteen lines almost

reach the panel on the left ; the remainder are

1 See Dittenberger, O.G.I.S., no. 201.
2 Archivf. Papyrusforschung, i., 419, 436.
3 Published by J. Maspero, Bulletin de VInst'dut, vi. 43.

4 L., D.,VI., Bl. 95, no. 378; Archivf. Papyrusforschung,

i., 412 ; cf. above, Part I., p. 73.

5 Pis. XIII.-XVI.

shorter ; though starting; at almost the same line

on the right they occupy only the middle of the

column. Height 72 cm., length of upper lines

77 cm., of lower 55 cm.

Squeezes of Lepsius, Borchardt, and Roeder.

Photographs of Breasted no. 434, Berlin

Academy 727-729, and Roeder. Published L.,

D., VI., Bl. 6, no. 21.

The squeezes of Lepsius show the inscription

practically complete, except that 11. 22, 23, are

injured and obscured at the joint in the stone,

and the right-hand ends of 11. 29-34 are damaged

by chiselling and wear. Borchardt's squeezes

and Breasted's photograph (1906) show the

same condition, except that holes had been

picked, injuring points in 11. 10, 11, and 14-16.

Roeder's squeezes and photographs (1909) show

the joints and holes covered over with cement

or plaster, and smoothed in such a way as to

cover up 1. 23 almost completely and to obscure

a good deal besides.

The inscription is fully punctuated, but the

signs are not of very distinct forms, and the

lines are rather crowded, so that the tails of one

line in places cross the signs of the next.

Its position may indicate that its date lies

between that of the inscription of Besarion in

the middle of the third century a.d. and that of

Silco in the fifth (?) century.

The first lines may perhaps be phrased as

follows :

—

\
tj>->WJD\ 5/>9ou9'// :^^1? 2

:9ll*~/l?

: JII
3 /ou-> : Vfiooiy : 5?/VJII$M

: J/l *i-*i 9 1? ou 1^- \\l+- ^~uj5^

: 9loj/> : cr't'^PP

" Kharamazeye, the king, beloved (?) of Aritcfl,

Amanitake, gods(?), south, great qoyis, yesbSkhe,

gars, trSs,

progeny (?) of Ariten,

e 2
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Nearly all the words are known elsewhere,

but I do not yet see how to put them together

so as to combine sense with grammatical proba-

bility.

1. 1. The inscription evidently begins with

the name Kharamazeye.; followed by the royal

title 9cu/l}, as on the Soba ram (no. 1) and in

other inscriptions. : J/19/jJ : 'jAI^t 1-cu 9^
is similarly appended to the queen's name in

the column inscriptions of Amara and Naga

(nos. 34, 74), and may be thought to signify

" seed of the Sun-god " (Har-aton ?), or the like.

: -*7 X? 1-112 occurs in a like place on the Soba

ram.

Next comes a series of phrases :

—

: ^'hoo/D : 1*7 : J//*/^-i/i? : Sou//)

: i~///Ac?p : l
1
? : JII \ i^lii? : &

p

: *h/J AouO : l<7
5

JII ^^/^- i-uj 9^. : oui)

: 1-//1 AV 1 $ : i<? : jui-*? '.i-fte \ v/y.

: l-l/l \cr>*\ lb JII74-
/
'/I? : cr)

: i-///A/4-f9oui-cr : IWHZ/l : !4-p9ou9^

9c?iuJc? : l^J/l 1-*j 9 l^ / Jj 9 XI Scriojc?

:
i-'// A

In these seven strictly parallel phrases, the

"second word, having the affixes Z^ : JII, is

generally the name of a deity :

—

(1) Amanapate = Amnion of Napata (see

above, p. 2), recurring in 1. 7, and used as a

man's name in 133.

(2) Amanete must similarly be Ammon of

Nete, the human-headed Ammon (see Part L,

p. 63). This too is found as a man's name in

Kar. 89.

(3) Aritefl, contained in the title of the ram-

headed Ammon, is also elsewhere found inde-

pendently as the name of a deity (see Part L,

p. 63, and above, p. 12). It might be read as

for an Egyptian Har-aton, " Horus the Sun,"

derived from the Aton worship at Akhenaton's

city of Gme-aton (Sesebi), and applied as a solar

title to Amnion, the Egyptian Ammon-Ee ; or

it might be analysed as 14- 1-cu 9 2-» , Arite

(1. 33, cf. Nubian artl, " god"), with the frequent

affix A h, which seems to have an adjectival

meaning.

(4) Khalbi, a word found in 64, 70, followed

by the numeral 3, and apparently in the title

\1-JJ *7c? Tchalbi-n. It may be observed that

in 13 the destroyed name of the goddess Muth

began with <s>.

(5) Amanete again. It is curious that the

whole phrase of (2) is here repeated verbatim.

(6) Wesh, " Isis."

(7) Makezeke, a divine name, see p. 12.

In the first phrase 1-//1 A9oul I) was no

doubt intended to be read. (6) might mean

something like " Harendotes (Aretate), son (?) of

Isis, a lesser (?) Harendotes" (cf. 125/3); the

variant of the god's name "Khiretete," with 1-<?

for 9 2.., seems to be an attempt to preserve the

Egyptian h, but it may have a new element

prefixed. Some of the other phrases commence

with known titles qere, " king "
(?), and kharpkhe,

but the meaning is difficult to grasp. The end-

ing 1-/11 A is found also in 92/16, attached to

pelames, " strategus." Perhaps the idea in the

phrases may be

—

(1) "king, (as) viceroy to Amnion in

Napata,"

(2) " takh, (as) vice-takh to Amnion in

Nete,"

(3) " qar, (as) vice-qar to Ariten,"

etc., -

and (6) " Harendotes (i.e., avenger of his father),

as vice-Harendotes to Isis,"

all these phrases being in praise of the king.

JI1 1-*? 8 l<?p : JII/> A^ : 14- i&7 : JII *~ou 14-.

:?<7$uj11}:?//I 1-/19 )JII i-'/l \p 14-9 1% i~X.

iM-/i->i^ : ^///l \\\\i->i-Jif : 9<r t7^9//l

1)9^ : 9 y i-l JII : <r-*H>//l : 9W9Z- : SW

: 9X^° *+• :^h : ^ 9/// : 9 Ul^ '•
5///^

: ool>i-cr : in/ i^ : 9XU*~ : ^ 9///2> : /̂9///
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: ///29Z^ : Ap"//Vp : Jllou>i^:J/ll :/Jj9Z~.

^i^: l^~P : 1^9uj/0 : ///I9c?f9fr9l^

/frJII/l^ : 59W/>5 : 3|^ 12
: 1//>P J4~W//)

crV/OV : 29ooP^ fi^2 9'//'/l9pl^r : 29}^

: b/iyv : l*rW/W-i^ : l*~fr : £/V^£ 13

^<75l?///V : P9}j9W : ^)9<?V : <7\*~c?i^

9

: ^l/2ou9V : p9VJH'// : 9 /// *~/i9 p J/i w/

: &9///:^/t>///: "7/1919///

9

2-.
16 :y//g : /^-;

*£/# : 9"?/^ : ^///^^>/cu5^ : S^//

/lJ9u>9f : /*-?// y///// : ^l^lt : 9///\9^p

: ys'/f : \9l : "y^^/^-Sp : ?^icu 19
cr :

-*-3

5^: l^9
i7uj^ 20

\ *HL#/5///
t7'e*~p : ? 2/^1/

3

: ^?^2 : VS^uj/uj) : V9*7^~}jI^; ^V9y

: 9 %/// /^9W\^9 tj> t
7\ JIU? }j 1^ : l^~ 21 ^// ^

9 9

5^5^ : I5 22 9l> : SVoo/oa) : 1^-1^-9'//

: 91/W^ : 3cu> : Ml : oop) : 9l9cu

:PJ^l :y//5cu> mi mi 9oo//) 23
-.Jill : cupp

: *~V9l : J^- 2*9p : Sbl* : J^~9Jj : ^^9^.

V /l)V 3 ii J/I9///^/>9^\^-Jj^J^?;9^]Lj

//V^~l : //}9///?/oucr :
/

'

Jj *~l : l^- 25

9*7? J// : c^ 26 //>// : tl>*/ai4rl4r*?Jn*HII

/*-P//>f : %JII9l : /*-? : /4-Pl? : *-5i

/>? : l+-WWfJn : l*~fr : l/
e?;^~^ 27

ouV (:) 9Z*-pl^8
9l/?/J///l^ : W5?Hr

*~<7///9}/4r :
**-*}/>)

: cr/s^ : >9ou^^/l^

I4r<7p \f\Jl9^\ 3^: 9%jy r/cut29 :17/

lou? ;P9Jj9///
3° :^~)9crP ; 9b/? ^ : ujV

? 1 9 9

3cu 31 si^ilO 9uj*~/// /4r9l*~<7*~/l/}/9^

: oo}) : 9 19*79*7 J// : leu? : /^-?2J>]cu/^

: cop? : 9l9ou9fr9<L. : 1 1)
32 9 uj *-W Jill

1*9 .... )
33 :^/ pp\9Jj^^p^\9uj/ iy\Jlll

:9<7l4r<t~uj9^ :P/pp:9 /V^~l?pi^^'i^...
9 9 9

1. 7. : Jll />yi^ recurs in 1. 21, /*7p perhaps

in 119, 120.

1. 8. : ?W*Hlg}jll*Hn : p l^9ll/^~3^.
The squeeze seems to show pretty clearly

p with two dots following ; cf. 1. 15,

: 9///^/l9pJII*~///7p/ili^. It is evident

that there has been some mistake of the

engraver. The strange collocation 9/J/l must

be corrected to 9pJII, and probably /p to \ p
in 1. 15. Yismeniye seems to be a proper

name, and is followed by "the great king(?)."

//// mi is a curious collocation. It seems

natural to read <~ /W , but // occurs as a

numeral (?) in 101/4.

1. 9. 9W XI^r /l£i^ seems to be a proper

name with title (?). It occurs again in 1. 17, and

/igi^ in 1. 15. In 9///^1)9^ it seems that

**~ was written for <~- and then altered ; cf. 1. 24.

P9W is in 1. 16, etc.

1. 10. Jllou?^m Tlayoipa^, probably the

modern Faras.

1.11. ///'29^ is in 101/13. &IS9p9X^m
1. 20 shows a possible p for -9, as here. l^~/V

follows 2^, as in 1. 13, etc. The division : has

been only faintly inserted by the engraver.

/-W//

7

' /yjt-i^, Pilaqeyate, "... Philae" occurs

again in 1. 13, followed by b/ l)V nearly as

here.

1. 12. 3 2^
?

see the last line, but initial 9 is

very improbable at this period. 1)5 is a known

group, here with suffixed 29 like several words

following. 9X/pJH/l^ occurs again in 1. 27

and in the terminal formula E of the funerary

inscriptions (see Kar., p. 52). W 9

)

M- is not

uncommon in names, and is found below.

29cuJScr/l^ recurs in 1. 28.
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11. 12-13. : l^-p : £/V^ 13 erf /Of

: /<*-///Ob **-i^

cf. 11. 26-27. : l*-li : £/V ^3 27
: i^-f/Of

'. I4r///S L)5 L
>JII

v

bqebh Simlek zik Pilqeyte
v

bqebte Simlek zik Sleleyte

Shimale is the name of one of the three

localities whose inhabitants were buried in the

Karanog cemetery (Kar., p. 81), which cemetery

lies only a few miles north of the citadel of Qasr

Ibrim, or Primis, on the opposite bank. Now
Silco in his inscription, 1. 16, says, "I warred

with the Blemyes from Primis to Telelis," euro

n/5t/x(eajs) ews TeXrjXecos.
1 The correspondence

is so striking that we may fairly guess the mean-

ing of Simlek zik Sleleyte to be " from Shimale

(Primis) to Salele (Telelis)." Moreover, in the

above Meroitic passages Salele is parallel to Pilaq

(Philae) ; thus Telelis, in Meroitic Salele, may
be looked for in that neighbourhood, and at once

suggests the modern Shellal, J^-,
2
the name of

the Cataract, and of cataracts in general. 3
Salele

is mentioned again in 1. 31, where it seems to

mark a northern boundary.

It is probable that the Meroitic inscription

here refers, like the Greek, to the Blemmyan

territory, which in Olympiodorus' account also

seems to have included nothing south of Primis. 4

It extended from the First Cataract to Ibrim.

1 Editors have emended the original to TeX/xtm, as is

noted by Randall MacIver and Woolley, Karanog, the

Romano-Nubian Cemetery, p. 98 ; but their retention of the

unamended reading in the text (ib. pp. 98, 104) is fully

justified by the equation TeA^Ai's = Salele.

2 Compare Coptic TATA, " drip " = Ar.
J.^.11.

3 Professor Margoliouth kindly examined the question

of the origin of the name from the point of view of an

Arabic and Semitic scholar, and is of opinion that Shellal

is likely to be an Arabised foreign name rather than true

Arabic ; the rare root Ji with its allies is by no means

the obvious one from which to derive the designation of

a cataract, and the word appears not to occur in Semitic

languages other than Arabic.
4 Karanog, the Romano-Nubian Cemetery, pp. 94, 103.

An alternative would perhaps be to argue that Telelis was

the name of the Great or Second Cataract {Shelled).

As Simlek zik Sleleyte probably means " from

Shimale as far as Salele," Qerelik zik Pilqeyte in

1. 11 should mean " from Qereli (or Qere) as far

as Pilaq." Qere is the frequent royal title, and

the name perhaps might refer to the royal

residence at Napata ; but as Pakhoras is named

in the preceding line it would be neater to

equate it with Chiris, one of the Blemmyan

towns mentioned by Olympiodorus, which

Randall-MacIver and Woolley compare to

the name of the site and fortress of Kara-nog
;

6

however, I have not yet found Qere as a place-

name in other inscriptions. It is difficult to

say whether the li should be viewed as part of

the name or as the common connective before

suffixes.

11. 13-14. /cui^ to P5/J?/// in 1. 14 is

repeated in 11. 29, 30 ; the only difference is

?V ?>2^for V-A^-cri^, both ill-written, and

perhaps corrupted from the same word with the

common variant > for <r . I should suggest

Sb^t-cri^ (var. 5*?/?$^) as combining all the

best-formed signs and containing well-known

combinations. ^X^l?^ occurs in 89.

1. 14. 5W /b) is a male proper name in

Kar.

1. 15. /$-££-*,, etc., see the note on 1. 8.

pSfJII'/l see 1. 18. Jill :
/* ) are found

together again at the end of 1. 17.

1. 16. -Wi*/// seems to be from *?/l£,

and 9^1/// from ?^. 9^/1^ is probably con-

nected with 1*7/1^ of the Philae graffiti 94, 121,

etc., "before Arekhetaye "
(?).

1. 17. "^~/J i.1^ occurs as a name in Kar. 30 ;

cf. 9/LfS^. The reading of the fifth group is

not quite certain. A small **~ may have been

added to the initial 1, and the second •**-?>,

though probable from the squeeze, might perhaps

be *-*.

1. 18. y'Ou/O : the ending is remarkable.

Crossing signs interfere with the group ^~3 ^ 1^.

for I^Sp cf. no. 45.

5 Karanog Gem., p. 95.
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1. 19. With 9l*~l/l cf. the last word in

1. 33. \'i~lJ,/5- ,// L
> Zi~>-- the signs are much

interfered with by the tails of signs in the line

above.

I. 20 contains many plurals, including kzilab,

" women "
(?).

1.21. A^^pl. of > t
7. I^-I^r 9 ///appears

to be from AW-*-. The next word may be

: 9P, cu/cu), much confused (cf. V9 L>/ou/oo)

in the last line).

II. 21-22. Note the parallel pairs :

—

: Jill : oop) : 9l9cu9p9Z^ : l? 22 9D")

: Jill : oop) : 9l/i)<?*-t^ : lou>)

l*rSl*~<7*-/l/)jS^ : 3cu> 3
°)

: 1^-9^- ojAS- : lou 3'9^, : ll)9ou^~///)

Jill : ooP) : 9 19^9"? Jll : loo?}

Jill : co ) ) : 9 19 <?*-/l9 p 9Z^ : 1 1)
32 9 u> *~w

)

As yireqw (in the second and third pairs) is

the distinctive word of the south Nile-figure on

the doorway at Naga and on the column of

Amara, 1 the parallel hrw is evidently the reading

of the somewhat doubtful word h*io of the

north. Qesvt, parallel to hrw in the first pair,

must likewise denote either direction or a pro-

vince, or a part of the Nile or the like, although

it does not appear on the Naga or Amara

columns as representing either the East or the

West. It is strange that while North precedes

the South (which in Egyptian takes the first

place) this unknown qesw (cf. Cush) precedes

the North.

The translation of this passage may be—
" qesh-waxdiB to Azere,"

" north-wards to Pilaq (Philae),
"

and then perhaps in 1. 23, " belonging to eight

kings of the North."

Azere is clearly a place-name also in Kar.

56, where it is mentioned along with Atiyc

1 Above, pp. 12, 13.

(Sedeinga) and Shazes, near or south of the

Second Cataract.
2

1. 23. Vl^rl plural of Jill. W£>, 111/14,

but the first letter might be a numeral ; I have

thought of reading . . / Jj '. or uj) : before it.

1*5-9 // seems to correspond to 1^-9 fj in 1. 19.

1. 24. Perhaps " mother of Wezi" (cf. 103/3)

and " two women of Aqateye." Aqateye is

named in 1. 9.

1. 25. //)$W5/ cue? and A*- M-& Jll *-///

/ 1)91/1 , Khareshaye and Yisakhteteye, seem to

be two personal names, each with the title

/p^~l, and are probably connected with the

numeral in the last line. Jll'**-/// is almost

certain and is a known group ; so also is AS- <?

.

A*- : AS- might be read.

1. 26. The division before : 9b) Jll is probable

from the squeeze. AS- .2 is not uncommon.

Jll 91 followed by numerals occurs in 101/4.

Here, therefore, the peculiar sign may be

numerical, unless it be simply an ill-formed 3
;

cf. above, 1. 23, also 98/17, 101/8.

1. 27. " From Shimale (Ibrim) to Salele (the

Cataract)." See the note to 11. 12-13.

1. 28. The reading is not quite certaiD, espe-

cially as there is a gap which may mean a letter

omitted by the engraver. : cu// (:) 9\ff~VK^
would be the best ; cf. 1. 14 for the second word.

1. 29. See note to II. 13-14.

I. 30. : ?9V9/// ends the parallel in 1. 14.

/ Jj9Z~. occurs above in 1. 10.

II. 30-32. The meaning may be something-

like " northwards to Azenil, southwards to

Arawatere (?). Northwards as far as(?) Salele,

southwards as far as(?) Azenile (?), belonging

to (?) king Patashize and the . . . Patamakize."

See note to 11. 21-22. The name Arawatere is

exceedingly doubtful ; : leu 9^. seemed possible,

but each sign was uncertain, including the

final :.

1. 32. 9l9ou9p92^, as in 1. 22, or

9$i?
?y9'cu9^, or 9 H?*~jU 9ou92^, or even

2 See Kar., p. 82.
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51? J5fr5i^, i.e., "Amara," seem possible

readings.

1. 33 is almost illegible through chiselling as

far as A^i^, which recalls the title spelt

ASiojcr in Kar. 97, but this is hardly sup-

ported by the remains. Zb 1^ may be compared.

The final : V$ Ti/3 : seems connected with

51-^i/d in 1. 19.

Apparently the inscription commemorates a

conquest, or a rearrangement of territory for the

sub-kings, by the supreme king Kharamazeye,

who probably reigned at Meroe or Napata ; at

least he worshipped the gods of that region.

Professor Schafer informed me that at

Qartassi a Meroitic inscription of four or five

characters exists in the passage into the great

quarry, on the south side at the base. I have

not had an opportunity of verifying this. Greek

inscriptions, many of them of the early half of

the third century a.d.,
1
are very abundant in the

quarry.

The temple at Debod was dedicated to Hathor,

Amnion of Tho (the Eesidence), Isis, and Osiris.

The inner chamber, in which GJ-au saw two

1 See Fitzler, Steinbruche u. Bergiverhe, p. 102.

shrines of a late Ptolemy, is plain, but the

chamber in front of it was built and sculptured

in the name of a Meroite king, 4^(k^1
|
r^T!1

CllSQ^faOl "KiEg of the North
o,

and South, [Portion of Re, chosen of the gods
j,

Son of the Sun, ( Azakheramani, living for ever,

beloved of Isis
J."

2 This king is not known else-

where ; he is evidently by his style nearly

contemporary with Ergamenes, and one would

expect him to be a successor rather than a

predecessor of that reformer. The name of

Ptolemy Philometor is on the second of the

three pylons. If Ergamenes built at Dakka in

the reign of Philopator 221-205 B.C., and

Azakheramani followed Ergamenes, it would

leave little time for Philopator to take over

Lower Nubia and add to the temple of Dakka.

But perhaps these buildings were the result of

a condominium or other friendly arrangement

between the powers in regard to the Dodeca-

schoenus.

2 The man's name, ^-^^ ^f~Jj S Z~.
, Azikhali, in Kar.

11, suggests that the king's name might be pronounced

Azikhalamani. The ^ seems almost certain.
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PHILAE.

Graffiti of late pagan age in hieroglyphic,

hieratic, demotic, Greek, and Latin abound on

the sacred island of Philae, and the records of

visits in Meroitic 1 are not uncommon. The gate

of Hadrian on the west looking toward Biga was

especially affected by Ethiopians, and on the

roof of the Birth -house near by Meroitic graffiti

are conspicuously frequent, and one chamber

in the court is sculptured by the Meroites.

All these records are of the latest style, and

most are placed at such an elevation as to

prove that the ground was already piled with

debris.

Dating from the Ethiopian period there is an

altar of Taracus in one of the courts of the Great

Temple, and from the early Meroitic age are

several blocks from the site of the temple of

Arsenuphis with scenes and inscriptions of

Ergamenes. This king has the same titles as at

Dakka, and offers to Isis and Osiris Onnophris. 3

The Colonnade and Pylon.

In the Great Temple there are two isolated

Meroitic inscriptions, one in the eastern colon-

nade, the other on the back of the First Pylon
;

as well as the Meroitic chamber with its re-

markable sculpture and inscriptions.

95. In the East Colonnade, on the doorway

just south of the Temple of Imuthes (the

northernmost doorway but one), on the west

face of the north jamb about 7| feet above the

pavement, an inscription in two lines neatly

executed. 2 Length 39 cm., height G cm.

Squeeze Borchardt
;

photograph (Berlin

Academy) no. 471 ; original compared January,

1910.

1 The situation of the graffiti is indicated on the plan of

the island in PI. XVII. Prof. Spiegelberg kindly offered

to send me squeezes of the Meroitic graffiti at Philae, but

I had already collated excellent materials from Lepsius

and Borchardt and the Berlin Academy photographs of

Koch, and there was not time to make use of this offer.

The existence of the squeezes, however, is worth recording.

After the plates had been made Prof. .Scmaker sent me
very fine full-sized hand-copies of the graffiti 95, 96, 119

122 ; all having been made after the recent repairs, several

are less complete than those published in the plates.

2 Pis. XVII., XIX.

The second letter of the last group, *7, is quite

clear, but is cut in a fault in the stone. For the

text see the comparison of the seven graffiti of

adoration, below, p. 49. The meaning is per-

haps "The obeisance made on behalf of(?) the

envoy remaineth (?) before Isis in Philae."

The height at which this is engraved, where

it is quite isolated, shows that debris covered

the floor.

96. On the First Pylon, on the north face of

the east tower, is an inscription of three lines.

/
The engraver stood on the roof of the court,

3 Lyons, Report on the Islands and Temples of Philae,

Pis. 54, 55.

F
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which is reached by a staircase at this point.

This roof was probably already heightened by

debris, since the inscription is about 2-g- metres

above it. It is lightly cut, and the first line is

rather worn. 1

The meaning is perhaps " The obeisance made

by Tailaye, the ivize, on behalf of the envoy

"

(see below, p. 51).

On the wall of the staircase just referred to

Brugsch copied a remarkable hieratic inscription

in red ink, and apparently of the Koman age,

dated in the reign of a foreign king, presumably

a Meroite. 3

It is an adoration of " Isis, giver of life, lady

;

of Philae, the excellent mistress, lady of the

I

Holy Place," on behalf of (?) a gold worker, in

" year 20 of
A C30=l

\\
$j^£/j,Biwenqash,4

living for ever, beloved of Isis, on the twenty-

fourth day of Choiak of the Egyptians." Besides

the name of a new king this gives us the in-

formation that the Meroite reckoning of the

days of the month was somehow different from

the Egyptian.

The Meroitic Chamber.

On the east side of the Forecourt of the Temple

of Isis, between the two pylons, is a series of

four small chambers opposite the Birth-house.

In the second of these, lighted only by the door

from the court, so that the decoration is but

faintly visible, is one of the most important

Meroitic records known, combining figures and

inscriptions. These form a band stretching from

the north side of the doorway round the west,

north, and cast walls. The figures are of

moderate height, occupying only one course of

stone, while below are four blank courses more

than six feet high. It is obvious that the floor

was deep in debris when the Meroite artists

occupied it, and that they did not take the

trouble to clear it out. The representations are

rude to grotesqueness, and the darkness of the

chamber selected for these examples of barbaric

art in the midst of the monuments of Egyptian

skill may have been intentional, as it was

certainly justifiable.
2

The whole representation forms, as it were,

1 In PI. XVII. is my hand-copy from the obscure

original with the mistake of HJ for Jll . Prof. Schafer

kindly told me precisely where to find the inscription.

His copy here reproduced (p. 33) is faultless.

2 See the copy of the whole series in PL XVIII., with

photographs of the parts in Pis. XIX.-XXVIII.

two processions of figures, A-G and H-R, facing

respectively to right and left, and meeting in

the middle on the north wall. The end of the

procession on the right is broken by blank

spaces. The first of these, N, is broader than is

usually occupied by a figure and its inscription.

Perhaps a column of inscription followed by a

figure would have filled it, such as is found in

the next space ; it seems to show faint traces of

a figure sketched but never completed. Behind

the well-preserved figure beyond is space for

two more, P, Q, apparently blank, and finally at

the S.E. corner the engraved outline of a figure,

R, without inscription. That the whole, or a

large part, of the east wall was intended to be

filled, and that the sketching began at the

right-hand end is quite possible, seeing that the

figure at the left-hand end has been rather

squeezed into the corner, as if sufficient room

had not been left there. This is shown especially

by the forward arm being drawn in near the

3 Brugsch, Thcs., 1004-5.

4 The spelling gives " Souls (or Mighty Will) of a reed
"

as the meaning, with the determinative of a foreign name,

and Biwenqash is the exact pronunciation of this strange

combination, made probably to reproduce a foreign name.

But possibly qash, "reed," is written for Gush, "Ethiopia";

cf. Rabshakeh's jest on the name in Isaiah.
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body, with the hand and palm-branch in the

very corner.
1

It is remarkable that while the figures facing

to the right (A-G) are rendered by incised lines

and chisel-punctures only, H-R show many re-

mains of painting. So far as a brief examination

with a candle would serve to identify the faded

and injured colours, they are noted in the

following descriptions.

The height of the stone course 2 wrhich for

the most part limits the engraving is 45 cm.

throughout ; the length of the sculptured space

on the west wall (G) is 25-26 cm., on the north

wall (F-K) 314 cm. (including a blank space of

2 '50 cm. behind K from the last joint visible to

the N.E. corner, according to the markings on

the squeeze), and on the east wall to 123*50 cm.

(including a blank stone N measuring 41*50 cm.)

;

thence to the end of the wall decoration is only

faintly recognizable.

Squeezes Lepsius and Borchardt (both com-

plete)
;
photographs (Berlin Academy) nos. 712-

722. Published : general outline of scene to

scale, L., 7)., VI., Bl. 2 ; inscriptions, ib., Bl. 2-5,

nos. 6-20.

Each of the figures, except the young child,

K, carries in his hand a notched staff, the end

of which rests on the ground.

Procession from the left.—The first group

consists of two figures, A, B, 3 evidently of great

importance, and separated from their followers

by a short blank space. The leader, A, who is

described in 97 as " the strategus of the water,

the bekemete Manitawawi," holds in his advanced

hand a sceptre surmounted by a hawk's head

crowned with disk and uraeus, the uraeus having

another disk on its head ; also the usual palm-

branch, and in the other hand either a scroll or

a napkin. Round the head of Manitawawi is a

fillet on which ornament is indicated by crossing

1 In PI. XVIII. the corner line is much too far away.
3 Shown by the horizontal lines on PI. XVIII.
3 Pis. XVIII., XIX.

lines. He probably wears a tight-fitting gar-

ment from the neck. Over his shoulders is a

wide cloak hanging to his knees behind. His

tunic is spotted as if of panther skin, its upper

edge embroidered with disked uraei, the lower

edge with disks or rosettes ; in the middle is

embroidered an anthropoid figure of Thoth,

ibis-headed, wearing the disk of the moon and

upholding with both hands a balance with deep

scale-pans, presumably by a loop or ring from

the middle of the crossbar ; the dress of the

god appears to be identical in outline with that

of the man. The tie in front of the man's waist

has two triangular bows and long pendant ends

spotted like the tunic, and on his feet are sandals.

The second figure, B, is described in 98 as "the

akrere, son of the strategus of the water." He
is thus the son of the preceding. The representa-

tion is chiefly remarkable for the headdress, three

objects like papyrus-sceptres, I, being apparently

held on to the forehead by the plain double fillet

which is worn by so many of the figures. He is

clothed in a chemise to below the waist covering

a broad loin-cloth (like that worn by 0), the tie

of which makes a large bulge in front ; the lower

end and fall are seen below the edge of the

chemise. He wears sandals, and holds a palm-

branch and napkin.

The second group also consists of two figures.*

The front one, C, is named " the kKabkhan

Mashtaraqaye, the Agent of Isis " in 99. He is

smaller than the last, and has only the double

fillet on the head, and no sandals. He wears a

tight-fitting chemise apparently under the loin-

cloth.

D is "Mashtaraq, qereh of penani," in 100.

He is of full size. He wears a broad cloak over

his shoulders and back and a plain tunic with

triangular tie and fall from the waist in front.

The long inscription 101 5
separates these from

the next pair of figures.
6

4 Pis. XVIII., XX.
6 Pis. XVIII., XXI., XXII.

Below, p. 39.

F 2
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E is " the khabkhan, qer of Isis, Mashtaraqaye"

in 102. He is dressed like D, but without the

cloak, and his apron is spotted. The outline of

the back of the head is doubled in part, perhaps

indicating a cap if not accidental.

F, named Mashtaraq (103), is like the last, but

his tunic is all spotted except the broad space

occupied by ItI . symbolic of "all life and length

of days." This figure is at the end of the wall.

Turning the corner we reach the last figure,

G, 1 named "Apmale, strategus of the azab"

(104), near the side of the door. It was very ill-

lighted, and perhaps this explains its wretched

execution. He wears a loin-cloth nearly to the

knee, and in front what appears to be a panther

skin as an apron.

Procession on the right.—It has already been

remarked that many of the figures on this side

have remains of colouring, which are also visible

on the squeezes of Lepsius and Borchardt,

while there are no traces of colourino; on the

left-hand procession either on the original or the

squeezes.
2

The first group is of four figures,
3 reaching to

the corner of the wall.

The leader, H, is again " the strategus of the

water, Manitawawi" (105). The colours used on

the figure are flesh red, collar and fillet round

head yellow (gold), red edge to robe above the

fringe ; the red colour has splashed irregularly

on to the wall before the face and below the

advanced hand. Manitawawi wears a narrow

fillet on his head and an ornamented collar on

the chest. There is also some indication of a

beard (cf. J). Below the breast a tight-fitting

chemise is seen supported by braces over the

shoulders, and it is perhaps the ends of these

braces that lie along each shoulder ; a Ions;

tunic from the waist to the ankles is fringed at

the lower end. He holds a hawk-headed sceptre

1 Pis. XVIII., XXIII.
2 I have to thank Schafer for some notes on the colours.

3 Pis. XVIII., XXIV., XXV.

with the usual palm-branch, and in the other

hand the scroll (?).

The second figure, I, is the prince, " the akrerc

and bekemete, the peste" (106), as in the other

procession. Colouring of flesh red, clothing

greyish ; band round head yellow and grey, but

not engraved, and now very faint. He wears a

waist-cloth not unlike C. The outline of the

face seems to be double and the back hand

appears to be empty.

The third figure, J, is " the akrerc and bekemet,

strategus of the azab" (107). He is very

elaborately costumed. Colouring of body red,

staff and most of clothing grey, bands and

ornaments yellow, legs red, but face grey or

white (?). A broad double fillet is round his

head, and a line from the chin to the ear, if not

accidental, indicates a beard. The upper part of

the body appears to be clothed in a tight-fitting

garment covered with ornaments, the lower part

with a waist-band ; bracelets or embroidery of

^E7 are on the arms, on the breast is a hawk

with spread wings, and below, a vulture.

The last of the group, K, is a young child

;

his inscription (108) is of doubtful meaning, but

perhaps names him Shananebli. One hand is

raised with finger to the mouth, the other holds

a napkin. His dress consists of drawers or

tucked-up tunic and skin (?) apron. Colouring :

grey flesh with white (hide ?) clothing.

Round the corner, on the east wall, are two

figures of a markedly different type,
4 suggesting

a different and perhaps a European nationality.

But this is not borne out by the inscriptions ; L

is Mashtaraqeye, qer of Isis, and M is the great

kltabkhen Mashtaraqaye. Each is dressed in a

loose garment like a Roman toga or a burn&s, the

end of which is thrown over the advanced shoulder,

leaving the other bare, and the line of the beard

is seen from chin to ear. L wears a fillet of

circular flowers (?), which the companion figure

lacks. The figure of L was so close to the corner

* Pis. XVIII., XXVI.
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that the forward arm holding the palm-branch

had to be drawn nearer the body. 1 The colours

used are : flesh red, staff dark (faintly visible),

and in M flesh, staff, eye-ball, and dumb-bell

object in hand grey, and a grey object or splash

behind.

N is a space not engraved or coloured, but

the sketching of a figure is faintly visible. It

is followed by a column of inscription (no. 111

)

and the figure O, 2 described as " the qeren of

[sis, Agent of Isis, and qer of Isis, Mashtaraqaye
"

in the inscription. He is here in very elaborate

costume. He wears a double fillet on the head

with rosettes on the lower half, a spotted cloak

thrown over the shoulders, a spotted tunic

embroidered with a vulture, uraei on the belt,

and a winged disk on the bottom of the fall,

while sandals are upon his feet. The colours

used are : flesh red, staff and outer cloak

grey (?).

P, Q are spaces for figures apparently blank,

but the wall is here in a bad state.

R is the engraved outline of a youth (?)
3
at

the end of the wall, with hide apron like G and

K, but apparently with longer tunic, all very

indistinct.

The inscriptions are of two classes. The

shorter inscriptions are mere labels to the

figures, and are written in front of the faces.

The longer inscriptions are written in columns

reaching to the ground-line, and may be of

wider significance ; of such 101 is not attached

to any one figure, but each of the others, 97,

98, 111, contains a description of the figure

behind it.

The scarcity of word divisions is a serious

difficulty in these inscriptions, but it is far more

than compensated by the amount of repetition in

1 The reflection from the other wall has obliterated the

palm-branch in the photograph.

2 Pis. XVIII., XXVII.
3 This is shown only in a rough sketch from the original

on PI. XVIII.

them, and the connections with certain graffiti on

the island, especially as the forms of descriptive

phrases are already familiar from the funerary

texts.

97. In a column before fig. A, published L.,

I)., VI., Bl. 4, no. 13
;
photo (Berlin Academy). 4

:>p\?/l $H°?/*~9'// t-^/^SW-i /^~97>

/byjll :5cu 15 /I) ^14-5 ^^f-uo/l) -)/l?^.

"The honoured (?) strategus of the water, sate

of Bekemete, Manitawawi ;
yetetake of the ivete

in Shiye (?) and chief wSmanas in Philae, prophet

of the king(?), royal consort (?) of (the king's)

mother (?), khabkhan and chief shaqate, male-

shatekhe."

In 105 the same person is labelled

" The honoured (?) pelames (strategus) of the

water, Manitawawi."

The " sate of a teter of Amanap " occurs in

Kar. 109. For sate, which may mean "father,"

and for Bekemete, see 98. Manitawawi (Mate-

wawi) 5 resembles the Eg. demotic Mntwe, the

name of a man who, with his brother Harentyotf

(Harendotes), was "prophet of Isis, qeren of

Isis, Agent of Isis, Agent of the king of Ethiopia

(Ptenehas), orpais of the desert of Tacompso,

topais of the Triacontaschoenus (?), king's scribe

of Cush," etc.
6

It seems quite possible that

this man, who was also learned in the stars,

was raised to the dignity of " strategus of the

water."

Shiye may be the same as Shaye in 129, evi-

4 Pis. XXIV., XXVIII. 5 In 89/9, see p. 19.

See below, p. 45, no. 8.
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dently the island of Sai above the Batn el-Hagar

in the old district of TfT»T r^^n , Sha
r
i.

1 The

name is preserved as *.an on the Coptic tomb-

stone of a bishop of Sai who died in the tenth

century.
2 Yetetake may be a princely title like

the king's, Slg^/l?, Amanitake (94/1), and

the queen's, P^*3>^, Katake (Candace) (4).

"Chief wemanis in Akin" occurs in Kar. 47/6.

" Prophet of. the king " would perhaps hardly

refer to the king's divinity, but might well

indicate that Manitawawi was court-prophet.

Qere-sam, " royal consort (?)," occurs in Kar.

17, 47. Sam, "wife," "consort," and sate,

" mother (?)
" (see Kar.), are associated in 94/26

with doubtful meaning. \crUcr is a frequent

title.

98. In a column before figure B. Published

L., D., VI., Bl. 4, no. 12.
3

/bl^-) Jll™'*-fll

-./b^JIISi^

/^Wl/^x : l/f//l^

"The honourable (?) akrere, second (?) Beke-

mete, begotten of the strategus of the water,

second (?) (priest of?) Amani, pesate, strategus of

the azah ;

"

In 106 the label is

" The honoured (?) akrere Bekemete, pesatc"

and in 107

/ tjl^r9)9l9i^ /ou/cu^ //)

" The honoured akrere Bekemete, strategus of

the azab."

1 Cf. Breasted, Monuments of Sudanese Nubia, p. 98
;

Ancient Records, i., 510.

2 Budge, Sudan, i., 465; cf. Steindorff, A. Z., 44/71.
3 Pis. XIX., XXVIII.

Thus I, J appear to be two representations of

the one person (B) in different characters.

/co/cu X^ is the word often found in names

of princes (Part L, p. 73), and separately in

titles, e.g. in 129. I venture to equate the word

with the Eg. demotic
3
krre, which appears in

the following phrase, "Bekemeti the akrere, the

son of (the ?) qereh, the strategus (le-m3she) of

the water."
1 Here also Bekemeti is evidently

the equivalent of the word Bekemete in the

Meroitic, which might be translated " in

Bekeme" as a title, but proper names of this

form are not uncommon, and here it may be

really a proper name. Otherwise the Egyptian

name was taken from his Meroitic title. The word

Bekeme is evidently the Egyptian J © ^

,

¥a>? ^\ , of the Ptolemaic and Roman

texts, which Junker 5
places in the Eastern

desert of Lower Nubia ; it was especially

connected with the worship of the lion-gods.

Perhaps one may compare the name Bega, and

the MeydfiapoL in Strabo, 786, 819, who, like

the Blemmyes, were subject to the Ethiopians

and dwelt eastward of the Nile, and were con-

sidered to belong to the Troglodyte peoples.
6

Bekemete may thus mean " The (chief) in

Bekeme." Mate, following it, seems to be an

adjective (like lah, "great," "chief") meaning

perhaps "junior," "second," "inferior."

J/I^^SZ- Z/J^St^, pelemes atelis, evi-

dently corresponds to p-le-mes
c n p mow, " the

strategus of the water," in the Egyptian. Ano ther

Meroitic " strategus of the water," named Wingi,

is referred to in an Eg. demotic inscription of about

250 a.d., dated in the reign of Trebonianus Gallus. 7

<^?2- is frequent, and the sense "water" suits

it admirably. 8 As Bekemete is described as " be-

4 See below, p. 46. Wingi, Wigi may be the Nubian

winji, " star."

5 Der Auszug der Hathor-Tefnut aus Nubien, pp. 28, 29.

6 Diocl. Sic, iii. 33. ' Below, p. 46, no. 21, 1. 11.

8 See the inscriptions of the Niles, Part I., p. 64, and

the funerary inscriptions below, p. 60, Kar., p. 44.
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gotten of the strategus of the water," " sate of

Bekemete" in 97 may mean "father of Bekemete."

Amanis " of Amani," used absolutely, is an in-

teresting and rare parallel to Maps, "of Amanap,"

the title of a man in Kar. I.
1 /^^-JZ/Si^ is a

high title, pesatS or pesZiate, held by the prince in

Meroe 2, and frequently referred to in descrip-

tions at Kar. ^- *t-*7V y S 2- 5 / P *7 S 1^ is pro-

bably inferior to the "strategus of the water";

perhaps it means " strategus of the land." This

title occurs again several times ; in 104 the

second word is spelt without the b, probably

through inadvertence, though it might be a

singular form. The rest is less intelligible

;

there seem to be numerals (cf. 101/8) following

l/f//l^ nebiw, "gold(?)
5

" and finally WbSl^
or /// ^^l^, the / being made vertical because

written between the vertical outlines of the staff.

99 to figure C. Published L., I)., VI., Bl. 4,

no. II.
2 See p. 41.

100 to figure J). Published ib., no. 10.
3 See

p. 41.

101 between figures D, E. Published ib., Bl. 3,

no. 9 ;
photo (Berlin Academy) no. 719.

4

y^~> i
? psou/ZP 2 :ouf Sou/ />/*>? : Scryp

: Zl^ : /-W ouSZ^ Z><?
3

Jll ^~p /oupi^ -*-/£?

ii -x- j/isi ^~p ps^ //< /y* ii ><7/-t-uj}j5

SO Ge?^~i^ 5/1 \:<?*~7> /^-^ouSZ-. ii
5 AS l^

: ^VV> I ^cr 7 ^/^-SlIS/*- 5/1 I Sc? */-*-

: /y : l^-ouyy p : p/ou a p : b/ouS^ 5/1

p Scr p/oup /ouS^L. ASl^ *~P
9 p ASlJ^

: /VP" lss<7/^SO<7^i^*-ou/5S^ ^yip™
SZV i2 Z^- ^~ou/5S^, ^{/f^p *-/i4-//

SO't^-i^3 5/1 ^-i^: /^Scrp ^OJ// *H>I+-

*-j **-*? /<*-** SIV/'t- 5/1 *-l : *~p *-*?/*-

:ASc?Vc? ^f 5 Sc?ou?:Sc?SZ^:///5S^*--Z

: S&V l-r-S'// : /IP : ZP™oup5p JZ/^-ou//>

1 See Ear., p. 54.

3 Pis. XX., XXVIII.

2 Pis. XX., XXVIII.
4 Pis. XXI., XXIX.

11. 1, 2. Sc? yp is a form of the word of

parentage on the mother's side. ouU Sou / IP /^p
is evidently a masculine name ending in ou

and beginning with /hp , like several names of

fathers at Karanog. It is followed by the royal

title Sou/ IP, with a genitive affix p, and then

by another group that may well be a name,

^~/i^ y^-p'^. The meaning is probably "The

mother of Maleqerebar the king, Lakhizamani."

Neither of these names is found elsewhere, but

it may be observed that -zamani is the ending

of several royal names : Teqarize-amani, Meroe,

nos. 8-10 ; Takatizamani, Inscr. 49 ; Tame-

qerazamani (?), Inscr. 58, 59 ; Tikize-amani, no.

60.

It is very interesting to find the king's

mother so designated. In the commentary on

the passage in Acts viii. 27, where the incident of

the eunuch of queen Candace is recorded, an old

scholiast makes the following remark : KavSaKrjv

At#to7res Tracrav tyjv rov /3acr/Aeco9 iirjTepa Kakov-

(TLV OVTQ) BCcOV Iv TTpUiTO) AWlOTTLKOJV. AWlOTT€<;

tov<; fiacriXeajv 7rare/3as ovk ii<(f>aivovo-LV, dW a>?

oWa.? viovs tjXlov 7rapaSt3oacrt" exaaTov Se rr)v

fjLTjTepa Kokovai' KavSa.K7]v,
5 " The Ethiopians

call every mother of the king Candace—so says

Bion in the first book of the Ethiopica. ' The

Ethiopians do not publish the fathers of the

kings, but hand them down as sons of the Sun.

But the mother of each they call Candace.'

'

Not too much importance is to be attached

either to the quotation from Bion or the remark

of the scholiast. Bion of Soloi is hardly known

except from this quotation and some Ethiopian

itineraries in Pliny containing names of which

few can be authenticated in any way. He seems

to have travelled in the second century B.C.

Possibly in the time when the kings were under

the thumb of the priests their human fathers

were not recorded, but it was not so in the

Meroite time if the altars and stelae nos. 49,

59, 60 commemorate kings and not princes and

& MulleRj Fr. Hist. Gr., iv. 351.
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queens. The name Canclace has been identified

above with Katake
;

T otherwise a derivation from

5crp, zakhe, "to bear," "mother," might be

worth suggesting.

This text may be a letter from the queen-

mother, or a description of a mission from

Meroe. The following lines contain many

numerals, and probably describe the persons and

offerings sent.

**~p /c+Jpi^, " Patret," a divine name or title

in invocations,
2
recurs in 102, 103 (cf. p / co p).

'bb : Jll : is frequent in 94 after divine names

(see above).

1.3. I*r) ou$Z^," younger Horus(?)." l\^,

cf. 103. I^-ooJjZ, with >^ followed by the

numeral 2, may be some sort of officer. Most

of the words here recur in 1. 8.

1. 4. **-) p5?~-, Atami, might be the god

Etom, Atum, but cf. *-) p in 1. 8. Jll 9 1, cf. 94.

1. 5. " Isis in Philae, one khe, Isis in Tebawe

(Afiarov), one khe.

1. 7. " Isis and Horus (?)."

1. 10. " (Figures of) Osiris in Philae
"

1. 11. /V p occurs in Kar. 47/9. " Osiris in

Tebawe . . .
." follows, ^V-/£/// = the preceding

1. 12. "Isis in Philae. . .
."

1. 13. "Isis in Tebawe. .
."

1. 14. /// '^2-., cf. 94/11.

1. 15. " The khabkhen of the king, Mashtaraq
."

The last word, S c?V /*-$/// , must be the same

as ra <s> 3&}i fa "If \\-> which terminates several

inscriptions in which gods probably give victory,

etc., to the pious kings (see the Soba ram no. 1

and 3, 4, 7 at Naga). It may mean "give" (see

no. 102).

The whole inscription appears to centre in the

name Mashtaraq, which has a number of phrases

in apposition to it. The first of these ends with

*r-V Jj p in 1. 7, and perhaps includes everything

before it up to the first word ; the second appears

to be from the following 3/3 to *?-}j~bp in

1 Part I., pp. 55, 71. See Kar., p. 34.

1. 10, the third from the following *r-ou/$92~. to

*7-V5crp ml. 11, the fourth from ^-ou/3S2-

to /<?5crP in 1. 12, the fifth from ^IJ^ to

'—U 9cruj p in 11. 14, 15, and finally there is

the name-phrase from \5c?Vcr to : /IP in 1. 16.

With the ending 'V-A/ , so frequently seen here,

I

compare ^V Jll 5/7> in 111, etc., which may

mean " established before Isis."
3

102 to figure E. Published L., D., VI., Bl. 3,

\
no. 8

;
photo (Berlin Academy) nos. 719, 720. 4

: /IP5///IPoup2p /IP 2
: ouSIPZ/Z A^V^'

: > L?^i~^i^ ' *>^~K ' SlglW : *-2/l 3

<?Vi^\ /t^-^ *~p 5 /ujpi^: ^4t.

11. 1, 2. "The khabkhen, qer of Isis, the

.honourable Mashtaraqaye " (see no. 111). 1.2. /IP

should probably have commenced the inscription

;

1. 1 may have been an afterthought.

1. 3. 9 lg /IW :
"^? /I, " Isis, my mistress (?),"

as in Egyptian demotic graffiti (so also in no.

111). 9 |^ /I/// seems to be another of the words

formed like Candace (see no. 97). With ^1^1^
cf. (/lji*-i^ below.

1. 4. >*>*"& i^> cf. b\^-cri^ (94/14),

*-*i^, or ^1^. " Patret."

1. 5. The terminal &V ^ is like 9<?V 1^- 9W
which terminates the last inscription. <?V
may be a plural termination/' 11. 3-5 therefore

seem to be an invocation to Isis and Patret

(Osiris ?).

103 to figure F. Published L., D., VI., Bl. 2,

no. 7 ;
photo no. 720.

G

^~19Jj9^ :
*~2 2 /I : /IP : Oujpzp /IP

: k, 9 i
7///^~l \9<rjj\\9> /ou 3 i^ : IfrZi^

:dl9^/U:Ocupi^ z*~p/uj?i^:V/*-'j}i^

1. 1. " The honourable Mashtaraq."

1. 2. ^f~'h9'/j9^ is perhaps the place-name

3 For these endings to descriptive phrases see Kar.,

pp. 23-4, and 33-41

.

4 Pis. XXL, XXII., XXIX.
5 Cf. Kar., p. 26. 6 Pis. XXII., XXIX.
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Bezewe (see 89). S^-^l^ altered to or from

1. 3. f?W//*-Z is a plural,
j

1. 4. U/^-^^i^ is a genitive plural adjective,

" (things) of patal (?)."

1. 5. Doa) 1^, cf. the name Mashtirq. S> /V
occurs in 5?/ISJII5W, but the /V looks more

like uj, an improbable initial.

104 to figure G. Published L., D.,VL, Bl. 2,

no. 6
;
photo no. 72 1.

1

" The honourable Apamale, strategus of the

az(ab)."

In the right-hand series :

—

105 to figure H. Published L., I)., VI, Bl. 4,

no. 14; photo of the Berlin Academy. 2 See

no. 97.

106 to figure I. Published L., D., VI., Bl. 5,

no. 15 ; Berlin Academy photo.
3 See no. 98.

107 to figure J. Published L., D., VI, Bl. 5,

no. 16 ; Berlin Academy photo.
4 See no. 98.

108 to figure K (a child). Published L., D.,

VI, Bl. 5, no. 17 ; Berlin Academy photo. 5

This is the only label without the introductory

: / 1). It may consist of two descriptive words

(cf. Kar. 37 for the first) ; or the first, Shana-

nebli, may be a name followed by a genitive

epithet, perhaps " (son, or slave) of Masaqe."

109 to figure L. Published L., D., VI., Bl. 5,

no. 18.
6 See no. 111.

IIo to figure M. Published ib., no. 19.
7 See

no. 111.

III in a column before figure 0. Published

il>., no. 20.
8

5/1 JII5/1 /^^-cuSi^ JIIZ/l AScu/O //}

5 l* /I/// <^2 /I ^b 5W $'// : DujpZ) cu50 5

i Pis. XXIII., XXIX.
3 Pis. XXIV., XXX.
5 Pis. XXV., XXX.
7 Pis. XXVI., XXX.

2 Pis. XXIV., XXX.
4 Pis. XXV., XXX.
G Pis. XXVI., XXX.
8 Pis. XXVII., XXX.

J/15/1 \V5l^ V ?<?//) S>i^ ouA"*-t!° &>

\9cr/}^ ^5|^ <^V

The inscription is ill-written and injured.

11. 1-5. "The honourable (?) qeren of Isis,

Agent (perite) of Isis, qer of(?) Isis, Mash-

taraqaye." We evidently have here the equiva-

lent of the demotic titles p qrny n
JS p rt n J$

found in many of the late inscriptions on Philae,

and associated with hn-ntr n 3
S, "prophet of

Isis," in the titles of Mntwe (Manitawawi).9

The separation of 5'// from the name is

curious, and ^~h 9W following is not intelligible

at present. It is tempting to correct the passage

to ^7>5/} : SMOujp'Z}, giving to the name

the usual termination ; it would then be followed

by : 5X£/l/f/ : ^~5/~b, perhaps an address to

Isis, as in 102.

y 5*7/ /) is plural of ^/ /) and occurs in Meroe

8/4. I suspect that it means "statues," "figures."

*r-V JII5/~b AA'^I^ are the last words in the

two graffiti 122, 123, and should mean " belong-

ing to the kashabans of Isis." *75%2 occurs in

94/23 and as a title (?) in Kar. 105.

It will be convenient to treat the labels of and

references to Mashtaraq and Mashtaraqaye here.

No. 99. : /O?/// : Doo>5) \<?V& / 1)

^5/1 /^^~cu9i^, "The honourable (?) khab-

khen Mashtaraqaye, the Agent of Isis."

No.100. ^/l/l/i^ \5ou//> //):/>UJ?>?

*r~ **-*7, Mashtaraq, qeren of Penani." The omis-

sion of the initial /O is curious.

No. 101, the long inscription in which

Mashtaraq is entitled " khabkhen of the king,"

//)://>oop>? J/l^~oo//):\$cr^^ (101/15),

has been already dealt with.

Nos. 102, 103, in which " the honourable

Mashtaraqaye" and "the honourable Mashtaraq"

are respectively named, have also been already

dealt with. ^
No. 109. /<7Cu5/)5/7> S////Ooj}$; : //},

"The honourable Mashtaraqaye, qer (prophet?)

9 See below, p. 45, no. 8.
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of Isis." This is carelessly written with two

mistakes.

No. 110. : //>$/// DoopZ) ^^ScrVtr //),

"The honourable chief kkabkhen Mashtaraqaye."

It is seldom that two persons of the same name

are met with in Meroitic, and it is impossible

that all these Mashtaraqs and Mashtaraqayes

should be distinct. I am not even sure that

Mashtaraq is to be distinguished from Mash-

taraqaye ; the end of the name is several times

so confusedly written as to create some uncertainty

as to which form is intended. Either we have

here a single person with two forms of his name,

or else two persons of very similar name, and

therefore probably brothers or cousins. For

convenience we will sum them up under the

single name Mashtaraq, 2 and treat them as a

single person. It is obvious that the representa-

tions are mainly intended to commemorate this

man. We see him twice in the train of the semi-

royal strategus and his son ; he is figured in

various characters and in various garbs. The

long inscription 101 names only him of those

figured, and probably tells of his mission from the

queen-mother to Philae, and 102, 103 and 11

must be his prayers to Isis or her benedictions.

The Birth-house.

The roof of the southern half of the Birth-

house is reached by an opening in the S.E.

corner. The central portion of the roof, above

the pronaos, is about four feet lower than that

over the portico and surrounding colonnade,

which thus forms a broad raised border on all

sides. On the flat top of this raised platform

are many representations of feet, and graffiti

more or less worn in Egyptian demotic, Meroitic,

and Greek. Some of those in Meroitic are

amongst the clearest, being probably of very

late date, but others are much worn.

South side.

112. Two feet in relief, with details of toes, in

a sunk rectangle ; on the left are two feet rudely

indicated by incised lines, and in front of the

first three sides of a large rectangle are outlined,

enclosing two rather neat lines of inscription.
1

Height of rectangle 21 cm., width 47 cm.

Squeeze Borchardt ; original compared January,

1910.

p^^-?^ ^/? i7^:^-^~P ^/l^ Sou://}
?

: /bsyji^r-?///

1 Pis. XXXI., XXXVI.

The meaning may be "The feet(?) of N . keteye,

the , belonging to(?) the king Nanizi(?),

related to the strategus of the water."

/ 1)p5 occurs in each graffito, here and in 113, in

the plural. The unusual spelling of / h 9 p )p 9 ///

occurs also in Kar. 100.

113. To the right of the same feet and beneath

the edge of the outlined rectangle, in one line.

Length 16 cm. Shown in the same squeeze as

the last.
3

V//I/A 7/5^ ?^5V/>M "The feet of

Azaze. s(?)."

This may be the record of a modest attendant

on the personage of 112, and the second pair of

feet may represent his.

114. Outline of two feet, filled in with details

of toes as if seen from above. In front an

inscription in three lines. Length of inscription

about 19 cm., height about 7^ cm. Squeeze

Borchardt. 4

In a graffito of this kind the lines may have

been written in any order. It seems likely that

2 This name looks like a Semitic ji.^«, but Prof. Mar-

goliouth tells me that it would mean something like " one

who goes to the East," and does not give a very likely

meaning, nor is it actually found in Arabic.
3 Pis. XXXI., XXXVI. 4 Pis. XXXII., XXXVI.
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it should begin with /'IPpy (1. 3) like the others,

and if we treat 1. 1 as a word omitted from 1. 2,

a remarkable parallel to 112 is obtained. Pro-

visionally, therefore, I should rearrange the

words thus :

—

. . ><?/// : -i-Jr 2 : *-p 5?J/I : //)?*, "The foot

of the pilgrim (?) Shakhiye."

Some further signs are on the left, perhaps to

be read in a column, if not meaningless scrawls.

5 following p, as in the hand-copy, is practically

impossible, and it can be seen in the photograph

that there is a hole at this spot, so that it can

fairly be neglected.

115. Two feet close together in relief on sunk

ground. Some characters on left edge of left

foot, and in front a rectangular panel with two

or three long lines of inscription cut into

by another foot and much injured. Squeeze

Borchardt. Seen in the same photograph as

the last, but illegible.
1

West side.

116. Outline of two feet, filled in with details

of toes abnormally long and the nails shown as

if seen from above. In front is an obscure

Eg. demotic inscription, and at the side of the

left foot a shield-shaped panel containing a

Meroitic inscription in four lines. Length of

feet 27 cm., of shield 21 cm., width 14 cm.

Squeeze Borchardt
;
photos (Berlin Academy)

nos. 722, 723 ; original compared January,

1910. 2

: l^r?) : /$?/// [: ^-&y\ : *~ps)JH : /iypz

" The foot of the pilgrim (?) Shakhiye (?) . .
."

North side.

117. Outline of two feet, filled in with details

of toes and sandal-tie as if seen from above.

Well and neatly executed, and enclosed in a

rectangular frame, the upper end of which is

surmounted by an obtusely-pointed triangle

pierced with a diamond-shaped hole, as if to

represent a tablet for suspension. Between the

top of the rectangle and the feet are two inscrip-

tions separated by an irregular line—in the right-

hand corner three short lines and to the left three

longer lines. Length of feet 2
7
"50 cm., of the

whole tablet 50 cm., width 33 cm. Squeeze Bor-

chardt
;
photos (Berlin Academy) nos. 722, 723.

3

I take it that the inscription was begun near

the middle, and as there was not room to com-

plete it after filling two lines, the end was

written in the rio;ht-band corner.
? sic

p/isz^ : J<r? ?/// : ^-cr3 : *~pS)JII : OP*

"The foot(?) of the pilgrim (?) Shakhiye the

younger (?), prophet of him (or " her ") that is in

Philae."

The use of ) for I) is very remarkable.

The West River-gate.

An undecorated stone doorway in the enclosure
j

Schafer." It was looked for by us in January,

wall, south from Hadrian's gateway and west of < 1910, but only doubtful traces appeared to exist,

the Birth-house, leads to a staircase on the side

of the quay wall.

118. On the south end of the cornice is

a graffito in black ink, copied by Prof. H.

1 PI. XXXII.

. . . yp?) : //>5/Q/l

The first group must contain a proper name.

2 Pis. XXXIII., XXXVI.
3 Pis. XXXIV., XXXVI. 4 PI. XXXVI.

G 2
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Gate of Hadrian.

Behind the second pylon of the great temple

was a passage-way in front of the hypostyle hall,

marked by doors opening in the east and west

walls of the hypostyle hall. Following this

westward of the temple two sculptured walls are

reached, forming a passage which ends in a

doorway through the boundary wall of the

temple, very near to the quay wall (Lyons,

Report, PL no. 31, on the left, and Plan 1). This

passage had no direct access to the river, and

its importance to the temple is not very obvious.

But the interior walls are elaborately sculptured

with scenes relating to Osiris, and the majority

of the numerous graffiti within and without were

written for Ethiopians either in Eg. demotic or

in Meroitic. Most of these have been published

by Lepsius, and the Eg. demotic ones edited and

remarkably well interpreted by Brugsch in his

Thesaurus.

Inscriptions on the passage walls.

Two almost identical Meroitic inscriptions 1

have been engraved nearly opposite each other

over Romano-Egyptian representations of the

king at the west end of the north and south walls

respectively. They are not exactly opposite,

because a door through the south wall at the

west end puts the representation on that side

farther eastward.

119. On the south wall, in the lowest register,

figure of a king HTM, offeringover a

L!J
! C3 fllfln

facing to the right >»—>, at the west end of a row

of deities also facing »»—>. This row, unlike the

opposite one, has been completed in relief, but

the east end is destroyed with the beginning of

the scene. The king was probably intended

by the Egyptians for the deified " Pharaoh of

Senemt" or Biga, who is often referred to in

the inscriptions. The Meroitic inscription is in

1 Pis. XXXV., XXXVI.

offering , , facing to the right m—>, has

three short lines between double engraved rules,

the top of 1. 1 reaching a joint. Length 31 cm.,

height 9 "60 cm. Squeezes of Lepsius and

Borchardt, photo no. 479. Published L., D.,

VI, Bl. 1, no. 3.

The squeezes show the inscription complete,

but the surface of the stone deteriorated,

especially on the left of the top line. In the

photographs the top line is nearly hidden by

cement.

120. Correspondingly placed at the west end

of the north wall, over a figure of a king

yj
only been begun ; the next figure, a god also

facing m—>, is unfinished, but beyond these the

row was continued later by two barbarous figures.

The nearer one is named Mandulis in a hiero-

glyphic inscription in front (L., D., IV., 87/), and

a demotic inscription (L., D., VI., Bl. 40, no. 24

= Brugsch", Thes., 1008), which probably records

the engraving of this wonderful performance in

the year 110 of the era of Diocletian, a.d. 393

(see Thes., 1002), " I Esmet-Akhom .... of the

writing-office of Isis, son of Esmet-Panekhate,

the second prophet of Isis and of Esweri his

mother : I have done work on this figure of

Mewl (sic for Menrul) for eternity."

The Meroitic inscription is in three short

lines between double engraved rules reaching

a joint on the left, and with a joint along

the top of 1. 3. Length 27 cm., height 8 '30

cm. Squeezes of Lepsius and Borchardt
;

photo no. 478. Published L., D., VI., Bl. 1,

no. 2.

The squeezes show the inscription perfect and

in good condition, but the surface of the lower

stone deteriorated. In the photograph the joints

appear filled with cement, hiding the characters

at the left end of the lines, also those at the

right-hand end of 1. 3 and the tops of those in

1. 3.
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The texts give :

—

: /W// 5/1 : /*)? : /-*-(///)?;

They are carelessly written and leave several

points doubtful.

The first word is a title or description found

on the lion-bases of Meroe (Meroe, 7, 9), and

above in 94/2, as well as at Shablul. It might

here be part of the name compounded with

^-/^, but **-/lg seems the better reading. Tani

is a name in Kar. 89, and occurs in that of the

prince on the temple of Amnion at Naga. The

next seems to be the royal title spelt as in no. 69

[Meroe, no. 12 c). The next might be read

•)5uj), and 120 seems to give l^~///S).

/bJ/lZ/Z, "belonging to Isis," furnishes another

example like " belonging to Ammon " in 98.

If / uj / 1} is really the royal title, it seems

that the Ethiopians thought the figure of the

deified " king of Biga " appropriate to bear the

label of their own living sovereign.

The Gateway.

121. On the doorway in the thickness of the

wall on the north jamb the only inscription is

in two lines of Meroitic very neatly executed.

Length 40 cm., height 4 cm. Kubbing in

Burton MS. 25,650, f° 9 ; squeezes Lepsius and

Borchardt
;
photos nos. 476, 477. Published

L., D., VI, Bl. 1, no. I.
1

The first two characters in each line are worn,

but can easily be restored. The inscription is

nearly identical with that in the Colonnade (see

below).

The inscriptions on the outer face of the west

wall of the gateway, looking over the river to

the island of Biga, are very important. Most

have been published by Lepsius, and those in

Egyptian demotic 2 have been remarkably well

» Pis. XXXVIII., XXXIX.
2 L., D., VI., Bl. 35-39.

interpreted by the late Heinrich Brugsch. 3

They are here noted according to the numbers

in Lepsius, but their precise position is un-

fortunately not recorded.

Nos. 7, 9 are identical adorations by " Merw
(or Shere), son of Qysne and Tshenpwere," of

" Isis of Philae and the Holy Place, the great

goddess, the beautiful Lady, that rules the whole

world," and seem to call the gateway " the place

of coolness " or " of cool water." 4 No. 9 is on

the north side of the gate.
5

No. 8, immediately beneath 7 : adoration of

" Isis of the Holy Place and Philae, and the

great god Arsenuphis and Hathor, and the great

god Harendotes, and the great gods of the

temple (or passage ?) of the Holy Place and

Philae," by Mntwe (Manitawawi ?)
c and Harent-

yotf, who are described as
'

' prophets of Isis,

qerens of Isis, Agents of Isis, Agents of the king

of the Negro-land (Ptcnehas), hereditary princes

[orpai) of the foreign land (khose) of Tacompso,

sheikhs (htop-ai) of the Triaeontaschoenus (? zin-

mab),7 king's scribes of Gush, who know the

goings (?) of the five planets and calculate the

time of the risings of the sun and moon, and

come yearly from Negro-land and do the service

of Isis, the great ruler of the whole earth. We
pray to thee, saying, ' Bring us (back) that we

may adore thee in all festivity (?).'" Harentyotf

also left his name at Dakka, where he calls him-

self " son of Wigi " (above, p. 25).

No. 10. Adoration of " Isis and the gods of

her temple," by " Wigi, son of Harentyotf and

Tshepsweri," in ardent terms, who had come (?)

in the " year 7 of Severus Alexander our

Master (229 a.d.), together with Harentyotf, the

qSren of Isis, dedicated a shrine of good renewed

work, and celebrated its voyage to the Holy

Place in the name of the kings our Masters."

The writer signs himself as " prophet of Sothis,

3 In 1891 in his Thesaurus Inscriptionum Aegyptiacarum,

Vth Abtheilung. 4 Hies., p. 1003.

5 L., D., Text IV., 144.

7 Cf. Ptolemy, iv. 7, § 32.

6 P. 37.

8 Thes., 1023.
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.... the course of the moon, priest of the five

planets, chief scribe (?) of the king of Cush." x

Nos. 11,12. Three short graffiti not well legible

in the copy ; but perhaps two of them belong to

Tame named in the next.

No. 13. Adoration of " Isis of Philae and the

Holy Isle, the great goddess, the good lady, the

good cooling of this year, who provides things,

the mistress of heaven, earth, and the under-

world," by " Tami the Arebetegi 2
i^rbtgye) of Isis.

I spent ten years as Arebetenegi (sic) (apparently

finding supplies for the temple). In the tenth

year Bekemeti, the Akrere, the son of Qeren,3

the strategus of the water, conveyed (?) me to

it(?), Perseme seizing (?) the Holy Place, while

he seized (?) Elephantine; then the (Roman) dux

came south to Syene " (much of this is doubtful),

and would not allow Tami to go south for three

years. During that time Tami planted persea

trees, etc. The chief priest (d/>Y>e/3ei>s) of Egypt

came south and Tami went to meet him, but

would not allow him to inflict any penalty (?) on

the temple ; and Tami prays Isis to give him the

opportunity of doing more even than he had

hitherto done. 4 This is on the south side of the

door. It seems to be of about the same date as

No. 21.

No. 14. On the left, i.e., north side, indistinct.

No. 15. Adoration of Isis by " Atengitnrye,

the strategus and Agent of Isis," with a long

prayer, " and may I bring thy things sent (from)

Meroe ... in exchange for the life-breath of

the kings my masters, and do thou give them

long life," etc.
5

No. 16, beneath the last, seems to be purely

Egyptian.

Nos. 17-19 indistinct.

No. 20. Of " Pasem, son of Harentyotf and

Tshen . . . ., the king's scribe of Cush." 6

No. 21. On the north side. The great inscrip-

tion, in twenty-five long lines, recording the

1 Brugsch, Thes., 1027.

3 I.e. " the qeren "
(?).

5 Thes., 1033.

2 Cf. Kar., p. 82, note 5.

4 Thes., 1009.
6 Thes., 1030.

offerings to Isis of an embassy on its way to

Rome from the court of the Meroitic king

Tareramani mtrrmnJ, with date at the end in

the fourth year of Trebonianus Gallus and his

son (as first read by J. J. Hess), i.e., 254 a.d.

It begins with an adoration of Isis, in the

same phrases as No. 13, by Pasmun, son of

Paesi 7 and . . .,
" 8 of the king as (?) great

ambassador of Rome." (1. 2) "I came to Egypt

(1. 3) by the working of Isis, the great

goddess, who heard our prayers and brought us

to Egypt safe. ... I performed the commands

of (1. 4) my Master : he also bade me take 10

talents of silver to the temple of Isis for the

Egyptian prophets (1. 5) and priests and their

children :" (1. 6) he also bade the king's son and

the qereJis of Isis to go to Egypt with me " to

perform a great sacrifice." (1. 7) In year 4,

the first of Choiak, we came to Philae, the

qerens of Isis being with me, and great were

the honours paid me by the prophets and priests

and people of the city, till they (1. 8) reached

the temple. We made our sacrifices on behalf

of the life-breath of king Tareramani my Master,

and I distributed the 10 talents (1. 9) which he

had commanded me to bring : and from (?) my
poverty I gave a tithe as well as my share of

the king's gift of gold (1. 10) to the goddess

Sakhmi. We added other two teben of silver to

this and made them into a ewer of gold, and

engraved it with the name of our Master, (1. 11)

weighing 4^ pounds (Xirpa) of gold. And

Wingi, the strategus of the water, caused two

pounds of gold to be brought, worked into a

vessel to carry milk before Isis in the four

decads. And Pasmun and Qeren 9 his brother 1

7 These names are pure Egyptian, "servant of the goose

(of Amnion) " and " servant of Isis," but probably the

people in question had different names in Meroitic.

8 The gap would have been filled with the name of the

mother of Pasmun, and probably the description of his

companion and mission somewhat as in 1. 18.

9 Perhaps calling him by his title " the qeren."

1 I.e. " colleague "
(?).
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also (1. 12) caused one pound of gold to be

brought, and we made them into a bottle for

water for Osiris Onnophris, the distinguished

god, from Choiak 1 to Pharmuti 1, while we

made festival in the temple of Isis (1. 13) with

our brethren the qSrens of Isis, the prophets and

the court of the priests of Isis, making holiday,

eating and drinking before Isis milk, wine, beer,

meat, while all the people of the city rejoiced

(1. 14), giving adoration to the king their (?)

Lord. And again of our poverty we gave in

the name of the king our Master : I gave two

pounds of gold (1. 15) for a bowl (c/uaA.77) with

an engraving (ropevpia ?) of the face of Isis in it.

On Choiak 1 the king's son Beterti b(?)trty

came to Philae, and we made holiday with him

in the temple of Isis. He brought another

us/ieb-vase of gold (1. 16) which Tareramani had

sent, weighing 4| pounds, with other four

pounds which he made into a censer-spoon of

gold.

" my Mistress, Opener of lands, Isis, do [all

recompense] (1, 17) unto me, and let me be

brought to Meroe, the beautiful city of the

Sovereign : . . . and make me prosper in this

. . . and the affairs for which I came to take

them to the Sovereign, the king Tareramani

:

(1. 18) and bring me to Egypt with my brother 1

Harwoz, the qerefi-akrer, the great ambassador

of Rome, my good companion, and the chamber-

lains (lit, door-keepers) of the king (1. 19). ...

and give us the way in joy, to take them to

Caesar and bring back the word(?) of the

prophet 2
of Isis to the good Sovereign.

(1. 20) "0 Isis (1. 21) our trust is in thee:

rest (?) in Meroe in (?) the rocks. My brother

thou shalt cause him to prosper until

thou bringest him to Meroe to the king (1. 22)

Tareramani our Master." 3

Nothing is known otherwise of this embassy

to Rome. The wording in 1. 19 and the rich

gifts to the temple of Isis seem to show that it

concerned especially the temple of Isis.

On the north side of the door is engraved the

Greek inscription
4

of a Greek from Ptolemais.

The position of no. 298 is not exactly recorded.

The other Greek inscriptions are all in red ink.

No. 317 is an adoration of Isis by Abratois,

psentes of (?) the king of Ethiopia, to irpocrKwrjpa

Afipa.Toa,<;
5
i/ze^r^s /SacriXew? AiQiottwv, dated in

year 8. Immediately beneath is no. 318, of the

same date and style ; the name is lost, but it

records that Philae was revisited after seven

years. On the south side nos. 316, 319, 330 are

of the same style, but are dated in year 31. The

names are Greek and Roman, except ApKiviv top

/cat AttoWojvlov, " Arcinis also known as Apollo-

nius." Letronne refers the date of year 31 to

the tribunate of Marcus Aurelius, about 169 A. D.,

though he admits that such a dating is unex-

ampled in inscriptions. Perhaps it belongs to a

Meroite king or to a Christian emperor while

Ethiopia was still pagan. The doorway was

decorated in the name of Hadrian, while Marcus

Aurelius and Lucius Verus appear inside the

passage, with perhaps Caracalla.

On the west wall, south of the gateway, are

also the Meroitic inscriptions 122, 123.

122. Eleven lines, somewhat irregular, and

reaching a second block below. Length of top

line 20 cm., of lower lines 25 cm., height 22 cm.

Squeezes Lepsius and Borchardt
;

photos

(Berlin Academy) nos. 473-5. Published L., D.,

VI., Bl. 1, no. 4.
6

The squeezes show a clean-edged close-fitting

joint between the two inscribed stones, and faint

line of vertical crack in the upper stone. The

photographs show the crack greatly enlarged

1 I.e. " colleague "
(1).

8 Thcs., 1014 et seqq.

Or " the prophetship."

* L., D., VI., Bl. 90, no. 296, Text IV., p. 144.

5 The name agrees with 5///^CufS, (A)brateye, who

has the high title of peshafe in the late Meroitic texts, Kar.,

51, 52. if/(VTT]<; is probably a title, and may be a version of

peshate with inserted n, pesha(n)te (cf. Kar., p. 14), though

the n is never seen in the Meroitic spelling.

6 Pis. XXXVII., XXXIX.
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and the edges much injured, those of the joint

less so ; the characters also have considerably

deteriorated throughout.

Much of the inscription, especially the lower

lines, is very obscure, being lightly engraved or

worn down. But parallel passages help the

reading greatly, and few signs remain uncertain.

123. A little to the north of the last, and

higher up, seven lines neatly inscribed on one

block, beginning at the junction with another

block. Length 24 cm., height 15'5.

Squeezes Lepsius and Borchardt
;

photo

(Berlin Academy) no. 472. Published L., D.,

VI., Bl. 1, no. 5.
1

A crack in the stone runs through the first

six lines, near the right-hand edges. In the

squeezes this is a clean line doing very slight

injury to the characters. The photograph shows

the upper part of the fractured portion loosened

and displaced, the lower part from 1. 3 fallen

out, and the injury extended to the last line

;

the edges of the characters also throughout had

crumbled slightly.

The inscription resembles the next, with

important differences. It is all clear on the

squeezes, except the sign 9 (?) at the beginning

of 1. 3, which might possibly be 5 or d, or even

an accidental cutting.

The Town Gate.

At the north end of the island, on the

eastern shore and facing eastward, is a plain

stone gateway of three arches in late Eoman

secular style. Steps led up to it from the

south along the side of the old quay wall.
2

It

is quite apart from the main group of temples,

but the temple of Caesar Augustus, also in

Roman style, faces it. Amongst the scanty

graffiti is one of a pagan priest of Ptiris

(ZlTtpews), some unknown locality, dated em
pi

i

a aiokahti, in the year 151 of Diocletian, i.e.,

November, 434 a.d.
3 This is on the east side.

At the west end of the passage of the central

arch is a Meroitic inscription :

—

124. In the passage way of the middle arch,

S.E. jamb near S.W. wall, across the middle of a

single large block of sandstone making the

whole width of the S.W. wall, about six feet

above the road level, an inscription in two

horizontal lines of large letters. A cross is cut

from the middle to the lower edge of the block,

1 Pis. XXXVII., XL.
2 Lyons, Philac, Pis. 25, 47, 48, and Plan I.

'•'' S. de Ricci, Comptes Bendus cle I'Acad. d. Inscr., Feb.,

1909, p. 149.

interrupting the inscription. Length 85 cm.,

height 10 cm.

Photos (Berlin Academy) nos. 480, 481
;

squeeze Borchardt ; original compared January,

1910. 4

The gate is of late form, and may be con-

jectured to belong to the fortifications of Dio-

cletian mentioned by Procopius. If so, the

inscription can hardly be earlier than the fourth

century a.d. It is at once the most northerly

inscription in Meroitic, and the one with the

latest evidence of date. It is possible even that

the cross was cut before the inscription, but it

rather seems that the cross has defaced one or

more characters in it. The inscription is of the

same type as those on the gateway of Hadrian

and another on the doorpost in the eastern

colonnade, but is carelessly arranged. It is

much worn and injured; there may have been

separating points marked between the words,

but this is very doubtful, and there being many

round pittings all over the stone I have not

attempted to mark any except that after the first

4 Pis. XXXVIIL, XL.
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word. The right-hand end of the second line is

cut to pieces.

The cross is pattee, the lower limb longer than

the upper, which again is longer than the side

limbs.

1. 1. It seems hardly possible to read M- / 15 2_

here. Nothing is recognizable after SW, and

perhaps nothing more was engraved.

1. 2. There seem to be traces of letters in the

first half, but possibly the block was already

injured so that it was left blank ; at the be-

ginning, however, p is fairly clear. / 1) is

followed by a space before the cross. The cross

has two curious cuttings at its upper end, which

hardly seem accidental. The second might

possibly be the remains of 9, the first can hardly

be explained as part of any Meroitic letter,

though such a clear loop can scarcely be alto-

gether accidental ; it is too narrow for the top

of 2_. Both cuttings are on a different scale of

size from the Meroitic lettering. The original

suggested that the inscription had not been

carried over the space where the cross stands.

There is no trace of a third line.

125. On a loose block on the island, found

and photographed by Professor Junker's ex-

pedition of 1909. 1

Seven Graffiti of Philae (see Table on next page).

This series of seven graffiti is of great im-

portance as offering a number of key-words

parallel to or taken from those in the Egyptian

demotic graffiti at Philae, and a large number

of varying forms of words that must ultimately

throw much light on the Meroitic language.

The present notes only touch the fringe.

The initial word **~p Jll ^~~b M- , te-wisti, is

identical with the initial word of most of the

demotic graffiti t-wste (Coptic roTA^jTe), " the

salutation " or " obeisance," corresponding to the

Greek to Trpoo-Kvviqjxa. In five of them we see

the name of Isis, 2/2>, in four cases followed by

<?/^5/>5<7*~t^, Pileqe-tel, "in Philae," Copt.

miaak ; in two cases this is again followed by

V^-?2^M- : >/£, "Isis in Tebawe." This

corresponds closely to the common demotic

form,
J
/S'» t nb P-\i/-lq, nb P-y-nfb, " Isis, lady of

Philae, lady of the Abaton " : 77 eV ra 'AfidrajL

/ecu eV $t\cu5 "lo-L<i (cf. DlTTENBEUGER, O.G.I.S.,

Index s.v.*AfiaTov). Tebawe or Tebwe curiously

resembles the classical Thaphis, the modern

Tafa, where there are temples, but unfortunately

without inscriptions ; Debod, where Isis and

Osiris were worshipped, is less like it. But

P-y-w'b, "the Holy Spot," or to 'Afiarov, the

lepov tt&lov of Diod., i. 22, is generally supposed

to be Biga. In late demotic its name is spelt

as if written cm 1 or J£< v\
, /J ©, mean-

ing " the Holy Isle," just as Philae is cm 1 or

/^ Ik i"^"^ A ®>
"

tlie Laci (
? )" Islancl

;
an(*

as the p in the name of Philae is the definite

masculine article, so also the p in P-y-vfb, the

name of Abaton, seems to be the same, agreeing

with the masculine word y for "island." But

there are signs that a curious change had taken

place in the name. In the Philae inscriptions of

Nekhtharheb the two localities are regularly

written kN /j, <^~>
v

j @ 5
one is "the Holy

Place or Spot," the other " the Laq-Island,"

are theand similarly i^^j /J
spellings in the texts of Ptolemy II. i^=si " lo-

IO /WVAAA C±

A ©

1 Pis. XXXVIII., XL.

H
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TABLE OF SEVEN GRAFFITI OF PHILAE.

end
|
/$?/// J4-/X$Z^SJj*t-l 9 ///A 2 )

: / $<*-? : 9///f 9'// : /*-/ i9Z~

A :/35?///^ 3 \9ou//> : J//^~ou//) 2
: \9&V^

: /$?/// /*-/isz^ : 9Jj)p 2
9'// :

i?^/; i
?9t^

[/3^-]) 2 \9WV}9M ///[2]92^

*-? Jll *H> I4r 95

^pJll^bl^- 96

*t~? Jll ^~l /-*- 121

**~)JII*-ZI*r 122

<*-) Jfl *~l J<r 123

**-} Jtl *-l /<r 124

^f-pJII^bl^- 125

B : / ly9}j)p9'// f~<7*

: /V? 9^ 3 ^y

//)

95

121

S^L. Z/?*??^ 122

123

124

**-}j///\9l^ : J/I
z Jj?oo^^ Sbl^rDJj K9&V& 2 125

c

end
|
*t~l ouStS ^

end
| : /<?? IOU5V I Z*?/]^

: ^ouSV : 3^
*i~louSVS'/t : lp 5 5f/l^

end
[ 2V^

end I : /<70U&5^

:

t?/^~909 t7^i^ $/Z> 2 95

: ^<7/^5/)5<7*-~t^: 2/Z 2 121

: ^/^-SIVJ^ : 5/1 : *$/-*-$/> 5^^!^: 2/Z122

:
t?/^~9lf//^- 5/l:<7*/^~S/>h^i^ : 3/3123

3/2 124

9 tj/*-9llS*7j<r /^rp9ou9^. 125

D

: / t79ppp9W : pZ/l \9ou//) 1 p5/l /^~^-ou9i^ 122

^-^*7////i9i^ : JllouV9) : ///9p s

/ t?/<k-Jfluj?i^ :9pp : / t7/^r9/)9 t7^~i^: 19 //p 9

123

E ~^J// U
: 5/1 : W2l^ 122

^VJII 3/2 \V$ 7
l^ :>^#i? >/l //li*-'//* *-ouli~/// 123
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cality (?)," and czd " island," sounded almost

alike, but the former was feminine, the latter

masculine. The former name would therefore

have been sounded with the article T-a (V)-wabe,

and the latter P-i-la(q), $i\cu, in Coptic iiiaak.

In later times they must have been assimilated

by the Egyptians, producing Piwabe (?) for the

former ; but the Meroite form Tebawe goes back

to the early and correct Tawabe.

Both Philae and Tebawe are mentioned as the

chief localities of Isis in an inscription from

Meroe* (Meroe, no. 7).

No. 125 has a very interesting variation,

9*7/*-9ie! /*- Z^rpSouS^, "Aretate in

Tebawe." ou?2-. for Horns is given us by the

above-mentioned inscription from Meroe. It is

evident that Aretate is the god Hr-nt-yt-f,

Harentyotf,
c

ApevSu>Tr)<;, " Horus the avenger of

his father," the pronunciation being made easier

for the foreigner by dropping n before the t, as

well as the final/. Harendotes occurs in many

Eg. demotic graffiti at Philae, and had a special

temple there. The block was a stray one, and

may have come from his temple or its approach.

In the Kalabsha inscription 94/6 his name

occurs again.

Besides these, many words occur which are

evidently descriptive of the persons who re-

corded their piety to Isis, being paralleled in

the descriptive words of the tombstones. The

most valuable phrase, however, is in 122

:

: /*7$ }j , where perite West qereil West evidently

corresponds to p qrny n
JS p rt n JS of the

Eg. demotic inscriptions, " The qSren of Isis, the

Agent of Isis." Other identifiable groups are

ZO^Si^ pelames, Eg. dem. p mr-msc
, Coptic

n.\c;iiini;*j(;, "the general," corresponding to

Greek 6 o-ryoar^yo? : and JZ/oj/'i^ Phrs

(122/10), obviously a place-name by the ap-

pended /V"*-, and identifiable with nA\topAc,

probably the modern Faras.

Finally, the long inscriptions 122 and 123,

after parting company for a considerable space,

coincide again in three words at the end, : \y51^
4~^J//:^/'&. These might correspond to all or

part of the Eg. demotic mn ty m-bh
JS s

c
z't,

" is set here before Isis for ever," which com-

monly ends the Egyptian adorations ; but pro-

bably this is in the earlier part (1. C opposite).

Another place-name is seen in Shl^Dy
(125/2), the appendage being spelt as in

S^I^SIV : l^r in the same 125/3-4. What
place is meant by Zaq I do not know. It is not

found elsewhere.

The inscriptions seem to be in general " The

adoration of N. is set (or "remains") before

Isis," with more or less description of the adorer

and the deity. In detail there are plenty of

obscurities.

No. 96 is the shortest and does not name

the deity. " The adoration made by (?) the

wize of Tanaye the envoy." 5 Jj *f~Z is a kind

of title or descriptive word, " servant," or the

like. Apcte appears to be the title "envoy" (see

no. 129). It occurs also in 95, 121 and 123, all

of which are distinguished by the neatness of the

execution, and therefore may well belong to one

person.

95 is perhaps " The adoration made by (?)

the envoy piously (?) before (?) Isis in Philae."

/$?///, which must mean something like "of,"

" done by," occurs in most of the graffiti ; in

others it is replaced by other groups ending in /.£.

" Piously before " (?) is expressed by the two

words ^dcu5/S ^^l^, which occur in most in

varying forms and combinations, and follow the

name of the deity, while 3^/£^, " before " (?)

is used alone in 124, and a different word,

/ e7uj crS'^. " worshipper "
(?), in 125.

121. "The adoration made by the envoy

piously unto Isis in Philae."

?///// occurs in 94.

124. "The adoration made by (?) the ....
. . . . unto Isis."

122. "The adoration made by (?) the- khab-

kheh of the king, and qereh, the kin of the

strategus of the water, remaining (?) before Isis

H 2
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in Philae and Isis in Tebawe ; kin of the Agent

of Isis and qeren of Isis, mey-mebaras of penay(l),

mazek in Philae, maze in Pachoras, belonging to

the kashbam of Isis." Cf. 111/15.

123. " The adoration made by (?) the kin of

the strategus, the envoy, zilake-tabe, remain-

ing (?) before Isis in Philae, Isis in Tebawe

Isis the great goddess (?), belonging to

the kashbans, of Isis."
•>

Cf. S>^~y in 64, /Vp in 101/11, and

JH P 12 ^/ 2, a woman's name, Kar. 108.

125. "The adoration made by(?) Pkhepe,

nakliarezas kenayze of the khabkhen in Zaq,

worshipping^?) Harendotes in Tebawe."
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MISCELLANEOUS.
EOYAL AND OTHER NON-FUNERARY INSCRIPTIONS.

126. Fragment of a round-topped granite

stela, comprising most of the left half. The

upper part shows half of a winged disk at the

top, and below this a winged uraeus crowned

with the sun's disk, and a portion of what may-

be a human figure kneeling, adoring the serpent.

Beneath the representation «,re the ends of ten

lines of transitional cursive inscription between

rules. The lower end of the stela is lost.
1

Original in Moscow, formerly in the Goleni-

scheff collection. A photograph by the late

owner is in possession of the writer.

[: 9]ou^*VQ 2
[^]/l?^^

:\? *:ou/cu^lou[9Z-.] 3

6 91)9'// : I [^5cr] 5 lcucr

8 i^-^t-ysiy 7 a/*-/i^ : m-

[A] 10 5cr^[cuc^] 9 /DWSJj . . .

..." 1*411

The first three lines contained the names and

titles of Natakamani, Amanitere and [A?]raka-

kharer, apparently the royal trio of the temple

of the Lion-orod at Naga. 2
11. 5-9. The well-

known title hharphhen seems probable. 5 OS///

occurs on the Isis from Napata, no. 75, *-p 9 /)

is a title, and 1. 8 probably ended with a proper

name.

i PL XLI.
2 Part I., pp. 56, 57. The loss of the first letter in the

prince's name and the absence of the *~ after OJ leave

some doubt as to the identification, which is of great import-

ance for the history of the script. It agrees with the fact

that the transitional style of cursive is seen in the Roman
kiosque attached to the temple at Xaga (see Part I., p. 61).

The figure may be the king Natakamani him-

self adoring the serpent deity, and the other

half may have shown the queen Amanitere and

the prince Arakakharer in a similar attitude

behind ; or it may be the figure of the dedicator,

and the other half might then have been filled

with a similar adoration of another deity. The

winged uraeus perhaps represents Isis, hardly

the basilisk of royalty.

127. The upper half of a statuette of a lion-

headed god, of blackish sandstone ; some object,

presumably the crown of Apezemak,3
is broken

off the head, and both arms, which were attached

to the sides at the waist, are lost. The figure

has hair in lappets, a pectoral necklace, a tight-

fitting dress below the breast, and on the left

upper arm a bracelet. On the back pilaster is

part of an inscription in archaic characters

arranged in two columns. 4

Original in the Louvre, obtained a few years

ago in Cairo. Cast in possession of the writer,

kindly sent by M. Benedite.

\fHl^)y*~W\p\*P fr*-tu /}[?/]..

h^K- .?M: f.---
2

The writing is obscure : ^~uj / / or *~P 9 p
(with inserted 9) would be possible, but

*~ooiyy and *~/QJj *~W \p both occur in

Meroe, 5/6; cf. also \*-W\p, lb., 7/13,

Kar. 92.

In the second column ?\J~\H might be read,

and the last letters (cf. Meroe, no. 23) may be

s See Part I., Pis. XVIIL, XX., etc. ; Mcroii, PL I.

4 Pis. XLI., XLIV.
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intended for [IJ/^-frl^, (A)pazemek, the name

of the Lion-god. 1

Hildesheim fragment.

128. Fragment of a thin slab of grey meta-

morphic slate, inscribed on each side with

remains of six horizontal lines of archaic inscrip-

tion between rules. Height 14 cm., width

9'50 cm. ; thickness varying from 1'80 to 3 cm. 2

Original in the Eomischen Museum, Hildes-

heim, marked as given by J. Dumichen ; cast in

the Berlin Museum, G. 392.

The surface is smoothed, but not sufficiently

to polish out all the deeper flakings. The letters

are well formed, but a hard quartzy vein has

resisted the graving tool in parts of 11. 3-5 of

side B, so that hardly any effect has been pro-

duced on the surface.

The lettering is alike on both faces so far as

can be seen.

Face A. Very little writing remains. The

most noticeable groups are : //>M-| in 1. 1,

which may be the end of the principal name

;

1^ : 'J'f-yt in 1. 4
; y

?2A JiV\ in 1. 5.

Face B. The inscribed width is greater than

on A, but the bad engraving of the lower lines

robs us of several signs. 1. 1, :
^~ ^~-^ ; 1. 2,

'§.<J// 4-fr 5 /}~g (apparently the name of Aqezis,

i.e., Khons); 1. 3, :>WK
It is impossible to say whether this was a

funerary monument or otherwise, nor can it be

seen whether other lines existed above or below

those now existing.

Funerary Inscriptions.

The examples here published are arranged

according to the collections, as from the British

Museum, Moscow, Cairo and Berlin. For the

formulae, etc., see below, p. 59.

From the Britisli Museum

:

—
129. Rectangular stela of sandstone, having a

small rectangular projection at the top, inscribed

with twenty lines in the later style of cursive

(style g). Height 22 in. = 56 cm. Width 15^

in. = 39
-

5 cm. 3

British Museum no. 892, presented by A. H.

Rhind in 1865, from the island of Faras, figured

Budge, Sudan, ii., 444, numbered 1050 in the

Guide to the Egyptian Galleries (Sculpture),

1909.

: 4-i//)uj}4-i/<? ?

1 See Part I., p. 55, et seqq. ; Meroe, p. 63.

2 Pis. XXXIV., XLI. 3 Pls> XLII XLIII.

.4-i/is l^-cu /*- :
4~*j /^5///2 : 4~/// 5/15 2^.

: ^-i/^/ou/cul^ : \3uj z / I)

*H><^///i?yyi^'. *sou/o

i^-z/'j/ou/guI^ y//*[^]/l7/3

: 4-1^4-^3 J/ou52^ : >-7M-/i?^

: 4-1^////$?? :
/4- 5/i?^

:/*-/£:?////??? : /^5ou//>: 3V4-/i?[X]

: 'i-l/'ySlH-?/// : 4-lWcr552^ 4~Jj///

: ^^>^-////9
t
?; 7

: l^-S) : 4-55

: 4~jj i .. .94-uj li/i^-is L, : ///'%<? yy%/h

: 4-1 /<?s 10 5 :Jii . . > [:] V//^>^- \^

: 4-Z"/<7S yip?///

: 9///4~z^4-5 : /cu/col^ : ^- . . fU><?%4-5

[:]^/'?5//7;> 12 ?///
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9 ?/?p 9'// I f f 1?" /*•?P ? fr9 i^l 9t( £7^~i9^

: ^h/ 1
?

ppSW : V 5*7/^-900^ 9 l^
s P : J/l5lHroup

: ^1/^9

y

$Jjpp$'// : VWis-SW*-)?*^ : Jll/W^Shp

:
/-*- <? lou c?

18
[^]L 9 > p p sz^

: l*-SVlt> : ZVVcr

: <i~ouujp™Siy : 5/1

: ^-ujtup?/} : >^|7

: J/l/4r9l$/? : 11? *?[_/]& :
*? 9

1

20
/ y Jll f]^

1. 8. For Wicry?]\/0, |/co/cu^ might

perhaps be read.

" Isis, Osiris !

" Malewitar, born of Shayakeli (?), begotten

of the anashayi in Shaye
;
qeren-akrere, qeren of

Nakazeye, icenuwis-akrere, chief envoy of Rome,

envoy of Makheye, nate of the envoy-/aw> qerete

of Makheye yazi ashakhayaki (?) yeteke, shashi-

mete-maleyes, envoy in Khalite, khalben in

Khalite, s shaqake (?) , kin of the

hharpkhan in Pakharas Atapete, kin of the shi

. . . .-akrere Shibawiye, kin of ateqis in Shazes,

kin of belilSkes in Pezeme, kin of tartekes&s in

Taketere, kin of maleyeses in Atiye." The

formulae A B C, extended invocation to Isis and

Mak-lakh, and formula E, follow.

In the great Eg. demotic inscription dated

in the reign of Tareramani (above, pp. 46, 47),

Pasmun mentions his "brother Harwoz (Haru-

othes) the qeren-akrere, the great (or chief)

envoy of (sic) Rome " : his titles are evidently

transcribed and translated from the Meroitic,

and he held the same rank and titles as this

Malewitar. The equation apSte-lah Arime-li-

tSwi, with the Eg. dem. wpte-o n Hrwme, " chief

envoy of Rome," is very enlightening. Remains

of the title " envoy of Rome " can be detected in

Kar. 112. As the title qeren appears not to be

very exalted, akrere is evidently a superior

qualification. We have qSren-lah, "chief qSren,"

as the title of an important man in Sit. 3, 20
;

considering the position of persons having the

epithet akrere,! am inclined to attribute to it

the meaning " princely."

For nakazeye compare 42, for wemanis-akrere

Kar. 41, 77, for yate cf. 89, for the religious

title shashi-mete maleySs Kar. 41; hhalbin is a

military title, " hharpkhan in Pakharas " occurs

at Kar. With Atapete compare the name in

Kar. 116; "
ateqis in Shazes" is in Kar. 56,

" belilSke in Pezeme" in Kar. 125, tartekes in

Kar. 60, " maleyes in Atiye" in Kar. 56.

The place-names here mentioned are numerous

:

Makheye (foreign?), Khalite (foreign?), and

Taketere are otherwise unknown ; but Shaye is

the island of Sai, cf. 97, Pakhoras perhaps Faras

itself, Pezeme = Amara, Atiye = Adaye or Se-

denga, and Shazes occurs at Karanog (see Kar.,

p. 82).

Faras seemed a likely provenance for such a

stela, but as the precise circumstances of its

acquisition are not recorded it seemed preferable

to place it in the Miscellaneous group ; the

Oxford excavations at Faras in 1910-11, how-

ever, produced an altar giving the same name

and parentage. The stated provenance is there-

fore confirmed, the only question being whether

the " Island of Faras " means the island of that

name between Faras and Serra, or is applied to

Faras itself, which is sometimes said by the

natives to have been an island.

130. Table of offerings, of sandstone, square,

with spout at the lower end, engraved with

twelve horizontal lines of late cursive writing.

Size 12^ in. = 32 cm. X 14 in. = 36 cm. 1

British Museum no. 901, presented by Greville

1 PI. XLIV.
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J. Chester in 1865, and said to have been found

at Dakka according to information kindly sup-

plied by Dr. Budge. Figured by Budge, Sudan,

ii., 445, numbered 1051 in Guide to the Egyptian

Galleries (Sculpture), 1909, where it is said to

be "from the Sudan (?)."

: <w//<?cu/3 : ^-3/3

: t^Wt****-?/*- /I)

:
-*-3 /<7S l*~ou M- *-*? 9 l^ *~LO l^r

: -^3/^cr 6 ;//*- ^S&pJ^- 55^~W 5 J/I?

l/'ySJj? 8}?/// A'SV/Wi?^ 7 VS^/)^? 4^

99 ? 9999

" Isis, Osiris !

" The honourable Tebishi-lakh, truly begotten

of the chief qereh in Qereti (?) Patenete, truly

born of Tasayishe (?), kin of strategi and envoys."

" Mak-lakh." Formulae B C. " Mate."

Male often occurs at the end, and may mean
something like "blessed" (see Kar., p. 41).

The lettering is exceedingly incorrect, and the

excellent photograph shows how uncertain the

readings are outside the well-known groups and

formulae. The forms of the letters, and more

particularly the AS-, remind one of the inscrip-

tion of Kalabsha (no. 94), so far confirming the

reported locality. The unparalleled faults, too,

suggest that the engraving was done by a person

quite unaccustomed to Meroitic writing. The
recent excavations conducted by Mr. Firth at

Dakka for the Archaeological Survey of Nubia

have not produced any Meroitic tombstones.

This frontier post seems to lie beyond the limits

of the population using Meroite characters, and

the present example is probably the monument
of a foreigner written in his foreign tongue.

From the Moscow Museum

:

—
131. In the Museum of Moscow, formerly in

the collection of Prof. Golenischeff of St.

Petersburg. The copies are from its former

owner's photographs in the writer's possession.

Tablet of the shape of a square table of offer-

ings, the projection at the top in the shape of

disk and horns of Isis instead of the usual spout

(compare Kar. 120). Inscription of ten hori-

zontal lines between rules.
1

: ^?>^1? :
-*-/// $ou/ 2 : ^5/1

: *t-*7 9 l^~cu /*- : ^ 5 ^Iuj/J> : >*>}}*

: J///^5lScrlS5?/$i^° 5>7 ^-?2-

: 7// /*- S 3J? cr/'oucr "<?///
: 5>7 ;>S2~-

: Jll /*- $ 19 cr 12 is*?/? : W^"
There is some difficulty in distinguishing the

names of the deceased as the usual affixes are

absent, and there are five groups between the

names of Isis and Osiris and the first filiation

word. Of these five groups, the first, ^^y'^^J,
Mak-lakh(ali), is the name of a deity invoked

with the others (see below). As the next two

groups also end with ^f~c7? , it would be natural

to suppose that they were parallel to it ; there

would then still be two groups left, one for the

name of the deceased, the other for that of the

mother. But there are fatal objections to this
;

not only is **-/l5^ S |^ the mother's title (or

at least not a name) in Kar. 28, but the de-

scriptive phrases and formulae are all plural, so

that there must have been at least two deceased.

1 PL XLV.
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Thus Yerekifiamarakhali must have been the

name (or name and title) of one and Bekelakhali

of the other.

" Isis, Osiris, Mak-lakh.

" Yerekifiamarakhali, and Beke-lakhali, truly

born of the kelkeni Matalabe, truly begotten of

the chief shamat Qarkili, kin of the shashi-mete

pelam fareyes Amanap-tame and the bes (?)

Khabeye, kin of the malakeyes Tepeye-tamite."

Formulae ABC.
1. 4. For smt-lh cf. Kar. 52, Shah. 4, the in

always uncertain. 1. 8. For Jll /'// ? l<? ), " be-

longing to the malakeye (?)," cf. 132/4, also

male-yes and the sacerdotal title maleke in

Kar.

132. Flat altar-shaped stone, roughly rect-

angular, the projection for the spout below,

inscribed with eleven horizontal lines of late

characters without rules, as Areika, PI. 36, no.

5114. 1

*-/// Sou/55^ : ^2/7>

: ^[^^] 4^7/5^ : \Wj<?

: /<7 6
/^*~l}*-/// \fi;'7 5^ : swis 1

??

:/W : /^^ 7 i/^<*-^ : Z/;*??^

1 ? ? sic

" Isis, Osiris !

" The honourable (?) Wayeteye, khalbin of the

azab, malakaye and khalbin in Yitaki, natake

of the strategus Tani, male, born of Afetereye,

begotten of the strategus Amanitanize."

Khalbin is a title at Philae, and here is "of the

azab," like the strategus at Philae. Malakaye

(cf. 131/8) looks like a proper name.

From the Cairo Museum:—

133. Rectangular altar with spout, of whitish

sandstone ; in the centre is a deep rectangular

1 PI. XLV.

hollow to represent a tank, with four steps cut in

each side. The slightly sunk channel of the

spout is almost filled with five pail-shaped

vessels, X7, of the full width of the channel and

laid end to end, with a line like a cord down the

middle. An inscription in several lines of late

characters is well engraved round the broad

borders of the tank. 2

Cairo no. 41772. The inscription was first

copied from a large photograph and two squeezes

in Berlin.

: *~7>//) 5 $///**-* : *-JjS/) : //}

: ^-l/'y

: ^-3/^cr 10 yi*i- : 5///J//)
9

Extended invocation to Isis and Osiris fol-

lowed by "The honoured (?) Qezi-Shiye, . truly

begotten of Shanapatali, born of Qemaye."

Formulae A B.

Qezi is perhaps a title. Shanapata appears

to occur as Snpte in Eg. dem. at Dakka ; above,

p. 25, no. 8.

The buckets and cord (?) suggest that the idea

of a saqya drawing water from the tank is

intended to be conveyed.

From the Berlin Museum

:

—
134. Square altar with spout, of reddish-

yellow sandstone. The square field and channel

are sunk, and within this is a lower square

having four circles representing loaves engraved

in it. Rude work. One line of ill-engraved

inscription in cursive characters round the

edge.
3

2 Pis. XLIV., XLVII. 3 Pis. XLVL, XLVII.

I
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Width 28 cm., length 28 cm., and with spout

35 cm.

Berlin Inventory no. 17,333 ;
purchased by

Borchardt at Luxor with the two following.

: 4~///scu/5 2 4-5/1

/o?/////i^//i^

. . . .5i^ ?>7<V?^

: /^\_9]loj^4~5i^ />))S?^

" Isis, Osiris !

"Neneye." Formulae A B.

135. Eectangular altar-shaped tablet of sand-

stone, inscribed with seven horizontal lines of

late writing between engraved rules, the inscrip-

tion ending on the spout. Width 32 cm., length

29 "5 and with spout 39 cm.

Berlin Inventory no. 17,334 ; purchased with

the last.
1

4-/// Sou/ 5 : 4-5/1

: ^~l 3 /O *~l*~V /-?- : 4-z/o/^*?;^

: 4~i IV 9*7 5 l*~ou */^~
: $//!'//$) I^r 5

4-llP SbS&yp :
4-5 5 9 ///-)

: V 3 >'//// s>) : ^ 6 9^

Vuj&4~/// s>'1 ) : ??i~.

" Isis, Osiris !

" Pamete and Tebiki, begotten of Shatemeyaye,

born of Tayeshi." Formulae ABC.
Tebiki is a name in Kar.

136. Eectangular altar with spout, of coarse

granular pale yellow sandstone, the surface flat

with seven horizontal lines of late characters.

Width 22 cm., length with spout 22 -

5 cm. 2

Berlin Inventory no. 17.335
;
purchased with

134, 135.

The surface is much injured and worn,

but red paint remains at the base of the

1 Pis. XLVL, XLVII.
2 Pis. XL VI., XLVIII.

incisions so that most of the signs can be

[: 4-y//$ou/5 : 4-5/1

^7>//>5///ujtS5Z^ 2

M- 6 9 IS > 4-/// 5>7 ^S^ 5

/^9lou 7 \yf~yt-W S>) ps^_

" Isis, Osiris !

" Abaraye, truly born of Shaweyibaye." For-

mulae A B.

Compare the man's name Shaweyibar at Kar.

137. Oblong altar with short spout, of soft

yellowish sandstone, the flat top marked out by

broad lines parallel to the sides, as if to represent

a sunken field with channel to the spout and

four circular loaves in the corners. The archaic

inscription is double, a round the border, b in

six horizontal lines occupying the field. Width

34 cm., length with spout 25 cm. 3

Berlin Inventory no. 19,327 ;
purchased by

Schafer at Aswan, 1909.

: //>^<?S/^ (a

: /<?J//4-uj/o \

/

L>l*r 3 S>4-55 \S'//ls\)'1

: 4-///Scu/5 5 9^ : *-$/l : //)A//// * 5 frl^

: /OA 2
////Sfrl^ : //)4~<7S2>/1^ (b

: 4-///*Scu/55^ 4-5/1

l ^S^. : /^r^P^^4~///* ;4-*,/<j} cr??5Z^

: /^-crPSZ4-///:cr; 6 cui : i^&V)? 4~///
: &*)

The inscription is rudely executed. The

arrangement of its component parts is abnormal,

and the terminal formulae are of rare types.

a. "Naweli, malewaye in Shashikhe (?), be-

longing to the king ; and Kazeyen. Isis,

Osiris
!

"

b. " Naweli and Kazeyen. Isis, Osiris !

"

Formulae G A F.

» Pis. XLVL, XLVIII.
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The Forms of the Funerary Texts.

A hundred and fifty texts of this category are

published in the volume of inscriptions from

Shablul and Karanoo*. The remainder together

are comparatively few. The royal texts from

Meroe' are sufficiently dealt with in Part I.
1

Thirty-six of private persons from Meroe were

added during the year 1910 by the Liverpool

excavations, and are published in Meroe; they

include some of very early date and peculiar

form, and a type of text peculiar to stelae which

is also found once at Karanoa;. Here we have

only the fragments from Sedeinga (nos. 80, 81 ),

a stela from Amara (85), the important stela

from Faras (129) in the British Museum, an

altar from Wadi es-Sabu'a (87), an inscription

and stela from Medik (88, 89), and nine stelae

and altars from various museums. So far as

formulae are concerned the Sedeinga fragments

tell us nothing, they preserve only pieces of the

descriptions of the persons commemorated. There

remain, therefore, only nos. 85, 87-89, and

129-137 to be considered here.

The invocation.
2

The arrangement of the early text no. 137 a,

b is peculiar. In a, **-/// 9ou/$ *-$/?>, the

names of Isis and Osiris, are at the end, following

the names and description of the deceased ; in b

again they follow the names of the deceased but

precede some formulae. In nos. 87 and 89 they

are between the description and the formulae.

In all other cases, except 88,
3 the invocation of

the gods heads the inscription, and in 129 it is

repeated towards the end, after the formulae

ABC but before E, which terminates the in-

scription.

1 Part I., pp. 73, 82.

2 See Kar., p. 33 (Ch. III.).

3 Presumably the arrangement was as in 87 and 89
;

at any rate the invocation was not at the beginning, and

this seems a local characteristic.

In nos. 85 and 133 the names of Isis and Osiris

have remarkable additions, and there is a similar

expansion of the invocation at the end of 129,

but .? *?%,?, Mak-lakh, is here substituted for the

name of Osiris, although the latter stands with

Isis at the head of the inscription.

Mak-lakh may mean perhaps "great god," and

be a designation of Osiris ; but in 131 ^-^^h 3^7,

Mak-lakh with a vocative (?) termination, is

added to the names of Isis and Osiris in a way

that suggests that it may represent a third deity

(presumably Anubis), though it might also be

an epithet in apposition to the name of Osiris.

In no. 130 it also heads the terminal formulae.

It occurs also at Karanog and Shablul.

The expansion above noted is found with

variations in two other texts, namely Kar. 76

at the beginning, and Meroe 36 at the end.

The following shows them all :-

133

: ^5/)/ /}*-/ /\?Sl : 5/1 Kar. 76

: *i-ujoopST> : ^oj/5

: ^f-ujouf?/} : 2/Z> 129

: <i~ououP9/) : fit)

: ^~ouoo-)9/> :5/l Meroe 36

: t-oooopSI) : ^ou/29Z^

: ^-iAW/AfSO : 2/Z 85

: ^oaoopSI) <*-ou/5

The elements S3, SO, A*-///\?, 1-ouujp

are readily distinguished, and are probably all

honorific. \ **-/// \) occurs in Kar. 92,

apparently as the title of a priestess, "the

noble (?)," and in Meroe 7/13, Amanapate

Napatek mak tanyin, " Amanapate from (?)

Napata, noble (?) god."

1 2
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The parentage and other description of the de- I

ceased.
1

These naturally vary from text to text, and

have been dealt with accordingly.

The terminal formulae, prayers, or benedictions?

The order of these in the different texts is as

follows :

—

85. B A (very unusual order).

86. A G
89. G
129. ABC (invocation) E
130. *-<7?<7lZ BC(?) -*-Z/W
131. ABC
132. None

133. A B
134. A B
135. ABC
136. A B
137. (Invocation) GAF

A.85. /W^£^: Scr) <v?£- 3

87. >^?S5i^:$>? ^S2-

129. : /^r 5 1? J"<f~/// : s? J : ^9^
131. (plural)

133. \ I'rSXS>^^\S>) ^52-

134. .... £^: ?>7 :^-?2-

135. (plural) : V 5>7/// : <?> ) : ^ 5 ^.

136. /& 5^ > *H0 S>) ^9^
137. (plural) /^-cr^>^///: & ) :^-?2-.

1 See Ear., p. 35 (Ch. IV.).

2 See Ear., p. 42 (Ch. V.).

3 A concerns the supply of water to the deceased, Ear.,

pp. 44, 46, 83.

B. 85. : /^loucr^^lScr?:??^

129. : /^?lujc?[*~2]i^: 5>? :f5?^

130. : M- 9 lou cr *-$/ i^ S> 7 J? 2-

131. (plural)

: J///^-5l5cr/ScucrS/// : S?) ;>S2-

133. : /^-5lou&-*~2^: S>) >S^

134. : /^llOJcr^i^ />7 ;>?*-

135. (plural) ^cucr^/// ?>7:;>5?^

136. /^-?|.cu[cr]^/// 5>7:^^2-

C. 129. : M-<?£V> : 3Wcr
130. (very faultily written)

131. (plural) \JIII^SlS&V cy/>\ t7/'7)<r \

135. (plural, type approaching D)

E. 129. :J/H^-?l^/>:llS i
7/Jj:

e7Sll]ijJII^

9

F. 137. \l4r&V5l*~H/ \&)oo5

G. 87. /-S-Slcr^^I^/V :^^/^-5^

89. ^<?-;>///:?W ^;>;>?2-

137. '.I^^VcrpW/:^W cr^^52-

It will be seen by the student that the

funerary inscriptions dealt with here, being

from various localities, supplement the large

collection in the Philadelphia publication to a

degree quite out of proportion to their small

number.

4 B probably concerns the supply of bread, Ear., pp. 46,

49.
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INDEX A.

MEEOITIC WORDS AND GROUPS.

Abbreviations.—n., personal name; n.A, name of the deceased; n.B, of mother; n.C, of father;

pi. n., place-name; form. A B C D, etc., in terminal formulae or benedictions (see p. GO);

inv., in invocation (see p. 59). Titles arc roughly divided as civil (including some military?),

mil[itary], and sac[erdotal]. The numbers quoted are those of the Inscriptions published

in Part I. (nos. 1-74) and Part II. (nos. 75-137). Where Kar. or Meroe is named without

further specification the references should be sought in the Index C of the former and the

Meroitic Index of the latter.

(•* ^^K) ? 7//^, 94/16

: >///5^, 75/4

^^/19^9Z^, 75/17

^~7>/09///cuP'9^. Abrye, n.A, 136/2

Sl^-bJ/lujlJSZ^, 92/6, 12; cf. 92/8

: S'tVSZ^, 94/9

S///\J/I/V5^ Abeshye, n.B, 87

//}/<?J t? Z-. Apmle,n., 104

: 5^1?^, 74/2

/^~/i9^_ apete, "envoy," 90/, 95, 96, 121,

123/2, 129/4, 7; plur., apete-leb, "envoys,"

130/7 ; apete-lh, " chief envoy," 129/4.

Eg. wpt, see II., p. 55, and Kar.

: ^^kPW™^* ApezemH, lion-god, 18,

cf. 6 ; v. pezemk, and see Meroe, pp. 63, 66

: ^™!k^ Amni
t
god Amnion, 23, 24, 29, 34-

38, 84; ]£S^§, 1 ; v. mn, and see Kar.,

p. 6, etc.

i ^HM^-k^ Amnbsi, god, 10

f^A^P^Ml^r!^) A mni-shetS, queen,

55, 56

S V *MJ <*-/l2 9^ Amni(!)-tnize, n.C, 132/9

: JIISoo l*r '£Hl? 9^ , Amniteres, n.B, 49

V^7 9 2^., form. C, 49 ; v. hmlcl, and see I., p. 73

«-5?S^., 91e/l
9 ?

4-/ISZ-, 89/11

:
**-/// 5 /l? Z^, 129/2

/O^/i^-lZ/Zl?^, 91c/2

f/15^-, sac. title, 97/12, 117; ant-lh, "chief

prophet," 130/2. Eg. eour; v. Kar.

/ou9Z^, 101/9; :<7/ou5Z^, 101/7

^^ZujSZ^, 86

^iouS^., 91 e/2

'i-I^^SJ/ujS'^ Aremeli-tewi ,
" of Rome,"

129/4 ; cf. Kar. 112, and see II., p. 55

P^k^M Armike®, hawk-god, 7

(: 33^ : /^~;)ou9^, 101/3

: S'/i;>?>/ou?^ Arehetye, deity (?), 94/16

*H>^Ilu9^, n. (?), 42

/^515UJS^, 76

|[
: SA-a^-ao^^-a^Q, Arikakharer,

prince, 5, 17 ; see I., p. 57; II., p. 53

|f(A^)^^2>^>'^[3^J, Arakakhtani, prince,

23, 24, 33-38

S V *Hl$ /ou?Z^, Are-tanize, n.C, 59
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: 5////gu}$ou5^, Aretareye, n.B, 132/7

: /-T-p5ou5^, Aretate, god Harendotes, 94/6,

125/3; cf. : /^}5ou^c? ; see II., p. 51

J<r^~ujS^, 101/5; : W4- *-uj SZ^, 94/33

Ura^s^, Ariteil, god, 24, 27, 34-36;

:A/^^~ou9^., 94/3; l^^ra^s^,
34, 84; *7A/^^~cuS2^, 94/1; ^~cuS^

: lb : J/I^~i?\/^-, 94/4 ; see II., p. 28

i tt£-2^b 34, 84

:J//5/}S<75^., 75/1; cf. Meroe

:5cr5Z^, 101/14; :^~c^S^, 94/23

^/3cr5^, 916-/5

ou/Jcr5Z^, 92/15

/guc?5Z~, 92/17; /^cucr?2^, 125/4;

/V |cu cr 5^ , form. B, 49

///>5^, 101/13; cf. 94/11

*t-/>J//5Z^, 79

: /35^, 125/1

^2?2~., Esi, Isis, 49 ad Jin.; see I., p. 73, and

v. WSshi

///$5Z~, 94/11 ; cf. 101/13

^~ou/55^., Asheri, god Osiris, 101/10, 11
;

*-W 5oj/55^, 49 (twice), 132/1, 137/4,

7 ; see Kar. ; v. ShSri

*-i#/cr55^, 129/6

PJU^~/1^~19Z^, Akinizaz, n. of king(?), 93/1 ;

cf. Meroe 2

^cu^iA^l?*-, 129/8

Jjy*i~15^, n. of king(?), 92/4; v. Akinizaz

(J//)9///*7-05Z^, 94/9, 24

j ft^^PA^, Aqezis, god Khons, 23, 36, 38 ;

a-^tt^^^A^), 9; see L, p. 59, and

v. Qezis

>5?^ at,
" bread (?)," form. B, 49, 73, 85, 129-

131, 133-6; cf. Zar.

. . . [?]/// ^-;>?^, pi. n., Adai (Sedenga), 81
;

: VSbf'rSW*-) 9^, 129/16; cf. Ikrw,

Kar., and see II., p. 8

: /«-[•]!£ 5*-, 129/10

**-) •>?*-., 101/4; cf. ^;>
: ^A^-a : 2>^, Atari, Hathor, 15

: SVouZSoopS^, 75/12

i fl^PO kPU3>^,fonn. K, 60;

: l
c7>^)S>pS^, id., 59 ; see I., p. 82

^Wcr;>;><?^,form.G, 137; SMJcrffSZ.,
89/14; -*-3/V : cr-^/^-5^, 87; see II.,

p. 60

:2f9l5ou/4-9Z^, 75/2; 91/ V 9Z9gu/*~9Z~,

75/7

^~/}/^-9Z^ ateqi, civil title, 129/12; cf. Kar.

\ c^, "water," 26, 28, 32 ; ^-5^, form. A,

85, 87, 129, 131, 133-7; J//^*7-92-.,

" of water," in title of strategus, 88/2, 97/2,

105; }'£t-f7<~9^, 98/4, 112/2, 122/3;

see II., p. 38

: /p9^., "land(?)," 94/10;

(/^-9l^~
e7^-^J/jU9Z^, 94/30;

sic

<~ ^-^ fcSZ-.," of azb" in title of strategus,

104; :*~7>V}/9^, 92/14; }^ V }J 9 Z-.

,

89/9; ^^I/p9Z-, 98/14,107,132/4

^1/ l}/I)9)9Jj9^., n.A, 85

: 9l9cu9p9Z^,"hom(?) Azere," pi. n., 94/22,

32 (?) ; cf. Kar.

\ ^ JE^tspA^^, Azeqetali, n.C, 60

///[.]?*-, 124/1

: XWSW, 94/10

^3 9///, 111/7

: M-,?-/'? 2 *-///, form. F, 137

*-uj Z *-/// , 123/5

^*~IW, 94/9

9///V9///, Yebye, n., 121

<i~loo9V9>//, 123/5; v. cu5^

//l£*-W, 123/6

(: ^5^7)5^1^-, 75/6; : v///M-[i]^i^
,

75/13; : ^5-71^-, 75/5

.>-iS :, 74/3
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: ^i.\>Jj) J^SOSou/^-iS, 75/8

: >'/1Suj)1~, 75/15

*-*>?S///, 88/7

/*- ?Sff/, final, 117

/'tS&P'Hl*-///, 101/12; ^VS<rp<i-fl*->//,

101/11

(3^)^ !•>/!///, 102/3, 111/8

je*> (I ^f[pE3 (}()(] yerewak, "east(?)," 34;

js^^flpEajS, 84 ; see II., pp. 12, 13

/^SlSouSV ScuS, u. or title, 51, 52 ; v. bereh

i ft j^^j^^es p (](](), form. L, 60;

: l/^/j^cuS'//, id., 51, 59 ; see L, p. 82

: fjKrSJ'/ooW, 89/12

: /** lou S, "begotten of," 49; / <? S l*-cu S ///

,

98/6 ; :^~d/"?S 1*-gu S, 85 ; v. tenfo? and

see Kar.

^'?J>u;JA^-lSouS///,n.V, 131/2

iSOScuS/// (south?), 94/2; jftApED^:,
28, 32; : lOSou -**-///, 94/30;

i j^PAPed^(](], 84; see II., pp. 12, 13,

and 31

VyJjSouS///, 88/2

/ 0\^~L)^i~, n., 91 a

**?'//, 83

: Sl#//crS///, 94/21

A*- $*cu|> ]-*-///, form. B, 136; Vcucr *f~///

,

plur., 135; '.J/l/^SlScrfUJcrS///,^.,

L31
; cf. cucr-^1^

14-S IS ?**-///, form. A, 129, 136; VS?*i~M,

plur., 135; l^crV> *~W
,
plur., 137 ; cf.

5^> ^-^^, and see /tar.

'.}WJ/I'//, 94/15; KrSVJIIW, 94/18; cf.

Mt'VOr

S^/VJIISW, n. or title, 94/2, 119, 120

: SM*MlS) Jll *-///, n. (?), 94/8, 15

: /OSWI^I^-crJll^-W, n. (?), 94/25

: /£?/// (word or ending?), 95, 96, 116 (?),

122/3, 123/2, 124(?); v. sV

: ?^l///, 94/16; v. 5-7^

: ///IS, 94/11 ; : >£?, 94/12

..SOS///, 126/5; (: / /l^r})SOS, 75/15;

(gu/*~)SOS, 75/1

:;>?///, 112/1

^}*-ll, 94/8; cf. ^;>

: ^/i£///, 94/16; v. Wl|
SJj)-)S///, "cousia," "related to," 123/1;

/bSJjypS///, 89/3, 6, 8, 9, 122/4, 7,

130/7; /^STj)-)///, 89/5,7; SJj)pS///

**~l /*?, 87, 88/3, 4, 5,7, 129/10-12, 14-16
;

^biySbSyipS///, 131/7, 9; v. yete-

maze, and see /var.

: //)/// l^-SoopS, n., 78

: I<i-&Vk? }<*-///, form. G, plur., 137; ^crj>///,

«/., sing., 89/15

: Vl^W/, form. C, plur., 135

/*/-*- ^£* -*-///, " in Yitaki," pi. n., 132/5

SflSJ^rSW, 101/16

£*raM 7; ra<s>$5>ralM> 3, 4, 6 (?) ;
cf.

.]<s>^3>[, 1

-./bsyji^rs///, H2/2; v. y?>sw

: /bSlH-SW, 89/11; l^Z/^SlH^S///,

129/6

M^ralW, 55; :?Sl/<h///, 76

5 2^/^-5?///, 97/9

: l^l^-S//l, 94/21

: ^-////, 94/8

te^SW, 94/8

Jlll^rS^^S, 45

-*-#///, 129/6

: A^///, 94/9, 16, 17, 19; ]$#,? : #?'//, 81;

psys//l, 94/14, 30

: skvoi*-}/*- :, 75/4

: /^crjUS i^cr JtS, "truly born," 49; v. cry?,

c? y At-
, and cf. Meroe

K
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3, as prefix, 94/24 ; cf. Jll 3 and plur. /^M-3

53, as prefix; v. ^ououpSl, A *-/// P91

^3, 101/13, 14 ; b^-l, 101/5

: //)?/// "t-lgWl, n.A, 89

l^9W//^l, 103/3

*f~l //)?////^ S ///I, n.k, 1 32/2 ; cf. Kar.

: /V*- *-/// 91, " in Weyite (?)," pi. n., 75/10

//?/// 3, 94/10; cf. Jj9W

I^V/OVl, 94/24; cf. KrlS/Vf

: 9^i/l, final, 94/33; 9 l*~i/ 3, 94/19

y//[^]/^7/3 ivemanis, civil title, 129/4;

\ >P £*-/Qt~b, "great ivemanis," 44;

: >;>^7/3, 97/11

: A53, 94/19

V//53, 101/4; :5J/J9l, 94/26

: y//3 :, 94/10, 15, 17, 22 (twice), 31, 32 ; cf. 3

^3 3, 94/26

3/3 WPM, goddess Isis, 75/2, 9, 14, 16, 85, 95,

101/5 (twice), 101/7, 12, 13, 102/1, 109,

111/4, 121, 122/4 (twice), 123/3, 4, 6,

129/18,133/1; \ ^M£f[, 60; *->/l,

49, 59, 87, 89/14, 102/3, 103/1, 111/8, ink.

129-132, 134-136, 137/4, 7; v. Aslii, and

see II., p. 51, and Kar.

: /OZ/Q/l, 118

: JII5/1, "of Isis," 88/7 (cf. 88/5), 111/2, 3
;

^VJII : 3/3, "of the . . .s of Isis," 122/11,

123/7,111/13; :/W//3/3,"of Isis," 119,

120; :3V//3/3, 94/6

P?/Z>, "of Isis," 122/6, 7; K-3/3, 73;

<v3/3, "of Isis," 99

^/lASlg, 92/15

: /^-? 2^-3 ^£13, 94/17

^~Lj9l)\ **-*/! \p9l, epithet of Isis, 133/1; v.

^9/P, *f~///\p, and see II.
, p. 59

^-cooop9l, epithet of Osiris, 133/3 ; v. p9l),

and see II., p. 59

^M-5?3, 97/7

Vt<rl, 94/23 (plur. of Jll 3)

^//3[, 129/9; :^P97>, 94/24; ///^3,

94/25 (twice)

5 A ^-3, title, 96; fiSJj^l, 77,78

S3> ^

(:l*-p)c?'?Sl9'//f, 94/14

:. . . p*-?////Af, 74/7

; cu/^, 94/14, 28, 29
;

plur. ; VS'tujU, 94/20

^Iuj9V, 95, 122/6 (cf. *~lou9V 9W) ;

*i~l/5ouSlS, 94/15

/ e?9loj9l', title (?), 121; *-3/l|.$a;$*>,

94/18; <7Sl5cu5j;, 51, 52

(/59///)W, 122/3

9l/ e?'ef-J?9^, sac. title, 129/13; cf. Kar.

c?V, 94/12, 25

*-)9c?V , 94/14, 29

y/w, 131/7

: 9l9f, 89/6

(/^)/^?7?2$^,title(?),denL.B£m*y3 98/4;

/ £>/<r9?9l9l/ 106,107; ^ l^rS)?15V
97/3; see II., p. 38

/^^X^, n. of woman, 51, 52

:c?f//Pf, 94/12, 25; /4~V//Pf, 94/24,26;

VtfA', 94/13; 1/0P, 94/11

]^3^, 74/8

: ^[. .]///-*- ^[5]/', 74/4

/-*-?//
; v. I^t9Jj

•eH>9p9l^, 103/2 ; see the next

1
7I^~9'69Jj9^, "in Bezewe," pi. n., 89/4; cf.

ivr/r.

H5, L
^-3 5///!^, 88/2

: l/{/i^, 94/10

^? £///?*_, 75/14
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J ra^-aftHB, 1,6-9,13-16,18,19; cl.Meroe,

and see I., p. 52

ouV-i^, 111/10

: cr^l^, 102/5

^i^K, 102/3; :/l^-l^, 102/5

!>9<r)^ 79

*~l//)/^9}i^, n.A, 135/1

hsUl-V^K, 79

-^ *-<?/// /I? i^, 122/8

: /l^£^, 89/10, 12, 94/13, 29

V^-^/^, 100

: /W////}/l^, sac. title, 77, 78 ; cf. Zar.

: /out^, 94/13; (: ^?>)/aj^, 103/3

y///>/^- ^cu / i_, king, 92/1

/^-^~ou9^, title, "Agent," 88/5, 8, 99, 111,

122/6; <7/^*~ou^-^, 89/7. Eg., see II.,

p. 51

J/lpcoi^, 48

: ^S^, 102/4

: 3^, 94/13,29; ? fr *~V ?IA<?^:, 94/33

^/^l^, "strategus," 89/9,112/2; 2/;<?5i^,

88/2, 3, 89/3, 4, 97/1, 98/3, 13, 104,

105, 107, 132/6; 3//)V^, 132/9;
<f-///\5/?<7$i^, 92/16; ^/^<?i^,
123/1; ^?^/W^, pl., 130/6. Eg.,

p-le-mes* ; see II., p. 38
> 9 1 9 9

f-?}^?^, 74/2

: JII/>/l9oa-)9) L,9^ 131/7

: /I^l^, 89/11

//>V*-i^, Pilaq, pl. n. Pliilac; : /*?-//// 0<?^~i^,

94/11, 13; ^l//;^^, 94/22;

V^?/^^l^, "in Philae," 101/5, 123;

V^S/^-?^-^, 95; ^-'?/^5/>'7^1^,

101/13; *-fjJ<r9/>S t7*-^, 121,122/4;

/*/*-$/.>* *-l^, 97/11; ^/^•9/)9 t?'eH^,
122/9; U9W^90'?^i^, "(persons) in

Philae," 101/10 ; ^ ^7 : /Wj^?^, " of

... in Philae," 117; see II., p. 51

:<7A*~cr^ (S^cr^?), 94/14; :>^cr^,
102/4: : /^>?^^, 74/3

5>1^, 111/11

?£/>^, 125/1

^>^, 89/5

:J/lou?i^, pl. n., Pakhoras, 94/10;

: J^J/lcu^i^, 129/10; /"7/W//cu>^,

122/10

i raP^=-Ss.^yra, form. C, 60 ; see I., p. 82

/ 1) l*r 1-t- IJII 1^, 916-/6

^///y//5^, 86

^J/ISi^, civil title; / e?<^J//9i^, 98/12, 106;

v. i<L«?\ and II., p. 47

/*- ico cr *-5 i^, form. B, 85
;

J*-5loj&\*-2~]i^, 129,133,134;

/-*-$3cycs"*£/i^, 130; see II., p. 60

/* 9 X? > *~* i^ form. A, 133;

J// /^- 9 19 c?V 9? / 5i^, plur., 131;

/^->/3^, 85, 87 ; see II., p. 60

/^l^^l^, form. G, 87 ; see II., p. 60
9

IfrZl^, 103/2

^l^, 101/12

*-7>'?9?j9l*-t^, 94/17

: ?<Wgu£^, n., 78 ; see I., p. 78

[ 25^a>-i=i3-c=]Ara J,
n. or epithet of prince, 5,

17, 20

: raP^^fl^m, form. L, 60; see I., p. 82,

v. Vb>

: 9fr^lZ}i^ (\ii^ :), 94/33

/)/i*i^, 94/15; 9///Xifr/ili^, 94/9,17

^J/loufi^, 91c/3

rap^|b3H, form. K, 60; see I., p. 82; v.9ou?

: Ooufi^, 103/5

"f-f/oufi^, Patreti, god, 102/4, 103/4;

l^J/l^-p/ou?^, 101/2; v. Kar. ; cf.

fZ+Wi^, 103/4; cf. /^-V

9p^>?i^, 94/3 ; cf. 5 A *£ ;> in jfar.

K 2
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*-7>//l{^i^, 88/4

5 )S A?l^, Pezeme, pi. n., Amara ;

: V 9^/^-S; 5p ?i^, 129/13;

^^asraP^P^tPEffl], 84; see II., pp. 11,12

%Zfrt^, Apezemak, lion-god, 21; . .]J5fri^,

127/2; v. Apezemki

JH/?Pi^, 94/7, 21

k> ?

WS), 122/8

: J/lculJ?}, 122/8

A S}, 103/3 ; cf. JTar.
•? ?

ra^Q[i^[frk» (A)maniberete, god(?), 31

;

see I., p. 64

**~i/lZ, god (A)manap, 91 c/1 ; see II., p. 23,

and Kar.

9?Pi£Z,n.{% 131/7; cf. SWHIZ
: /^i/l?, Amanapate, god, Amnion of Napata,

94/7; 1*7 : y///*-i/17, 94/3; see II.,

pp. 2, 28 ;
^ /-*-£&?, n.C, 133/5

fP-gtt%3<s>SSk) >
kiDg. 46

7// ^--1?, 98/9, " of Amnion "

/O^lf/Q, n., 97/5, 105; see II., p. 37

?;f-/l?,n.C, 85

*? 11^-/1?, title (?) of king, 94/1
;

^:-M%.»^k> 1

Vi-A?;, 87

lb : Jll : /*-//£?, Amnion in Nete, 94/4, 5 ; as

name in Kar., see II., p. 28

[ (^1k£k^m1^V)>
kmg> 66,67

*-l *r- ^/17, " of Ammon," 85

|[psc^^^^, (A)mani-tere, queen, 11, 20,

23, 24, 31, 33-38,40,41, 84; .]cu^^,
126/2; [a^Ps^^

: [*]?<W, 83

;5/Sgu/gu;, 94/21; fS^ou/aj ?, -pirn., 94/20

^-/^5crcu7, 101/14

J/ISoa?, 94/23

: l/cu7, 79

: /V : /*-(#)W?<W, 119, 120

t*>?
t

49, 73, 82, 83, 119, 120

JII/WS'j}, title, 129/15; ^f-///^;, 129/7;

see i£ar.

^fiajB»k» (
3 '

4
') 6-g ;

cf- J/̂ ^> /irar- 41

SMIS'j?, 137/2

*t-l//>Oj}*-l/ t
7?, n.A, 129/1

5^/V, 89/3

V^AV, 87; cf. A«r.

: /W, 132/7; ^3/W, 130/7; see Kar.

: y//M-crW, 45

SMI?*??, 132/4; : J//////9 1$ 7, 131/8;

cf. $Aa&.

//>/V, 91c/4

ouVSuj/O/*??, 101/2

-^^-^W, 129/4

cr7, form. A, 137; form. B, 85; 5c^7, form.

A, B, 85 ; see II., p. 60, and Xar.

?>A form. A, 87, 129, 131, 133-136 ; form. B,

129-131, 133, 135, 136; />), form. B,

134; (Kal.) 94/27; *-*?/??, 94/28; see

II., p. 60, and Kar.

: -}/"tS>), pi. n. (?), 129/5; ^*r-/WS??,
129/5

<^$/)J/l?, 104

?/// : //>oup5?, n., 109, 111/5; (:) f>ou}$?

: //?$///, 99, 102, 110; : //) : OoufZ?,

100, 101/15, 103/1

X£5?, 103/2

: ?l?,"god(?)"; VlZ, 94/9; *"**& 126/10;

: 3^i?, 45 (cf. Kar. 127) ; : /^£?, pL,

94/2; ^51?, 75/6

,>5£?, "great god(?)," 129/19; *-*>**?,

130/8, 131/1; see II., p. 59, and Kar.

: > L>*i~y$2> 123/6
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:-2*P%-(P)^P%>k. 34
>
84

;

l'jJ/l*~
e
7 5\l7j5lZ, 94/6; cf. II.

, p. 12,

and J Ifroc

9p?/\; t7//)?, 88/3; ?////>/*- *?//>?, 89/4

9WI??, 88/8

: ou}?, 94/22 (twice), 31, 32

SV7>), 131/3

<*J6//}5f'7?f-?,n.A, 87
sic ?

: J/9*?/0/*-d??, 22

/*-,?, 94/15,17,24,98/2,101/3; /*-??, 116;

^3 3M~7, 89/9; / ty)l*r9), 119, 120;

W-7, 94/17; /*/*- 7, 98/11; "junior(?),"

see II., p. 38

5^7, 122/9 (cf. 81); \^9p) 9p}, 89/2

{d.Kar.); \JttSp?, 94/1 ; ^ttP^(P)k>
34, 84 (cf. 29) ; t?#7, 122/9 (cf. Ear.)

;

^1^-9Jj}, 88/2

^A%.raraPu^M[.]k» 31

(.5.)/^, 45, cf. 3^, etc. ; ^-^, 89/11

-*-/// A, ending (?), 92/16,94/4-7

//)*-*? 91 /i^, n.A, 137/1, 6; cf. Jv«>\

3 P'tf/l^ 123/4 (replaces 3^ N

,

3//>//^, 98/16; :?*A/-W//^, 75/5

^, 95; : ?V^, 94/16; 3^, 121,122/6,124

: c^(i«>^3fflr,n.B )
60

//>9/////L//l^, n. A, 134/2

<V ^7/^-/1^, 112/2

J//0/*r*-cu/l^, 92/1

M-<?£^<*-/^, 94/30

$9ooVc?/l^, 94/12, 28

J//p9cucr/i^, 125/2

9l/pJ//^, 94/27; *? 9 Z/ p J// /i^, form. E,

^129; ?9l/pJ///l^, 94/12

//)/<fL \*rtl*-iJ/l/i^, 91c/4

: cu?13/^, 76

: 3i5, 89/13

3^ l^, 74/6

^/^////plg^^Z; '*Jh^////9plA^, 129/3

: ^^^)^» 13-15,17; see L, p. 59, and cf. p. 56

[t^^j, king, 11, 17; cf. 5, 23, 24,

34-37, 40, 41, 84; [-*]/£? l->/2^, 126/1

: oo^y-)f\^, n.C, 80

: A*-/^, 129/6; . .]A/V/^, 126/6

• ra ra ^ w, " in Nete," pi. n. (Meroe), 23, 36, 38
;

see I., p. 63

_2as, b

: t*j :, 44, 65, usually not separated

: 3^ :, 94/4, usually not separated; cf. ib.

3k} -2», 7; ()(]<E>^,^a, 15; ra^^jB^, 6 (?),

8, 13, 14(?), 15, 16, 18, 19, 34, 84

/ £??9i, 83

/<795 *r5/<j)/ t
7

i 97/18

cuA^-7, 74/9

: \ t7/ l
j :, 79

: [ra?]<s>-^^ •
, 1, 6(?)

I
yjs^

J , adj. "great," v. 129/4, 24, 35, 37;

: ?*j l, 65, usually not separated ; : ^>^ :,

87; \V9 l7> t}\
i
pi, 81, 94/21; v. apete,

ant, pake, male, makazi, habhe, smt, sqte,

szrte, qSre, qereh ; see II., p. 55

: hl$:, 7"4/10

• :2>£?-2», form. C, 60

<3>, cr

9c?, 101/6, 7; 7^cr, 101/9

: oud^~cr, 94/10

]>^cr, 73; : {]^^3^o, 28,32

AcrVcr, title, 97/16, 99, 102/1; :A9crfcr,

101/15, 122/1, 125; ^cr^cr, 88/2;

>^cr^cr, 97/110
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Wcr, form. C, 131, 135; 3Wcr, 59 (cf.

50), 129; : 3g^ i
3^|,o, 60;

see I., p. 82; II., p. 60

9\9cr, 75/4

5c^lcucr, civil title, 94/6, 19, cf. 126/4, 9;

: A9crioucr, 81, 129/9, cf. 94/33 (?) ;

*~///\Scrioj&, 94/7

?//// frjcucr, Kharamazeye, king, 94/1

//)?///5/ujcr, n., 94/25

*i~W\l*rp9uj ^c^,Khiretat,Harendotes, 94/6;
v. Aretat

: *i-V7<?, 64,70; : \Wi&, mil. title, 132/3, 4;

\9W'?&, 129/7; : Jll <i-*jWj& , 94/5 ;

: V^cr, 88/3

/ e?9X$c?, 89/13

L, p. 58

s>, goddess Mutli, 13; see

9////P*, n. (?), 131/7

S-aaray, " north (?)," 84; j£aE3y, 34;

! 3k[^ ffl]«. 26
;
:Z^>, 94/22,30,

31 ; : JII9ou>, 94/23 ; see II., p. 31

l^-Vt^>, form. C, 49,61; M-5?iV>, 50,

59, 129; :J///4-?l$/J>, form. E, 219;

JIU^-9\9^P tj/>, pi., form. C, 131 ; see

I., p. 82 ; II., p. 60

:*3 /*/-*-/-*- •*-*>, Khalite, pi. n., 129/7, 8 ;

see II., p. 55

-*-/£?#-*->, 101/2

: 7// :, 75/11 , 94/4 (twice), usually not separated

(cf. 94/5, 6, 7)

p^~lJ/l, cf. Meroe 6/1

:9 7J^~l Jll, 94/9 ; v. 5 A^
^/V//, 111/13; final, 122/11,123/7

: SW// :, 94/26 ; v. 9*7)?

/ l
i)JII, " consort (?)," 51, 52, 97/15 ; see Kar.

*~h?M, H4(?), 116, 117

^J/I/IJII, 75/11

: l^///9 t79W//, " to Selele," pi. n., Telelis, Shellal,

94/27; : 9 %9 e?9 i
?JII, 94/31 ; see II., p. 30

/W//, " father (?)," 97/4; see II, pp. 37-39

/>, "by," "for(?)," 42; v. yesS

^~7>/OS///^~^,n.A, 133/4

^9 1/// 2, 129/1

f-tj/^-SMZ, "in Shaye," pi. n., Sai, 129/2;

*-*jJ4r $///<*-*, 97/7; see II., pp. 37, 38

; 9///JS <W// 915, n.B, 1 36/3

^/2, 94/5; *-///Af/2
}

i/>. ; **-}\f/5, 89/10

: 9///'*-lf^5, n.(?), 129/11

: 9///^9i^->, 89/1

\\l
t7?'et-5, "from Shimale," pi. n., " Ibrim,"

94/13, 27; see II., p. 30, and Zar.

//^/2, n.B, 88/1

^/*-i&^, n.C, 133/5 ; see II., p. 57

raraMUBMj " m Shanapate," pi. n., 8 ;

AW^-i^, 89/7

/
-7 ^7 A' ? /£/££, 108; cf. Zar.

[^I^^^S), king, 39

cu/3, 89/11

<*-oj/2, (A)sheri, Osiris, 85, 133/3 ;

i ^^(fe^M, 60; *t-///9cu/$
)

59 (cf.

50), 87, 89/14, 129/1, 130/1, 131/1, 134/2,

135/2, 136/1 ; v. Aseri
•?

>^ : 9 t/cu^9ou z^~>, title of woman, 65

<r )oo5, form. F, 137 ; see II., p. 60

[tE3^EE3<s>^E3ffIi!al )> prince, 84

: 3^^3, 45, 74/9

*-W l^~/l}9 i?^,imt., 83; cf. Kar.

I ^cr2, 117, cf. 114 (?)
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>*}}>*, title of C, 130/4 ; cf. Kar. 52.

//IJ/I2, n.C, 88/1

:P9 t??$, 94/20

: 1^9) l*-22, 129/6; :/^5?*-$5, 85/6,

131/6 ;: /<?/* 9 ?*~55, 137/2

19 5, 92/17; :li, 74/4; Hi?, 111/14;

5^13, 94/23; /-*- 1$, 92/5

: 25///02, 94/12

/i/L?*?S02, pi- n., 916

t-l/'tSl/}*, 129/9

: **-7jU>5, 94/15

> tjl^~0^, 97/16

: t'tJIISy)}'*, civil title, 77,78

//^*, "feet(?)," 114, 116, 117 (/^3)

;

J>9<?(:) /Of?, plur., 112, 113

:/4-3:," mother (?)," 94/26; *-*/-*-£, 97/14;

see Xar.

: 9///#/9?/'h2,n.C, 135/3

//lcr\Jj*~5, 91c/2

l^rujyz, 101/8; ^^/^oup?, 101/3

V9 tjl*rJII/y'Z, "(people) in Shazes," pi. n.,

129/12 ; see i£a/\

l^WZ/lf/^/p?, 83

:i[..]/L>^[.]^K5, 129/11

5|^, 45, after numeral ; cf. ^1^
: 3^:, 101/2, 103/5

l*rW\^, 94/20

cr/>^, 94/28

A?l^, 101/4, 8, 9; *-y W\ 91^, 125/3

/cu/cu|^, 58, 88/4, 98/1, 106, 107, 129/12;

Vcu/cu^, 89/8; ^Z/^/cu/cu^,
129/3, 4

;
(ajkrirS, see IT., p. 55

: ?^(3), 94/23; cf. 95Z&

1^91^, 64,70; 3V//^?^, 94/6; (/^)^5^,

98/17; v. Sl^

^? |> 9 l^, title of B, 171/2 ; cf. Kar. 28

A?^|^, 111/14

:y//[. ..]V//cr*>cr^
s

129/9

: SV>2^:, 94/29 (?for>tJ
9

> />^ , 88/5; cf. Meroe 1 0/4

^ !)(| p^ft p^, title of goddess, 14

: ^32^:, 111/12, 122/10, 123/7

:i?^:, 75/16

[-Sap^s, tz>%^*-, title, KavSaKT), 4; see I., pp. 55,80

: 9uj??^, «.(?), 44; : /Mcuff^, 58;

/^[.]^c^^|^, 71

:^K> 94/!5, 24 (cf. 88/4); ^l / *? ^li l^,

87 (cf. Zar. 79) ; f9<?^y |^ 3
pi., 94/20 ;

5i^-A^, 94/28; ^3^^/^, 87,

88/8 ; cf. Kar.

/OA////5jUl^,n.A, 137 (twice)

: /i«r/W?/Z^, 68

: 9W/ t7}'tHi\^, 94/14

^iJII^-JjI^, 92/13 ; cf. 92/7, 10 ; v. ^/^
Z9VX^, 127/2

:*/*-* 2^*-^, 94/8

: 9 l£ l^, 92/3 ; cf. Meroe 12/c

.]0^yi^, 47; /O^Vl^, title of woman,

87; cf. Kar. 51

A, O

: //), title, 65, 89, 97-99, 102/2, 103/2, 104-

107, 109-111, 130, 132, 133/4

<>}>?'*-////>, 94/2

^?\V/>, 89/10

$///?//), n.B, 133/9; $////?//), n.B, 85

^j^l^A, 23,36,38

/"?cu 9 I? /ISO, 64, 70

:cu/>, 94/4; *-f//\uj0, 94/5; V9bujD,

plur., 94/2

:cu90, 102, 111/5; /*?ou90, 109
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:
(Jes^A 5

], title of king, 1; 9co//}, 73,92/2,

94/1, 3, 23, 32, 97/15, 101/2; Sou://),

112/1; ['aoSij, 3; /cu/O, G9, 119,

120; [Wf^SAo), 46; W9uj//>

(for *H#\ 9Co //)}), 94/4; ^Sco/O,
94/8; l*-*?9u>/0, 94/11; Jll ^co / 1)

,

101/13, 122/12; /*7? i?}J//9ou/0, great

consort, title of man, 57; /V//^w//>,
137/3; ^pSco//}, 97/2; /4~Sco//),

129/5; ^^-UJ/O, 97/13

J//Iuj/0, 88/3; /Wf/ioj/O, 77,78

Qerem, n., see L, p. 52

^?//lH-iH-*-?5ou//>, 130/3

A5ou//>, title, ^r«n, 88/7, 100, 111/1,

122/7, 129/2, 3; WAfou//), 122/2;
i?> iy\9co//), 89/6; in Eg. dem. (?hm/),

I., p. 61 ; II., pp. 41, 51

>co/l), 94/18

5///JJ//9ou//}, 89/3 ; v. Scu//>

?IS*jO, 94/3; ^7<*-£cu/>, 131/4

^SJj/co//), 89/11

V/V statue (?)," 75/16; *^//J, 7G; V ?<?/ O,
111/11 ; cf. Jf^w

*i~*7Siy, 133/2

*i~lJIISI), 74/3; cf. M^w
32?/>, 94/21

^~cocop9/), epithet of Osiris, 85; of Isis,

129/18; ofMakhlakh, 129/19; see II., p. 59

*f~<7 A *~W \pSO, epithet of Isis, 85 ; \.\pSl;
see II., p. 59

yZ 1^-51), 75/8

*-# S/>, title, 133/4; .~\JII <**-}/ 5 /){. , (Khons?),

128/2; M-^ ?/>[., 126/8; v. 4jcts

:co^~p9ySO, 92/17

: *-fi, 101/13, 14; cf. ///>!

:
^-3 ?///;>, n.B, 135/4; :*-Z//)**9Wf, n.A,

88/1

/^~ 9X^2/ dp, form. L, 59, cf. 50 and ptwz

;

^Vbp, 101/10

: /Z^, 101/11, 123/3

•]<3>^3>[., 1

y^-ihh^{% 43

*?*, 101/8

^Stf^/^?^ : SJjuj //)??}, king,

J/7* 75/7

59;

see

3^

I., p. 81

7/77, 75/9, 94/32, 33;

yysi//i?, 75/11

/*?t*/fc^£, 132/6

Sy^~69///\P, 96;[^~/tj;y^~///\P, 127/1;

cf. PS7> and ;>?/>

//>-*->!*, n., 119, 120

:J///1?uj'P, 92/2

A?ou;>, 80

^6UCo<;>
; v. 7?3, pS/P

I El 3 dng, 62, 63

/^-9 19 cop, form. K, 59; v. fa^ffl

J// /cop, 94/2; cf. P</r-^r, etc., p. 57

p/cop, 101/7, 9; v. p/oopi^

Jll 9\l^ co p, title (?), 129/14 ; cf. Zar.

*f~l///5///<7*~p, 94/19

f|[^6]^a2>, 26, 28, 32

Jll^f-b/bp, 94/7

A^7, 94/13, 29

\^P, 94/4,5; \9'//\9cr}, 94/18; £i~W\<rp
i

94/4, 6; v. Scrf^/l*-'//

S5^~///J/lp, 129/4

:/?^p:, 121

5 1*, 97/9 ; v. 5 £* *-fl*-t/I

/^Vl?, 94/26

:Z^27, 75/2; *^i*, 94/18

//P^l^y^-plt, n.A, 49

:^SV^Sou<V?i^, 129/15

Ifl^AlrkP^^^S), n.A, 60
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//)5////uj//)}, n. of woman, G5

<-VV>, 101/7

^)ty>, 94/10

*r-.Sp?Spf
t 89/2

9crpf, "bear," 101/1; ^S&yp, 59;

Z'yS&Jj}, 132/9; ^l/^^crpp, 59,

129/1; ^HJfSbScrpp, pi., 135/5; v.

ou/ou}\*-crp(}\), 83

IT]:
/-*-

:*~7>I>/^, 75/4, 13; -w//?2 :^~Z>/^, 75/9

^?J//*~d/^, TOYA^Te, "obeisance," 95, 96,

121-125 ; see II., p. 49

*->3A*-, 71

SlV/^r, pi. n., 'A/3ar6i> ; bl^rSlVI^,
sic

101/6, 123/4; 9^/^-91^ : /*-, 125/3;

^/-S-?2A'/-*-, 101/11,13,122/5; see II.,

p. 49, and Meroe

^/W^^M-, n.A, 130/1

**-l / /) *-l*-f /*- , 135/2

/+-*-}}SW St!*", 131/8

; ?l|A*-, 94/9, 10

: /// 5 7 /*- , 94/27 ; *-* /// j;M-, 94/28
;

55//////5?J<r, 94/12

***/«-, <west(?)," 75/6; J^l^ra, 34,

cf. 84 ;
-75 |A /-*-, 75/3, 10 ; see II., p. 12

-^5 l^u /-*-," beget," 130/3, 131/5, 133/6;

/Mi^tu/'J-, 132/10;

i ^a^P^^Qra, 60;

^-i/^5|^-cu/^, 59,88/1,129/2, 130/4,

133/7; ^l^?2/*-cuM-, 131/5,

l?5/3 ; see 2£ar.

:J//^'i5l5ou/^, 94/3; /^?£J$]cu/*-,

9</31

^~^9c^y/^, "bear," 130/5, 131/5, 136/3;

^f[#j^(i<^^ra, 60; l-l/bScrp/^,

87, 88/1, 130/5, 133/9, 136/4 ;

^Si^5^5cr^/-5-,plur., 131/3; see Aid-.

rara"^^^c=^, "in Telakte," pi. n. (Naga ?),

24, 27, 35, 37 ; with ending ^, 34 ; with

H**> [4?]

^-^Acr^l^r-, 68

tire, in queen's n. (A)manitere, q.v.

///, 94/6, 98/17 (?), 101/4, 8

raP%.BUlM^, 26,30,32

<r tj'e*JJ^y
i 94/3

/ DI^-VJJ, n., 64, 70

. . '/yi S y / ) *t-ij , 7A/5

: /l^ PS>\^~}J, 123/3; cf.
t7^>'ef-p

5*7/ jb, 94/13, 29; *£/#, 94/16; llSb/y,
form. E, 129

Sc^, "bear," 94/4, 103/3 ; ^3 /^?cr y, 85

sj'^p, 64, 70; **>**#, 76(57^-^?)

:/*:/-*- : Sff'/Zy, " in Zashlebe," pi. n., 65

:!£/:, 94/28; : i^A, 94/11,13,14,27

IW/J^fl/y, 94/6

cu/cul/y, n.C, 49

^>^ : ^-cu^^cu £&, title, 87 ; cf. Zar.

]^i^A//>?//, n.C, 54

//A^ho^y,*., 53

$*?/*-/> p, 125/2

/uj^J/lpy, 44

/-*-?#, 94/23; M-SA', ib^Scr^/^-Sy, 94/19;

J///^c?<7[/^-~\5y, 45; ^l/^-J^-9y, ib.\

<r-9p, 92/7, 8, 11, 13, 14
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ieejIJam

meeoitic insceiptions

Imperfect Groups.

. . .

J,
n. king, . . re-qerem, 1

;

see p. 52

[
?

A
?

-.Q, n. k,

^.»»rarak[..-,pl. M?), 3,4

j ^ 14 [ • • > negro goddess, 1

4

jf™k[- •] 3 -£a [., goddess Satis, 16

E3[, 1

^/4-5f ///[.., pi. n. (?), 21

eb44^^>[.], 29

..]y//Acul^[.., 47

:///$i)[.., 47

]?£*//[, 47

: 3*W[.]cu:, 74/5

9 i?/l^-lH-[.., 74/8

r/'W'^AS-^^Sj;., 81

/*7?5uj[.., 82, 83

/^^cucr[., 92/4

ou/ouc? %UJ [AjrakakhrSr, prince, 126/3

Special Hieroglyphic Symbols.

] -f
in royal title, 1

•^ ends title of god, 19

•f-^-f-
ends title of king in cartouche, 46
?

"f"f""¥"1f 11 [ encls inscription of queen, 56

> 2

S,L, p. 57

^,L, p. 57

sQj begins title of king in cartouche, 46

Numerals, Etc.

: "7^-1, 101/5 ; I 5&, 101/6, 7

I /V, 83; n>^M-ou;/2, 101/3; n*$^,
101/5; il -^ J/151, 101/4; 1 1^1, 76

ii, 48, 64, 70

III, 64, 70, 94/8

ill mi, 94/23

ixi:?^, 76; : 3*5^. iiii-^^*-*, 64

(= ;l t
75l^\\\\ 5?^V, 70); t-/V, 82;

\\Z^ J/151, 101/4; ^^M?^, 101/9

?^.£., 45; 4?y//53, 94/26
9

: 5^1*: /^5j^, 94/23

mix, 89/13; /^x, 98/17; -t. : //>, 101/8;

^-/l||^, 89/11

//< /A, 101/4

;>:;>/a,;>, 101/8 ; ) 5& } / oo > , 101/9



INDEX B.

NUBIAN WORDS WRITTEN IN EGYPTIAN, GREEK, Etc.

Deities :

—

Amenopi, II., 23 (Mer. Amanap)
c

Apev$a)T7)<; ; see Harentyotf

Harentyotf [Hr-nt-yt-f], II., 51 (Mer. Aretet)

Mandulis, II., 27; see Menrul

Menrul [Mrwl, Minrwil], II., 27

IZti/ois, II. , 48 (or place-name)

Proper Names :

—

Abl....
\_

3Bl....\ II, 25

*A/3pa.ToeL<;, II., 47

Amani-asrawe [
JI»- J

)Sra]
(j ^J (j p ^"J,

1 • n^ . TT o
kincr, 87 ; II., 3

3
Mn-hts(1)n, (\ AAAAAA ' - • - AAAAAA

^l, king, 85

Amani-,H-(?),(i=5^^],87
Amani-tere [

3
Mn-try], ([=S^g],

68, 79;
(J

(T=i51 79
V 1 AAAAAA <- ^ yl

1Ma *mqrbz, H

AAAAAA L*-^ -*] jj], II.. 4;

l l l l l I l l l l

72

:^-^^H'

j^(?)-*, ciSiS' 76; cf- Arq -

A niani

-gssj '
Arikanakkarer [

J
i2Anferr], f ^~~^

78 ; cf. 57, II., 53

ApKivis, II., 47

Arq-Amani [

3Rq- 3Mn\ [ij^lj ™, II., 23

;

cf.
3
Riv(l)-

3Mn and Epyapevqq

3
Sprt, (f|F^g)|, 72 ; II., 3

J£m(?) [Mi-Amun-
J
£ra>(?)],

(| p

<
^

>(°

], 87;

cf. Amani-asrawe

3
Tngytnrye, II., 46

Jr™". (u^^aQ j.
II- 3

Azikhal(?)-amani I'Zhr-'Mn],
(j

H=],n.,32
1 AAAAAA y|

Bekemeti [Iflfcwrfy], IX, 38, 46

Baratare [5^r J

], QfeF>-^f _2fc& I) $], 87;

cf. Kar. 68

Biwenqash [i?itt7-M- Qs],

1^,^, king, II., 34

B$)trty, prince, II., 47

Candace ; see KavSdKrj

'EpyapLevrjs, 76 ; II., 23 ; see Arq-Amani

KavSdKTj [Kntky],
(^}\\*

79, 80; II, 38-40

Knrz, Knrz-r*nm(1), {
^~^ <~r>

|. (

K

<^>im^]?
86

ifnwtf, II., 25

Mnhce (Manitawawi ?), II, 37, 45

Mq(i)rtk ; see Mwrtk

Mw^)rtk, Qf^lTTl '
76

j], 55, 56,

Natakamani [MfA-'Jfn, Ntg-
3
Mn~\,

(j

^1]' 67; C^V]^4;II.,4"
l 2

o ^
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ffl J£s& 0,78;

Pasm, II. , 46

Prsme, II., 4G

IlXcj^Kapovp, 73

Pakartar [P&^r], f

cf. II., 5

Orr^r] (u^ZZmj , 87 (Qeren?, cf. II.,

51, etc.

Qrq(1), (Ujb^U^~J, 87 (cf. Qereqeye,

Sh. 6).

Qu-pr,
[
A D

(2 <=
A

' re
>], IL, 26

ZiXku, II. , 27

/Sfom, II. , 25

Sanapate [jSrapte], II. , 25, 57

Senq-Aman-seken \Snq-
3
Mn-skn\,

( AJ1AA fea

«»» L II., 3

SWm,
C~a-^ri], 86

Swni, II. , 26

Stltn, II., 25

Taracus, 76

Trna(t), II., 5

Tareramani [TVrmn), king, II. , 46, 47

Tenwetamani, king, II. , 3

Tame, Tami \_Tme, Tmy], II. , 46

Wigi [Wygy], IL, 25, 45; Wingi [Wyngy],

II., 38, 46

*%rctoy, (|| AAAAAA
76

Place-names :

—

!4crra7Toi'§, 53

AcTTacro/3a<;, 52, 53
J
>S?r[n?]; cf. Mstr* (Astanun ?, as Schafer

in A. Z.. xxxiv. 91).

Atiye, Q ^ (](]
", 87 ; see Ha-Teie

w li n-r^i
'

Chiris, II. , 20

Daro, Aapoiv, 53

Ha-Teie [ff-*-7y»],
[J^ Q ^ x\ |j] ,

II. , 8

Hrwme, II. , 55 ; 'Pw/i.??, Roma (Mer. Areme)

I-laq, II. , 3 ; v. Pilaq

Meyafiapot (tribe), II. , 38

Merawe [Mrwe], II. , 1, 2, 25, 47; v. Meroe

Meroe, Mepor), 64 ; IL, 1

Mstr*c=A ^JlJIJtw], 87; v. '^[n?]

Napata, II. , 1, 59

Pilaq [P-yJfl V
.2^A@, II.,49

P-y-ufb, D :ffffl= /J ^ (^£), 'Afiarov, 87 ; II.

49 (Mer. Tebawe)

ZTa^copa?, IL, 16, 29

D ,87

IItlpls, II. , 48 (or a deity)

Sha
r
i [s

c
-f], JM"^ ^ (

Mer- Shaye), II.

,

37, 38

Skny(l), II. , 25

Tacompso, II. , 37

TeX^Xis, IL , 30

TaXfjus, II. , 26

Tama, II. , 11

J

t>H ; v. Sha
c
i

,87

Titles, etc.

3
hrre (Mer. (a)krer), " prince(?)," IL, 38, 46 ;

cf. I., 73
3
rbtgye,

3
rbtngye (Mer. arebeteki), IL, 46

p-le-mSsh [p-mr-ms*', n.\eunH^e], " strate-

gus" (Mer. pelemes), II., 15, 38, 51

p-rt, "the Agent" (Mer. perite), II. , 41, 51

qrny (Mer. qeren), 61 ; II. , 25, 41, 45-47, 51

qrny-
3
krre (Mer. qeren-(a)krer), II. , 47, 55

t-wste [roTA^Te], " the adoration " (Mer.

tewisti), II. , 49

wpt, "envoy" (Mer. apete), IL, 15, 55

Wevrqs (Mer. pesha(n)te ?), II. , 47
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Aamu (Phoenicon '?), tribe-name, 21.

Ababda, 21.

Abaton, place, 40, 49 (see Tebawe).

Abratoi's, king, 47.

Abu Dom, 1.

Abu Hamed, 1.

Abu Simbel, 15, 16.

Adaye, 8.

Akhenaton, 7, 28.

Akin, place, 16.

Akinizaz, Akizaz, prince, 3, 26.

Aliq&t Arabs, 15.

Amada, 15, 17.

Amanap, deity, 22, 37.

Amanapate (Ammon of Napata), 2, 27, 28, 59.

Amanasrawe, king, 3.

Amanete (human-beaded Ammon of Meroe ?), 28.

Amani (Ammon), 11, 12, 38.

Amanitake, deity, 27, 38.

Amanitere (Candace), 4, 12, 53.

Amara, 9-13, 28, 31, 32.

Amenhotp III., 3, 7, 8.

Ammon, 2-5, 7, 9-12, 14, 24, 32, etc.

Amtr, king, 3.

Aniba, 16.

Anubis, 8.

Apezemak, god, 11, 53.

Aqeba, 17.

Aqezis (Khons), 54.

Arakakharer, prince, 53.

Arakakhtane, prince, 4.

Arawatere ('?), place, 31.

Arekhetaye, god (?), 30.

Aretate (god Harendotes), 28, 51.

Argo, Isle of, 6, 7, 15.

Aritefi, god, 12, 27, 28.

Arqamani (Ergamenes), 20.

Ar-r6qa, 17.

Arsenuphis, god, 23, 26, 33, 45.

Aspert, king, 3.

(A)sherakarer, prince, 12.

Atiye, place, 8, 31, 55.

Atrnrs, king, 3.

Atum, god, 11, 40.

Augustus, 25, 26, 48.

Aurelius, Marcus, 21, 47.

Azakherarnani, king, 20, 32.

A-zemi (Thebes), 12.

Azenili, place, 31.

Azere, place, 31.

Barabra, Dongalawi, 6 ; Feyadija, 15 ; Kenusi, 15

Mahass, 6, 7.

Barkal, Gebel, 1, 3, 4, 6, 7.

Bates, Mr. O., 23.

Batn el-Hagar, 7, 38

Bayuda desert, 1.

Bega, tribe, 13, 21, 38.

Begrash, 16.

Bekeme, place, 38.

Benedite, M., 53.

Berlin, 16, 33.

Bes, god, 3.

Beterti (?), prince, 47.

Bezewe, place, 18, 19.

Biga, Isle of, 33, 45.

Biga, "Pharaoh of," 44, 45, 49.

Bion of Soloi, 39.

Birth-house, 33.

Bisharin, tribe, 1, 21.

Biwenqash, king, 33.
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